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Abstract

In this thesis a computational framework was developed to profile the

musculoskeletal loading during exercise in hypogravity and to model muscular

adaptations to disuse. The aims were i) to create a Biomechanical Handbook

of normative internal musculoskeletal loading profiles when exercising in

hypogravity, and ii) to assess how muscular adaptations to unloading can be

replicated with a Hill-type muscle model. A direct collocation framework was

used to estimate muscle and joint reaction forces, validated against the Knee

Grand Challenge dataset. The framework was then used to estimate lower-limb

joint reaction forces during single-leg hopping at five hypogravity levels, and

predict exercise volume to avoid detrimental adaptations. Joint reaction forces

were estimated within 0.62 - 0.85 BW relative to the Knee Grand Challenge

data, with a peak error of 1.24 ± 0.17 BW. The framework was also able to

detect the increase in peak joint reaction force as walking speed increased. The

hypogravity case-study revealed an increased quadriceps muscle forces and a shift

in rectus femoris force as gravity approached 1 g. When quadriceps muscle forces

were input into a muscle adaption model, predicted exercise volumes needed to

combat muscle adaptations decreased substantially with gravity. The framework

allows for the comparison between different movements and gravity levels needed

to create a Biomechanical Handbook. An experimental protocol, which expands

on the handbook vision, is presented to provide a blueprint for the analysis of

a catalogue of gait and jumping exercises in hypogravity to provide reference

values to the handbook. Finally, a Monte Carlo sampling technique was used to

perturb Hill-type muscle model parameters during an isokinetic knee extension

task. The results highlighted the Hill-type muscle model can replicate muscular

adaptations to unloading as long as optimal fibre length is adjusted appropriately..

This information is key for future research to adjust musculoskeletal models

to achieve appropriate simulation results, which will improve application of

simulation methods to space science contexts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Almost five decades since Apollo 17 last carried humans to the Moon, space

exploration is again a main focus of international space organisations. The

European Space Agency (ESA) announced their long-term aim of returning to the

lunar surface as early as 2025 (Eurpoean Space Agency, 2022), with the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) aiming to transport humans to

Mars before 2040 (Wilson, 2021). Commercial spaceflight, or space tourism, is

also becoming a reality with two companies, Virigin Galactic and Blue Origin,

launching the first civilian-only flights into space in July 2021 (Blue Origin,

2021; Virgin Galactic, 2021). However, the musculoskeletal (MSK) systems,

amongst other physiological systems, undergo adaptations during spaceflight that

impact human health. These adaptations can occur in as little as seven days

(Ferrando et al., 1995), and, in some instances, may not return to their pre-flight

condition (Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018a). The MSK system is integral to

performing work to allow locomotion and to maintain posture. Consequently,

space-induced adaptations impact an individual’s functional capacity during and

following spaceflight (Berg et al., 1997; English et al., 2020). During the Apollo

program, the last and still only manned program to the Lunar surface, NASA

spent ∼$25 billion in 1960s currency (Gisler & Sornette, 2009); over $180 billion

adjusting for inflation. As space activities continue grow in number and duration,
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and as they extend further from Earth orbit, the financial outlay will equally

continue to grow.

The severe environmental and physiological challenges of spaceflight have long

been acknowledged. Before Neil Armstrong stepped foot on the moon (1969),

before Yuri Gagarin made the first human voyage into Space (1961), and

even before the creation of NASA, (1958), mitigation against the deleterious

physiological affects of spaceflight were being considered (National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics, 1958). Since then a substantial research effort has

taken place to better understand adaptations of physiological systems, including

the MSK system, so as to minimise the impact to astronaut health and well-being

upon return-to-Earth. Exercise has become an integral part of an astronaut’s

routine to maintain MSK health (Loehr et al., 2015; Petersen et al., 2016). The

health of MSK tissue, such as muscle and bone, reflects the mechanical load to

which it has been exposed to. The equipment aboard the International Space

Station (Figure 1-1) has been optimised for the unique time, mission, space,

and resource constraints associated with space travel whilst trying to target the

multi-system adaptations associated with the reduced gravitational environment.

These devices have evolved over time but are still limited in the movement

patterns they allow and the resistance they can provide. This is reflected in

the adaptations observed in astronauts post-spaceflight, which are relatively

quick to emerge (Winnard et al., 2019) and show considerable inter-individual

variation (Scott et al., 2021). Although the evolution of exercise devices and

innovation of different countermeasures appears to have reduced the magnitude

of adaptations (English et al., 2015), the fact astronauts still experience MSK

deterioration highlights the need for further research to protect their health in-

and post-spaceflight.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1-1 Astronauts on the International Space Station currently have access
to multiple exercise devices. Aerobic conditioning via a treadmill and
cycle ergometer (a & c) and an advance resistance exercise device
(b) for strength training.

1.2 Rationale of Musculoskeletal Modelling

Hypogravity encapsulates environments, both ground-based (e.g. body weight

support systems) and extra-terrestrial (e.g. the Moon), where gravitational forces

are below terrestrial levels (i.e. ≤1 g). In this context, the mechanoresponsive

MSK tissues, such as muscle and bone, adapt to the reduced habitual mechanical

stimuli that are applied to them due to the reduced gravitational forces.

Astronauts are prescribed comprehensive exercise programs pre-, in-, and
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post-spaceflight to mitigate against MSK adaptations (Loehr et al., 2015;

Petersen et al., 2016). However, astronauts still experience multi-system MSK

adaptations that highlights there is a gap in our understanding of mechanical

loading in hypogravity that if addressed can improve the outlook for astronaut

health in space. Previous work aiming to describe MSK loading in hypogravity

has been driven by external parameters, including ground reaction forces and

impulses, internal and external work performed to oscillate the centre of mass,

and net joint moments (Apte et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2017). Notwithstanding

the valuable information that can be garnered from these variables, they do

not provide a complete picture but rather a net affect on the whole or part

of the MSK system. The human body is a redundant system with the number

of muscles exceeding the degrees of freedom of the skeletal system, meaning it is

not possible to divide these parameters across the individual MSK structures

using traditional biomechanical analyses. Musculoskeletal modelling is the

application of physics-based mathematical methods to describe the MSK system,

and is often combined with traditional biomechanical workflows to allow for

the estimation of internal parameters that are otherwise not possible in vivo.

In particular, the inclusion of muscle-tendon unit (MTU) elements, including

geometrical information (i.e. lines of action and moment arms about a joint)

and force-generating dynamics (Zajac, 1989), allows for optimisation-based

algorithms to estimate the muscle forces required to generate the analysed

movement. With the estimated muscle forces, joint reaction forces can then be

calculated that describe the overall joint loading between two segments. These

internal parameters provide a more detailed picture of the loading profile on

the MSK tissue. This approach has shown promise in clinical contexts through

identifying MSK loading parameters that are implicated in the progression of

degenerative diseases (e.g. osteoarthritis), rehabilitation, assistive device deign,

and surgical planning (Killen et al., 2020). For example, Von Rossom and

colleague (2018) estimated the knee joint loading for a catalogue of activities

of daily living and rehabilitation exercises, allowing for a patient’s rehabilitation

stage to be aligned with the prescribed exercise. In a similar way, estimating

internal MSK loading during exercise in hypogravity can improve exercise

prescription in two main ways:
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1. In-flight exercise programs can be categorised according to their loading

profile to better target and prevent MSK adaptations.

2. Exercise programs can be personalised during post-spaceflight

rehabilitation to the type and magnitude of MSK adaptations experienced

by the astronaut.

1.3 Research Aims

The overarching purpose of this thesis was to inform hypogravity exercise

prescription by applying MSK modelling and optimal control simulation methods

to hypogravity exercise contexts. This would, for the first time, provide

insight into internal biomechanical loading (i.e. muscle and joint forces) during

movement in hypogravity. Knowledge of this is key for space agencies, and

other disuse rehabilitation contexts, as expected MSK loading profiles can

be better aligned with astronaut-specific exercise requirements based on their

adaptations to disuse. This can inform preventative monitoring tools to intervene

in-flight before adaptations become severe, or rehabilitation strategies to minimise

recovery time. To this end, the aims of this thesis were:

1. To create a Biomechanical Handbook of normative muscle and joint loading

profiles when exercise is performed in different gravity levels.

2. To assess how muscular adaptations to unloading can be replicated with a

Hill-type muscle model.

To achieve this the following objectives were set:

1. To develop a computational framework, based on optimal control theory,

that quantifies the lower-limb internal loading during exercises performed

at different levels of gravity (aim 1).
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2. To devise a comprehensive experimental protocol for the collection of

biomechanical data for a variety of exercises across a spectrum of gravity

levels (aim 1).

3. To systematically adjust Hill-type muscle model parameters to replicate

experimental data of muscular adaptations due to unloading (aim 2).

4. To integrate a stochastic sampling technique with the optimal control

framework to explore all the feasible combinations of Hill-type muscle model

parameters that reflect muscular adaptations to disuse (aim 2).

1.4 Thesis Structure

Chapter Two: Review of Literature

The contents of this chapter review the pertinent literature relating to MSK

adaptation to unloading, biomechanical loading during hypogravity exercise, the

application of MSK modelling to quantify loading (i.e. muscles and joints) during

exercise, and simulation methods used to optimise for and solve the muscle

redundancy problem.

Chapter Three: The Biomechanical Handbook

The development and validation of an integrated experimental and direct

collocation optimal control framework is presented in this first study, before the

concept of a Biomechanical Handbook is provided via a hypogravity case-study.

An open source repository of biomechanical data, including in vivo knee contact

forces from a force instrument knee prosthetic, from a single male participant

was used to assess the accuracy with which the framework could estimate joint

reaction forces. The Biomechanical Handbook was presented by applying the

validated framework to a case-study of a single male participant performing

single-leg hopping using a body weight support system. A novel approach of using

a muscle adaptation model was used to assess, for the first time, hypothetical

training volumes (i.e. repetitions) to better bridge the gap between theoretical

simulations and application to practice.
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Chapter Four: The MoLo-Milano Study Protocol

Experimental and MSK modelling methods are combined to create an

experimental protocol for analysing internal MSK loading in hypogravity (i.e.

≤1 g). This builds upon the Biomechanical Handbook concept presented in

Chapter Three by collecting biomechanical data for a catalogue of exercise types,

including gait and jumping movements, using a body weight support system

to replicate a spectrum of hypogravity conditions from 0.16 g (Luna gravity)

to 1 g (terrestrial gravity). The same data-tracking simulation framework is

described to estimate the internal MSK loading (i.e. muscle forces and joint

reaction force). An analysis plan is presented to define MSK loading profiles

based on the movement and gravity level, and the application to in-flight and

post-spaceflight exercise prescription is considered.

Chapter Five: Modelling Muscle-Tendon Unit Adaptations

to Unloading

Within this chapter a Monte Carlo sampling technique was used to explore all

feasible combinations of Hill-type muscle model parameters that were able to

recreate an experimental isokinetic knee extension task. The capacity of the

Hill-type muscle model to replicate adaptations to unloading is considered and

strategies for adjusting MTU parameters based on the results are discussed.

Chapter Six: General Discussion

The contents of the studies presented within this thesis are contextualised in the

wider literature. The impact of the results are discussed, and the limitations and

directions of future research are considered before final concluding remarks are

made.
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Chapter 2

Review of Literature

This chapter evaluates the relevant literature in relation to aims outlined in the

first chapter of this thesis. Particular focus is given to four main themes:

1. Musculoskeletal Adaptation to Unloading

2. Musculoskeletal Loading in Hypogravity

3. Musculoskeletal Modelling to Estimate Load

4. Optimisation to Solve the Muscle Redundancy Problem

This chapter begins with introducing adaptations musculoskeletal (MSK) tissue

experiences when gravitational forces are reduced. This aims to highlight the

severe physiological challenge spaceflight represents to the human body, and

gives contexts to the important role exercise plays in mitigating against the

deleterious adaptations. The limitations of previous biomechanical assessment

of MSK loading when exercising hypogravity are then discussed in relation to

previous literature from spaceflight and ground-based methods to replicate load

gravity. In the final two themes, MSK modelling and computer simulations are

introduced as methods for estimating internal loading (i.e. muscle and joint

forces) that are not possible using traditional in vivo biomechanical methods.

A particular focus is placed on the key aspects that influence the physiological

realism of muscle force and joint reaction force estimations.
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This chapter is concluded with a restatement of the thesis aims in the context of

the gaps that are present in the literature.

Key Definitions

Before advancing to overview the relevant literature, it is important outline the

definitions used in this thesis. Within the literature, the terms hypogravity and

partial gravity are interchangeable ways of describing gravity below terrestrial

levels (i.e. < 1 g). They encapsulate another term, microgravity, which

specifically refers to ∼0 g, such as on the International Space Station. Within

this thesis the term hypogravity is used to describe ¡ 1 g, and microgravity is used

when specifically referencing 0 g. Terrestrial or Earth gravity is used to describe

1 g.

2.1 Musculoskeletal Adaptation to Unloading

The health of MSK tissue, such as muscle and bone, reflects the mechanical

load to which it has been exposed to. Mechanical load acts as a stimulus that

regulates homeostasis through triggering remodelling and maintenance processes

(Frost, 1987, 2003; Wang, 2006). The state of MSK system adapts to the

degree of overload borne by its structures. Equally, by removing habitual

mechanical load, such as during spaceflight, the MSK system adapts in a way

that would be considered detrimental to normal free living. This leaves the

MSK system less able to meet the demands of societal functioning, which may

impact an individuals well-being. This includes a reduced functional capacity of

the muscular system and reduced bone strength that both leave the individual

less able to perform activities of daily living, and more susceptible to potential

injuries. This section summaries the MSK adaptations associated with disuse

to contextualise the challenge faced by individuals embarking on long-duration

spaceflight.

2.1.1 Muscular adaptations

Weakening of the muscular system is a common symptom of disuse. This has

been demonstrated in various unloading paradigms including spaceflight (Koryak,
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2019), bed rest (Winnard et al., 2019), unilateral lower-limb support (ULLS)

(Berg et al., 1991), cast immobilisation (Hvid et al., 2017), and as a consequence

of aging (Bruce et al., 1989). Evidence from short duration spaceflight highlights

that maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVC) moment can decline by as

much as 15% in as little as 2-5 days (Convertino & Tsiolkovsky, 1990). Although

there can be substantial variability between muscles and between individuals.

Continued exposure to microgravity shows that MVC performance can decrease

8 - 37% after 14 to ∼180 days of spaceflight (Koryak, 2019; Lambertz et al., 2001;

Tesch et al., 2005; Trappe et al., 2009), and 3 - 55% after 14 to 120 days bed rest

(Bamman et al., 1998; Berg et al., 2007; Berg et al., 1997; Blottner et al., 2006;

Gallagher et al., 2005; Kawakami et al., 2001; Koryak, 1995, 1999, 2010, 2014,

2015; Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018a; Moriggi et al., 2010; Reeves et al., 2002;

Schneider et al., 2016). This has been shown to manifest in reduced functional

performance in one repetition maximum of lower-limb extension (English et al.,

2020), and reduced countermovement jump height (Kramer, Kümmel, et al.,

2018b). The majority of studies have utilised isometric or isokinetic movements

about a single joint, either via dynamometry or flywheel equipment. While this

provides an objective method to evaluate the influence on muscle moment-joint

angle/velocity interactions, which are relevant in the study of movement, these

measures do not necessarily scale well to the muscle level (Lieber & Fridén,

2000). Muscle biopsies allow for isolation of single fibres to overcome a number

of the limitations with in vivo measurements through chemical stimulation via

immersion in a calcium solution. Since the sarcoplasmic reticulum is rendered

non-functional, this technique is assumed to represent muscular function at the

level of the cross-bridges. Biopsies taken from the soleus and gastrocnemius show

reduced fibre force of 21% and 15%, respectively, after 17-d spaceflight (Widrick

et al., 2001; Widrick et al., 1999). By the time an astronaut has been exposed to

≥160-d spaceflight, the decline in fibre force can reach as much as 35%, depending

on the muscle and fibre type (Fitts et al., 2010). The remaining content of this

section will overview the structural and architectural adaptations reported to the

muscular system that underpin the decline muscular strength.
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Muscle Size

Muscle atrophy is a common reported adaption to disuse. Decrease in

cross-sectional area (CSA) has been demonstrated that atrophy can manifest

at both the whole muscle level and the fibre level. Medical imaging, such as MRI

and CT scans, highlight that muscle CSA declines by as much as 4 - 10% within

just 8 to 17 days of spaceflight (LeBlanc et al., 1995; Tesch et al., 2005) and

within 5 to 7 days of bed rest (Dirks et al., 2016; Ferrando et al., 1995; Tanner

et al., 2015). Continued exposure to unloading Although, data collated by Nirici

and de Boer (2011) from various disuse paradigms, the rate of atrophy appears to

slow overtime. Muscle biopsies from the vastus lateralis and triceps surae muscles

highlight reduced fibre CSA between 16 - 36% after 7 - 11 day (Edgerton et al.,

1995), 2 - 21% after 17-d (Riley et al., 2000; Trappe et al., 2001; Widrick et al.,

2001; Widrick et al., 1999), and 24 - 44% after ≥160-d (Fitts et al., 2010). The

decrease in muscle tissue is believed to be due to decreases in muscle protein

synthesis, and consequently a net breakdown, due to the reduced mechanical

stimuli. There is evidence that protein synthesis rate is decreased after 3-months

spaceflight and halved after 21 days ULLS (De Boer et al., 2007; Stein et al.,

1999), but limited data showing changes to protein breakdown when disuse is

not accompanied with confounding variables (e.g. disease or diet). The decrease

in CSA is believed to represent a loss of muscle fibres in parallel, compromising

the potential for cross-bridge formation required for force generation. This is

supported by a reduction in specific force/tension (muscle force normalised to

CSA) following bed rest (Larsson et al., 1996) and immobilisation (Hvid et al.,

2017), which may, in part, be explained by a reduction in actin myofilament

density impacting cross-bridge formation (Riley et al., 2000). Furthermore, the

decrease in CSA is experienced across the entire length of the muscle (Akima,

Kawakami, et al., 2000; Miokovic et al., 2012), contributing to a loss of muscle

volume (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2010; Rittweger et al., 2018; Trappe et al.,

2009). Albeit, CSA loss across the muscle is non-uniform (Akima, Kawakami,

et al., 2000; Miokovic et al., 2012) meaning CSA can, depending on the region

measured, appear greater than volume atrophy as volume represents the average

CSA changes (Narici & De Boer, 2011).
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An important observation from literature is susceptibility of so called antigravity

muscles to disuse. The volume of the soleus (19.6%), gastronemius (23.8%),

quadriceps femoris (12.1%), hamstrings (15.7%), anterior leg muscles (16%),

intrinsic back muscles (20.0%) and psoas (10.9%) have all been shown to decrease

to varying degrees following 16 - 28 weeks of spaceflight (LeBlanc, Lin, et al.,

2000). Similarly, Miokovic et al. (2012) showed muscle volumes of the soleus

(23%), gastronemius (24%), vasti (16%) atrophy to a greater extent than the

hamstrings (13%) and tibialis anterior (12%). Although contentious within the

literature, there is evidence that type I fibres atrophy to a greater extent than

faster fibre types (Narici & De Boer, 2011). For example, following 180 days

spaceflight single fibre analyses showed a heirachial decrease in fibre CSA of

the order soleus type I > soleus type II > gastronemius type I > gastronemius

type II (Fitts et al., 2010). This likely reflects the fact the soleus is a greater

contributor to progression during walking and running gaits (Cronin et al., 2013;

Hamner & Delp, 2013), therefore the relative decrease in habitual loading of

the soleus is greater when gravitational forces are removed. Additionally, the

regions within the same muscle that experienced the greatest CSA atrophy was

muscle-specific, with the greatest atrophy seen between 5 - 50% of the rectus

femoris’ length (muscle origin being 0%), between 15 - 70% for the hamstring

muscles, and 30 - 100% for the gastronemius heads (Miokovic et al., 2012).

Muscles that perform multiple functions may explain the different CSA atrophy

within muscles. For example, the rectus femoris has been hypothesised to have

two or more sub-volumes due to split nerve innervation and blood supply to

the proximal and distal portions of the muscle (Yang & Morris, 1999). Muscle

compartmentalisation is this manor allows multiple functions to be performed by

the same muscle (Hasselman et al., 1995), and may contribute to within-muscle

heterogeneity.

Muscle Architecture

As demonstrated in the literature, muscle weakening and muscle atrophy adapt

asynchronously in response to disuse. A systematic review of non-exercise control

groups during bed rest found that muscle weakening (7-d) proceeds muscle

atrophy (14-d) during short-term disuse, but, although both continue to decline,

muscle atrophy does so at a faster rate with continued disuse (Winnard et al.,
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2019). Additionally, isometric and isokinetic moment generation may still decline

even in the absence of concurrent muscle atrophy following spaceflight (Bamman

et al., 1998; Greenisen et al., 1999) and bed rest (Alkner & Tesch, 2004; Kawakami

et al., 2001). This highlights that additional adaptations contribute to changes in

muscle strength beyond CSA. The limitation of medical imaging to measure CSA

is that they provide a planer representation of the muscle, which is not necessarily

representative of the fibre architecture. An in-depth description of muscle fibre

arrangement is beyond this review (see Lieber & Fridén, 2000), but, in brief, fibres

are typically non-parallel to the axis of force generation (i.e. are pennate) and

may be distributed at various angles (θ) within the same muscles. Physiological

CSA (PCSA) is an architectural parameter that expresses muscle volume (muscle

mass/density [ρ]) whilst accounting for fibre length and pennation angle (eq. 2.1).

It is considered to represent the total CSA of the muscle fibres and, therefore,

the only parameter directly proportional to maximum force generating capacity

of the muscle (Lieber & Fridén, 2000; Martin et al., 2020).

PCSA(mm2) =
musclemass(g) · cosineθ

ρ(g ·mm3) · fibrelength(mm)
(2.1)

Pennation angle represents the angle at which the muscle fibres are orientated

with respects to the aponeurosis. It represents the projection of the muscle

fibres along the aponeurosis, and consequently governs the effective force that is

applied to the bones for movement. It has been consistently shown that pennation

angle decreases with disuse, with values reported between 3% - 27% reported

after spaceflight (Koryak, 2019; Rittweger et al., 2018), 1% - 14% after bed rest

(De Boer et al., 2008; Kawakami et al., 2001; Kawakami et al., 2000; Reeves

et al., 2002), and 4% - 10% following ULLS (Campbell et al., 2013; De Boer

et al., 2007; Seynnes et al., 2008). Pennation angle is positively correlated

with fibre thickness (Kawakami et al., 1993), hence increased pennation angle

is used to indicate an increase parallel sarcomere orientation (Narici et al., 2016).

The increased pennation, although reduces the effective force a fibre projects

along the aponeurosis, allows for increased fibres to be arranged within the

muscle. Given muscle atrophy is a common adaption following disuse, the reduced
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pennation angle supports the hypothesis that the decrease in CSA is caused

by reduced parallel sarcomere. It is unclear whether the reduced pennation

angles partially offset the decreased PCSA (i.e. force generating capacity) by

allowing more fibre force to be projected along the tendon, however, it is clear

that muscle atrophy supersedes this. A functional role of pennation angle is to

control fibre shortening velocity through rotating during contraction (Lieber &

Fridén, 2000). The increase in pennation angle as the muscle shortens results

in a disproportionate decrease on muscle length relative to fibre length. Koryak

(2019) measured pennation angle of the ankle plantarflexors before and after 180

days spaceflight in two different ankle angle positions. The results indicated that

although there was a tendency for the medial gastrocnemius to rotate less during

shortening after spaceflight, this was not substantial and not observed in the

lateral head and the soleus. The impact on shortening velocity due to pennation

angle changes in likely minimal.

Muscle fibre length is an important characteristic in muscle force-generation.

Muscle adapts in response to overstretch and understretch, as demonstrated

by the increased and decreased serial sarcomere number seen in mice with

immobilised ankles in lengthened and shortened configurations, respectively

(Williams & Goldspink, 1978). Ultrasonographic images have shown that

resting muscle fascicle length is shorter following disuse, indicating removal of

gravitational load understretches the muscles. Data from spaceflight (Koryak,

2019; Rittweger et al., 2018), bedrest (De Boer et al., 2008; Reeves et al., 2002),

and ULLS (De Boer et al., 2007; Suetta et al., 2007) show lower-limb muscle

fascicles can shorten between 5 - 13% following disuse. The observation that

postural muscles, particularly the ankle plantarflexors, are more susceptible to

unloading was shown in fascicle lengths, with the gastrocnemius (12%) and the

vastus lateralis (8%) shortening while the biceps brachii do not (De Boer et al.,

2008). Additionally, in microgravity astronauts adopt a more flexed resting

posture (Han Kim et al., 2019; Simons, 1964), which likely further exacerbates

the understretch stimulus. It is theorised that muscle fascicle length adapts by

additional serial sarcomere to ensure the sarcomere work within the ascending

limb and plateau regions of the force-length relationship (Lieber & Fridén, 2000).

However, this is yet to be confirmed experimentally in adult human muscle in vivo
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with increased sarcomere length appearing to be the primary underlying adaption

following short-term eccentric training (Pincheira et al., 2022). Adaptation to the

resting sarcomere length is supported by some disuse studies, with the distance

between consecutive z-lines, indicative of sarcomere length, shown to decrease

following spaceflight and bed rest (Riley et al., 2000, 1998). Regardless, this

highlights there is a shift in the operating region within the muscle has adapted

to work efficiently in. Shorter muscle fibres will have two potential impacts on

force-generation (Lieber & Fridén, 2000). First, maximum shortening velocity

will be reduced as it is proportional to fibre length, meaning less force can be

produced for the same absolute fibre velocity. Disuse research provides some

support for this as fibre shortening velocity, as assessed via slack test procedures,

can change in some fibres (Fitts et al., 2010). Although this outcome is influenced

by adaptations to fibre type composition within the muscle. Second, the absolute

range of the force-length relationship is shifted causing peak absolute force to

occur at a shorter length. While geometry of the muscle, particularly moment

arm about a joint, will influence the range of motion of the muscle, this reduced

absolute range of the fibre impacts muscle function. Again, disuse research can

provide some support for this as reduced flexibility, as demonstrated by reduced

sit-and-reach performance, is present in some astronauts post-spaceflight (English

et al., 2020; Laughlin et al., 2015). Where muscle fascicle shortening is present

it may explain the increased muscle weakening observed in some participants,

as the architectural adaptations may compound muscle atrophy. While there is

little data to support this hypothesis in practice, reduced muscle volume and

physiological CSA with and without concurrent fascicle shortening has been

observed in both human (Rittweger et al., 2018) and animal studies (Caiozzo

et al., 1996).

Shortening Velocity

Muscle shortening velocity plays an important role in the active force generation

of the muscle. Fundamental to the force-velocity relationship, maximum shorten

velocity determines the absolute range of shortening velocities of a muscle. When

maximum isometric force is kept constant, this allows for greater absolute force

to be generated for the same shortening velocity (Lieber & Fridén, 2000; Miller

et al., 2012) and a greater shortening velocity to be achieved before zero force
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can be generated. Thus, adaptations to the muscle that influence the velocity

at which a muscle can shorten will influence muscular strength. As mentioned

above, it is assumed that muscle fibre length is proportional to fibre velocity and

that rotation of the fibres (i.e. increased pennation angle) during contraction

can influence the velocity a fibre shortens (Lieber & Fridén, 2000). It would be

expected then that the shortening velocity of the fibre would exclusively decline

following disuse because fascicle length tends to shorten and pennation rotation

appears to be unaffected. However, this is not always the case. In vitro analyses

of single-fibres have reported that maximum shortening velocity can decline by as

much as 44% (Fitts et al., 2010), but increase by a factor of two (Yamashita-Goto

et al., 2001) following disuse. Short-term disuse is associated with increased

shortening velocity. Soleus fibres presented with increased shortening velocity

after 17 days spaceflight (22 - 44% Widrick et al., 2001; Widrick et al., 1999) and

17 days bed rest (15 - 33% Widrick et al., 1998; Widrick et al., 1997). However,

with the exception of soleus type II fibres, following 160 days spaceflight the

shortening velocity of grastrocnemius and soleus fibres was reduces by ∼ 20%

(Fitts et al., 2010). The authors of these papers suggest thin filament density

influences this finds, reduced thin myofilament density during short-term disuse

allowing for greater spacing between actin and myosin and less drag (Riley et al.,

2000, 1998). Further complication arises due to a preferential shift to type II

fibres within the muscle. Long-term bed rest has been associated with the shift

from type I to type II fibres (Trappe et al., 2004), believed to restore parity to

fibre power generation after the loss of fibre force (Qaisar et al., 2020). Despite

reduced maximum shortening velocity appears to occur across all fibre types,

at least with long-term disuse, the shift from type I to type II fibres makes it

difficult to understand how this might manifest at the whole muscle level. This

likely explains the large variation values reported in the literature.

It is important to note that the neuromuscular system is complex and there

are other adaptations not discussed in detail here that will contribute to the

decrease in muscular strength. For example, Koryak (Koryak, 1995, 1998, 1999,

2010, 2014, 2015) presented a series of studies assessing maximal involuntary

contraction (MIC), assessed during titanic supramaximal stimulation via surface

electrodes in a stepwise manor, and voluntary contraction of a muscle group after
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bed rest. From these studies it was found that MVC was reduced to a greater

extent than MIC after 60-d (33.5% vs 17.3%, Koryak, 2010) and 120-d (36.1 -

45.5% vs 11.5 - 36.7%, Koryak, 1995, 1999, 2014), suggesting factors extrinsic to

the contraction apparatus (e.g. calcium-dynamics or neural drive) influences the

force-generating capacity. This is supported by the electromyographic (EMG)

activity of the plantarflexors fallng by 35-40% following long-duration spaceflight

(Lambertz et al., 2001).

2.1.2 Tendon adaptations

The role of tendon in human movement is to transfer the contractile force to

the bone to allow motion and to stabilise joints. It works in tandem with the

muscle, and is typically considered part of a muscle-tendon unit (MTU). A key

mechanical property of tendon is its stiffness, and describes it’s resistance to

elongation when force is applied. All else being equal, a more compliant tendon

will experience greater strain when pulled by the same magnitude of force. This

has important implications for muscle contraction dynamics as the elongation of

the tendon will directly impact the lengths at which the fibres operate (Narici

& Maganaris, 2007). Stiffness of the vastus lateralis aponeuross is reported to

decline by 28% - 32% after 20 days bed rest (Kubo et al., 2004a; Kubo et al.,

2004b), while Achilles tendon is reported to decline to 58% by 90 days bed rest

(Reeves et al., 2005). The onset can occur rapidly with 10% and 20% decrease

in Patella and Achilles tendon stiffness, respectively, occurring after 14 days

ULLS (Couppé et al., 2012; De Boer et al., 2007), rising to 29% by day 23

(De Boer et al., 2007). An observation from De Boer et al. (2007) was that

the reduction in stiffness accelerated after day 14, which is in contrast to the

muscular and skeletal adaptations. The decline in tendon stiffness is similar

to the degree in decline observed in Young’s modulus (De Boer et al., 2007;

Reeves et al., 2005), tendon stiffness normalised to tendon dimensions, suggesting

tendon dimensions do not adapt substantially to disuse. Indeed, no previous

study has reported changes to Achilles nor Patella tendon CSA in health adults

following bed rest, ULLS and cast immobilisation (De Boer et al., 2007; Reeves

et al., 2005). Furthermore, turnover of collagen tissue in Achilles tendon does

not change after 6 - 10 weeks cast immobilisation (Christensen et al., 2008).
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This suggests that bed rest and ULLS disuse are insufficient stimuli to trigger

tendon CSA atrophy and collagen remodelling. It appears that the decrease

in tendon stiffness is driven by other structural consequences, such as collagen

quality (Narici & De Boer, 2011). This places the disused tendon at greater risk

of injury due to the potential for increased elongation under the same tensile load,

because straining a tendon beyond ∼4% and ∼8 - 10% can lead microscopic and

macroscopic tearing, respectively (Wang, 2006).

2.1.3 Bone and Cartilage Adaptations

Bone provides various functions from being a reservoir for minerals (e.g. calcium)

to protection for internal structures such as organs, to name a couple. Most

importantly for human movement is that bones provide structural support and

attachment sites for muscles to transmit force to motion. Early spaceflight

from NASA’s Apollo (1968 - 1972) and Skylab programs (1973 - 1974) showed

calcaneal bone mineral content can declined by as much as ∼2 % in 13 days

(Rambaut & Johnston, 1979), and continued to ∼8 % by 84 days (Rambaut

& Johnston, 1979). This aligned with data from the U.S.S.R’s manned space

programs with cosmonauts presenting with up to 8.2 % loss at the calcaneus after

175 days spaceflight (Gazenko et al., 1981). These early findings were followed

by further study that confirmed disuse via spaceflight and bed rest is associated

with substantial mineral loss within the bones. It is often cited that bone mineral

content loss occurs at a rate of 1 - 1.5% per month during spaceflight (LeBlanc,

Schneider, et al., 2000), which, for context, suggests astronauts would experience

a similar rate of loss in just one month as post-menopausal women do in a year

(Mendoza-Pinto et al., 2021; Pouilles et al., 1993). However, within the same

study, LeBlanc et al. (2000) found those that spent longer in space (311 and 438

days) than the group average (188 days) has substantially lower rates of bone loss

(0.51 - 0.68% per month). While this might be a consequence of inter-individual

variability (Rittweger et al., 2005; Scott et al., 2021), the rate of loss appears

to decline with extended exposure to hypogravity. Furthemore, bone mineral

density, a measure of bone mineral content normalised to area scanned, declines

at a similar rate at the hip (1.2% - 1.5% per month) but slightly slower in the

vertebrae (0.8% - 0.9% per month) following 4 - 6 months spaceflight (Lang
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et al., 2004). Bone mineral density represents the quantity of minerals within the

bone structures, and even though it is not the only parameter of bone strength

(e.g. quality of architecture), it is still considered a major determinant of bone

strength (Ammann & Rizzoli, 2003). The mechanisms underpinning the decline

in bone is related to altered bone remodelling. Bone remodelling occurs due to

relative activities of osteoclasts (i.e. bone resorption) and osteoblasts (i.e bone

formation), with the net effect resulting in an increase or decrease in bone mass.

Markers of bone resorption increase more rapidly than formation markers during

spaceflight (Stavnichuk et al., 2020a) and bed rest (Spatz et al., 2012), suggesting

a net resorption dominates as a consequence of disuse. Furthermore, the increased

resorption appears to plateau after 25 days while formation continues to rise

through long-duration spaceflight (Stavnichuk et al., 2020a), which supports the

hypothesis that rate of bone loss decreases over time. The role of muscle in bone

loss during disuse should not be discounted as bone and muscle strength are

closely related, highlighting that muscle contractions are an important factor in

skeletal loading (Schönau et al., 1996).

The loss of bone has been shown to be regional and bone-type specific. Data from

spaceflight and bed rest show that the lumbar spine, pelvis and lower-limb bones

are particularly vulnerable to bone mineral loss in comparison to the upper limbs,

upper thorax/spine and skull (Kramer et al., 2017; Lang et al., 2004; LeBlanc,

Schneider, et al., 2000; Rittweger et al., 2005; Stavnichuk et al., 2020a). There is

also heterogeneity in bone mineral loss at different regions along the length of the

bone (Kramer et al., 2017; Rittweger et al., 2005). Given the close relationship

between bone mass and muscle mass, it is logical that the locations within that

body that experience greater adaptations for muscle (e.g. the lower-limbs) are

observed in the corresponding bones. The transmission of load from muscles to

the bone occurs at the origin and insertions of the tendon, and these sites on the

bone will experience the largest decline in mechanical load. However, markers of

bone remodelling are typically assessed through blood and urine samples, and are

therefore not sensitive enough to determine regions of concentrated remodelling to

confirm. The introduction of quantitative computed tomography (QCT) allowed

to separate compartments of the bones to assess mineral density of trabeculae

and cortical bone. Using this approach, Lang and colleagues (2004) demonstrated
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that trabecular lost mineral density (2.2% - 2.7% per month) at a faster rate than

cortical bone (0.4% - 0.5%) during spaceflight. Although the duration of disuse

may be important, as total bone mass loss was greater than the trabecular bone

mass during shorter duration bed rest (¡60 days), but trabecular bone mass loss

was greater as disuse continued (Cervinka et al., 2014). Using computational

finite element modelling, Keyak et al. (2009) modelled the proximal femur of

astronauts pre- and post-spaceflight (4 - 6 months), and applied representative

loads of standing and falling activities to assess strength loss due to disuse. Their

findings indicated bone strength losses were comparable to reported trabecular

mineral density loss (2.4% - 2.7% per month), although the variability between

astronauts was considerable. Bone mineral density is a good predictor of bone

strength (Ammann & Rizzoli, 2003), and the substantial decrease in both cortical

and trabecular bone underpins the decrease n bone strength following spaceflight.

Hyaline cartilage is a smooth, durable, avascular tissue that provides a low

friction interface between articulating surfaces. The cartilage experiences

compressive strain during human movement, and altered strain profiles are

regularly implicated in joint-disease pathology (Crook et al., 2021), such as

osteoarthritis (Wang et al., 2011). Evidence from studies comparing habitual

loading indicate that cartilage displayed increase proteoglycan content (Slowman

& Brandt, 1986) and increased stiffness (Swann & Seedhom, 1993) in area

of increased stress. This highlights that cartilage is mechanoresponsive to

compressive joint loading (Zhao et al., 2020). Cartilage helps to redistribute

load at the joint to prevent high concentration stress being applied to the bone.

Given the reduced mechanical stimuli associated with disuse, adaptations to the

cartilage will influence bone health.

The adaption of cartilage following disuse is not well understood. The majority

of studies have either been conducted using animal models (Ramachandran et al.,

2018) or with participants with pathology (e.g. ACL-reconstruction, Crook et al.,

2021). A 14 day bed rest study in healthy young adults did demonstrate that knee

cartilage thickness decreased by 8% in both the medial and lateral compartments

(Liphardt et al., 2009). Reduced thickness was found post-knee surgery patients

(Hinterwimmer et al., 2004), spinal cord injury patients (Vanwanseele et al.,

2003), and in animal (Kwok et al., 2021). The reduction in thickness may
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be underpinned by a reduction is proteoglycan content, which has been shown

to decrease after 6 - 8 weeks of crutch use (Souza et al., 2012). Cartilage

thickness and proteoglycan content are directly related to the stiffness of the

tissue (Korhonen et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2009), leaving a joint structures more

vulnerable to high strain rates when the cartilage layer is thinner. Since cartilage

is avascular, loading the tissue is important for promoting fluid shift within the

cartilage to assist remodelling. The removal of stimulating load in hypogravity

is likely implicated in the adaptations observed in cartilage (Vico & Hargens,

2018). The concurrent adaptations to cartilage alongside those discussed to bone

mineral density increased the vulnerability of the skeletal structures to injury

when load is reintroduced following disuse.

2.2 Musculoskeletal Loading in Hypogravity

The term load is an umbrella term describing any physical quantity that is being

applied to a system. The definition of load in biomechanical studies, and in other

disciplines, is determined by the research question and the outcome measure

used to describe the load borne by the system. In this thesis, the term is used to

describe the forces and moments that are applied to the MSK system. The MSK

tissues, including bone, muscle, tendons and ligaments, are mechanoresponsive,

and perform self-maintenance in response to external mechanical stimuli (Frost,

1987; Goldberg et al., 1975; Wang & Li, 2010). The phenomenon of translating

mechanical stimuli to biological events, called mechanotransduction (Wang & Li,

2010), is key in triggering remodelling processes to promote MSK adaptations.

Quantifying MSK loading during exercise in hypogravity is important for

understanding the nature of the adaptations observed following disuse. The

premise being that there is an optimal range of load required to maintain tissue

homeostasis and to prevent adaptations that increase susceptibility to injury

and disease progression, as has been shown in other clinical settings (Saxby

et al., 2016). In biomechanics, mechanical loads can be categorised as external

or internal (Vanrenterghem et al., 2017), based on whether the metrics that

describe quantities describing net effects on the body or segments (e.g. ground

reaction forces) or directly to an internal MSK tissue (e.g. muscle and joint

contact forces). Knowledge of the loading profile during exercise in hypogravity
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allows for: (1) the determination of factors and mechanisms that contribute

to adaptations, and (2) the development of appropriate preventive measures

to mitigate against (i.e. through countermeasures) or rehabilitate post-disuse

(i.e. through grading exercises according the individuals condition). This section

overviews the biomechanical research in hypogravity exercise, with a particular

focus on outcome measures that describe the mechanical loading on the MSK

system.

2.2.1 Spaceflight

Exercise is one of the main countermeasures for mitigating against MSK

adaptations during spaceflight. Astronauts are prescribed 2.5 hours a day, 6

days a week (including equipment preparation and pack-up, and showering)

across three main devices (Lambrecht et al., 2017; Loehr et al., 2015; Petersen

et al., 2016). Two devices, a modified treadmill with gravity replacement load

bungee chords (Figure 2-1a) and an advanced resistive exercise device (ARED)

(Figure 2-1b), are aimed at providing a mechanical stimulus to mitigate against

MSK deterioration. However, biomechanical analyses on the International Space

Station is limited due to lack of equipment (e.g. motion capture), expertise, space,

and time constraints. Consequently, quantification of MSK skeletal loading has

been almost exclusively been related to external forces at the foot, initially via

force-measuring insoles (Cavanagh et al., 2009) and later via an instrumented

treadmill installed in 2009 (De Witt & Ploutz-Snyder, 2014). The results of

these studies demonstrate that it is not possible to achieve the same peak forces in

microgravity (i.e. ∼0 g) for the equivalent movement on Earth, even with gravity

replacement equipment (Cavanagh et al., 2010; De Witt & Ploutz-Snyder, 2014;

Genc et al., 2010). For context, Genc et al. (2010) reported foot-shoe interaction

forces measured by the insoles was 50 - 77% of the forces in terrestrial gravity at

equivalent running speeds. The rate of loading was also substantially diminished

(43 - 84%) compared to 1 g (Genc et al., 2010). Strain magnitude and strain

rate are believed to be important in the stimulation of tissue maintenance (e.g.,

Frost, 1987).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-1 Examples of the modified treadmill (a) and advanced resistive
exercise device (ARED, b) currently available on the International
Space Station for astronaut exercise prescription.

The inability to attain high loading rates on the International Space Station, as

speculated by De Witt et al. (2014), likely stems from the vibration isolation

systems absorbing some of the impact forces, as it works to dissipate vibrations

from exercise transmitting to the ISS structure.

An obvious approach to increase mechanical loading in hypogravity is to increase

the work required to complete a task. However, this is limited by the equipment

(e.g. the maximum resistance it can apply), and astronaut comfort, as astronauts

cannot tolerate gravity replacement loads that are too high (Novotny et al., 2013).

Rather the manipulation of the task, or utilising the equipment in different

configurations may provide a more quality mechanical stimulus. For example,

astronauts were able to achieve larger peak ground reaction forces, but not rate

of loading, by running at faster speeds (De Witt & Ploutz-Snyder, 2014). This

aligns with findings in 1 g that show running faster is associated with greater peak

ground reaction forces (Nilsson & Thorstensson, 1989). Similarly, shifting the

feet positions forward and backward relative to the centre of mass can increased

the net joint moments about the trunk and lower-limbs to achieve magnitudes

similar to those in 1 g (Fregly et al., 2015). Although some studies have shown

promise in being able to achieve similar magnitudes of external loads to 1 g, they
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cannot account for the substantially lower loading conditions when exercise is not

being performed. Using the insoles, Cavanagh and colleagues (2010) reported

only 30% of the astronauts’ assigned exercise time was measureable, suggesting

that even the entirety of the presumed exercise time is not necessarily providing

a quantifiable mechanical stimulus. It is clear that exercise in microgravity is

not providing a quality and regular external mechanical stimulus to the MSK

system. Additionally, it is unclear from the external load measurements how

these transfer to the internal structures. While some studies have reported it is

possible to replicate terrestrial external loading (i.e. ground reaction forces and

net joint moments) in certain conditions, the loading on the internal structures

(i.e. muscles and forces) remains unstudied.

2.2.2 Ground-based Hypogravity Emulators

Due to the limitations of biomechanical measurement briefly outlined in the

previous section, apparatus that attempts to emulate the hypogravity conditions

on Earth are needed. Additionally, the main focus of this thesis is focused

on understanding musculoskeletal loading upon return-to-Earth, as opposed

to during long-duration spaceflight. The role of ground-based analogues of

spaceflight are such that scientific data can be collected in a control laboratory

environment to isolate key variables to understand the influence of gravity on

the MSK system. This improves our understanding of why the body adapts to

disuse in the way it does, and how we can rehabilitate the MSK system upon

return-to-Earth. Various different pieces of equipment have been used in the

literature (Figure 2-2), each with their own advantages and disadvantages. A

summary of these systems is provided elsewhere (e.g., Lacquaniti et al., 2017), but

all these devices assist or manipulate posture to counter the gravitational force on

the body. By doing so they reduce the external mechanical work required to move

the body against gravity, thereby mimicking different levels of hypogravity. For

example, the tension placed in the vertical body weight support spring-elements,

the angle of attack of the plane during parabolic flight, and the angle of tilt in

the tilted body weight support can all be manipulated to offset or realign gravity

to replicate, or emulate, a desire hypogravity.
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Figure 2-2 Visual representation of the hypogravity simulators used in the
literature to assess hypogravity biomechanics. (A) Vertical body
weight support (B) Lower body positive pressure (C) Titled body
weight support (D) Supine suspension system (E) Centrifugation
(F) Hued-up tilt (G) Parabolic flight. Figure taken from Richter et
al. (2017)
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Research has shown that gait movements in hypogravity are associated with a

decrease in magnitude and duration of exposure to mechanical loading. Similar

to spaceflight, running in hypogravity is associated with reduced peak ground

reaction forces and vertical force loading rate (Apte et al., 2018; Richter et al.,

2017), and the decline in peak vertical ground reaction force with gravity appears

to be linear (Ivanenko et al., 2002). There is evidence that the reduced gravity

conditions influence the trajectory of the ground reaction force centre of pressure

(Ivanenko et al., 2002) and reduced ranges of motion of the lower-limb joints in

the sagittal plane (Cutuk et al., 2006; Sylos-Labini et al., 2013) during walking

and running gait. The altered orientation of the force vector and joint kinematics

likely contributes to the reduced net joint moments at the hip, knee, and ankle

as hypogravity increases (Apte et al., 2018). The apparent decrease in the

amplitude of limb movements is also reflected in reduced internal work, a metric

that describes the motion of the body segments relative to the centre of mass,

as hypogravity decreases (Pavei et al., 2015). Additional to the clear decrease

in the magnitude, there is a decrease in the duration of exposure to mechanical

load. Duty factor, a metric representing the percentage of the gait cycle the foot

is in contact with ground, has been shown to decrease when walking and running

in hypogravity (Donelan & Kram, 1997, 2000), due to a decreased stance phase

duration and increased gait cycle duration (Richter et al., 2017). This suggests

the decrease in vertical ground reaction force impulses (Richter et al., 2017)

manifests as a consequence of decreased magnitudes and durations. Metrics of

cumulative load, such as impulses, have been shown to be better indicators of

disease progression in other clinical contexts (e.g. osteoarthritis Kean et al.,

2012). Even though magnitudes of terrestrial loads are possible to attain in

spaceflight, as described above, it appears the duration of exposure is equally

important for understanding mechanical loading when exercising in hypogravity.

One study has measured knee joint forces in vivo using a force instrumented knee

prosthetic whilst walking in hypogravity. Macias and colleagues (2012) performed

a case-study of a single 83-year-old male whilst walking on a lower-body partial

pressure treadmill, and demonstrated peak knee contact force increased with

gravity (0.1 - 1 g) and walking velocity (0.67 - 1.34 m·s−1). Since muscle

forces are the main contributor to joint contact forces (Sasaki & Neptune, 2010),

the decreased loading in hypogravity likely influences muscle forces. However,
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research has shown that the behaviour of the MTU changes with gravity (Richter

et al., 2021b), and individual muscles within the same muscle group can provide

different functions during an exercise (Jacobs et al., 1996; van Ingen Schenau

& Bobbert, 1993). This shows that further research is needed to understand

the changes in loading of individual muscles with hypogravity. Furthermore,

it is not feasible to use force-instrumented joint prosthetic in younger healthy

adults. Alternative approaches are needed to estimate the internal joint loading

conditions when exercising in hypogravity. Knowledge of the external loading

during hypogravity exercise is beneficial as it highlights that ground-based

emulators of hypogravity could be used to systematically reintroduce mechanical

load to the astronaut to progressively overload the system. That being said,

without information about the loading on specific muscles there is still an

opportunity to better optimise exercise prescription by aligning the exercises

with the target muscles that require rehabilitation.

It is important to highlight that the majority of studies that quantify

biomechanics during hypogravity exercise have done so during gait. This is

limited in understanding how the MSK system is loaded in hypogravity because

astronauts perform a variety of exercises on the International Space Station

(Loehr et al., 2015). Additionally, with the aim of long-duration space missions

to the Moon and Mars there is a need to understand how best to load the

MSK system to mitigate against adaptations to unloading to ensure mission

success and astronaut health. Jumping movements provide a promising mode

of exercise due to their high peak loads and loading rates and the minimal

requirement for equipment and time resources (Gruber et al., 2019). A sled

jumping protocol during bed-rest has shown promising results in mitigating

against MSK adaptations to disuse (Kramer et al., 2017; Kramer, Kümmel, et al.,

2018a, 2018b; Ritzmann et al., 2018), with peak vertical forces reported to reach

∼70% pf 1 g (Kramer et al., 2010). Despite this still not reaching 1 g levels,

the high forces associated with jumping mean this equates to similar forces as

at slower running speeds in 1 g. However, a very recent study recorded peak

ground reaction forces that were <50% of those reported in terrestrial jumping

(Cleather et al., PrePrint). Although, asking the astronaut to jump with stiffer

limbs may be beneficial to increase the peak ground reaction forces (Kramer et al.,
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2017). Additionally, vertical hopping has been shown to reproduce similar vertical

ground reaction forces to 1 g with increased hop height (Weber et al., 2019). The

research on jumping movements in hypogravity suffers from the same limitations

described for gait, in that to date external measures of loading have been used to

describe the MSK loading profile. However, what this does demonstrate is that

the focus on gait movements in hypogravity is limiting, and the potential for

MSK loading from other exercise modes should be explored to optimise exercise

prescription.

2.3 Musculoskeletal Modelling to Estimate

Load

Musculoskeletal modelling is a branch of biomechanics that uses mathematical

definitions to represent the physical system. A replica of the human body

is constructed as a multi-body system comprising a series of rigid segments,

joint definitions, and actuated via muscle models to generate movement. The

additional information about the MTU, including lines of action, moment arms,

and force generating characteristics, allows the user to estimate muscle forces

that are otherwise infeasible in vivo. This section describes modelling elements

that influence the estimation of muscle forces, including skeletal model elements,

muscle models, and joint contact models.

2.3.1 Model Definition

All model development, including MSK models, begins with deciding on the

complexity of which to describe the system of interest. For example, the

metatarsophelangeal (MTP) joint is often assumed to form a rigid segment

with the rear-foot in dynamic optimisations, but can improve the realism of

joint mechanics when included (Falisse et al., 2022). The intended use of the

model should drive the decision making process (Pandy, 2001), informed by the

research question the user is aiming to answer. For the determination of muscular

outcomes (e.g. forces or MTU behaviour), as is the interest of this thesis, it is

important to model joints and muscle physiology of the MSK system. Muscle

forces have been shown to be sensitive to uncertainty in body segment inertial
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parameters (BSIP) (Myers et al., 2015), MTU geometry (Serrancoĺı et al., 2020),

and skeletal geometry (Carbone et al., 2012; Navacchia et al., 2016; Smith et al.,

2016; Thelen et al., 2014). The propagation of error from distal-to-proximal

in net joint moment calculations appears to underpin the sensitivity of muscle

forces to BSIP uncertainty, as hip moments, and consequently hip muscles, are

more sensitive than the ankle and knee moments (Myers et al., 2015). Skeletal

geometries play an important role in the alignment of muscle forces that can

influence the estimation of joint contact forces, particularly at the knee joint when

medial-lateral compartment are loaded. For example, frontal-plane alignment

of the tibiofemoral joint ±2◦ alters the tibial compartment loading distribution

(Thelen et al., 2014). The MTU geometries describe the path taken by the

massless elements, and can be modified with additional wrapping surfaces and

via points to create a more realistic geometry from origin to insertion. This

plays an important role in the definition of MTU moment arms about the

joint, which directly influence the moment-generating capacity about a joint.

As demonstrated by Serrancoĺı et al. (2020), this can influence the muscle

forces and joint force estimations as greater moment arms allowed the ankle

plantarflexors to generate similar moments about the knee and ankle joint but

with less muscle force. This led to more accurate joint reaction force predictions

in comparison to in vivo measured loads during walking. However, creation

of subject-specific models that accurately represent the MSK system of the

individual require medical imagine techniques (e.g. MRI or CT scans) that are not

always accessible. Primarily because they require expert medical and anatomical

expertise to collect and segment the images, and can require upwards of 10 hours

to create a lower-limb model (Modenese et al., 2018). While automated skeletal

and muscular geometry algorithms are becoming available (e.g., Modenese &

Kohout, 2020; Modenese & Renault, 2021), these are still limited to lower-limb

models.

2.3.2 Muscle-Tendon Unit Forces

A key element of developing a modelling framework is to decide how the model is

driven. The main types are kinematic or angle-driven (e.g., Bezodis et al., 2015;

Yeadon et al., 1990), moment-driven (e.g., Fregly et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2007),
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and muscle-driven (e.g., Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019;

Haralabidis et al., 2021; Lin & Pandy, 2017). Kinematic- and moment-driven

approaches are relatively simple to formulate as only accelerations and moments,

respectively, about each degree of freedom are required. However, the main

limitation in the context of this thesis is that they can only estimate MSK

loading to the level of net joint moments, which is comparable to the literature

already available in hypogravity exercise. Muscle-driven approaches allow for

the estimation of muscle forces by modelling the geometry and force-generating

elements of the muscle. Therefore, providing a more precise estimation of MSK

loading not otherwise possible in traditional biomechanical analyses.

The purpose of a muscle model is to represent the physiological behaviour of the

MTU. Representation of the MTU is typically based upon three force-generating

elements: an active contractile element, a passive parallel elastic component,

and a passive series elastic component (van den Bogert et al., 2011; van den

Bogert et al., 1998; Zajac, 1989). The parallel and series elastic components,

representative of the elastic tissue surrounding the muscle and the tendon tissue,

respectively, are normally modelled as spring-elements that produce force as a

function of length beyond a given point (De Groote et al., 2016; Millard et al.,

2013; Zajac, 1989). The contractile element aims to represent the behaviour

of the muscle fibres, specifically the force-length and force-velocity relationships

that emerge due to cross-bridge dynamics (van den Bogert et al., 1998; van den

Bogert & Nigg, 2006; Zajac, 1989). An activation model (representative of the

calcium concentration within the muscle) interacts with the force-length-velocity

relationship to scale the force-generated by this element according to the active

state (Zajac, 1989). The transmission of the MTU force to the tendon is then

modelled as a function of the moment arm about each DOF. The two main

muscle models used in MSK modelling are those originally described by Archibald

Hill (Hill, 1938) and Sir Andrew Huxley (Huxley, 1957). The remainder of this

subsection will briefly overview these two models and evaluate their use in MSK

modelling frameworks.
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Hill-Type Muscle Model

The Hill-type muscle model is a phenomenological representation of the muscle,

and does not attempt to represent the mechanisms of muscle force production

(i.e. actin and myosin cross-bridge dynamics). Rather it is a black box model that

outputs a force as a function of active state, muscle length, and muscle velocity.

The main criticism of the Hill-type model is that it assumes instantaneous force

production based upon given inputs to the model (e.g. active state and length),

and fails to account for history-dependent mechanisms of force production.

Phenomena such as short-range stiffness after isometric contraction (Nichols

& Houk, 1976) and force-enhancement following stretch (Herzog & Leonard,

2002) that occur due to state of the muscle prior to the moment of interest

and type of contraction thereafter, leading to transient changes to the expected

force produced by a muscle do not emerge using a a Hill-type model. This

then require additional models to be added to represent these history-dependent

characteristics (e.g., De Groote et al., 2017; De Groote et al., 2018), adding

further complexity to the model formulation. Although, a particular strength

of the Hill-type muscle model is the dimensionless formulation (Zajac, 1989).

The parameters are scaled according to the specific muscle allowing all muscle

models to be described by five parameters: maximum isometric force, optimal

fibre length, pennation angle at optimal fibre length, maximum shortening

velocity, and tendon slack length. These parameters govern certain aspects of the

force-length-velocity relationships to capture the salient features of cross-bridge

dynamics (Figure 2-3). The dimensionless formulation of this Hill-type model

allows for the calibration of the MTU parameters depending on the muscle and

individual being analysed. Additionally, the relative simplicity of the model lends

itself to large-scale MSK modelling frameworks, and are the most regularly used

in the analysis of human movement. Highly complex full-body MSK models with

the lower-limbs actuated by upwards of 80 MTUs have been utilised in healthy

(e.g., Lai et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018) and pathological walking (e.g., Falisse

et al., 2020; Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019), running

(e.g., Lai et al., 2017), sprinting (e.g., Haralabidis et al., 2021), and cycling

(e.g., Lai et al., 2017).
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Figure 2-3 Schematic of the Hill-type muscle model (A), and the tendon-length
(B), active (solid) and passive (dashed) muscle-length (C), and
muscle-velocity (D) relationships of the dimensionless formulation.
The muscle-tendon unit length (lMT ) is determined by the tendon
(T) length (lT ) and the muscle length (lM l) projected along the
tendon (i.e. cosine of the pennation angle [α]). Figure taken and
modified from De Groote et al. (2016).
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The estimation of muscle forces is highly sensitive to the parameters that describe

the Hill-type model. In particular, optimum fibre length and tendon slack length

have consistently shown to be important in estimating accurate muscle forces

and joint reaction forces (Ackland et al., 2012; De Groote et al., 2010; Myers

et al., 2015; Navacchia et al., 2016; Redl et al., 2007; Scovil & Ronsky, 2006;

Serrancoĺı et al., 2020). Both of these parameters influence the length of the

muscle, which leads to different muscles being more sensitive to perturbations

of these parameters than others. Indeed, muscles that primarily work on the

ascending- or descending-limbs of the force-length relationship tend to be more

sensitive to these parameters because, all else being equal, small changed can

cause large force differences (Ackland et al., 2012; Myers et al., 2015). Maximum

isometric force may be more important for more dynamic movements that require

larger forces to be generated as it was found to be less important in walking

(Ackland et al., 2012; Redl et al., 2007; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020), but more

important in running and maximum effort dynamometry (De Groote et al., 2010;

Scovil & Ronsky, 2006). Muscle forces are not as sensitive to the remaining

parameters, but may play a role in assessing MTU behaviour. Pennation angle,

which determines the proportion of muscle force projected along the tendon, has

relatively little influence on muscle forces when ≤20◦ (Zajac, 1989), which is in

the range of physiological measurement of human muscle. Increasing maximum

shortening velocity allowed for faster maximum sprinting speeds to be achieved

during predictive simulations (Miller et al., 2012), but it was found to have little

influence on muscle force estimations in the above studies. For highly dynamic

movements, like sprint or jumping, this parameter may have more influence on

muscle forces. It is worth noting the influence of tendon stiffness, which is not a

parameter of the dimensionless formulation, is influential in MTU dynamics. A

more compliant tendon leads to an increase in tendon length for a given applied

force (i.e. the gradient of Figure 2-3B decreases), which impacts the muscle length

and velocity (Falisse et al., 2022; Narici & Maganaris, 2007).

Given the substantial muscular adaptations in response to spaceflight, the

estimation of muscle forces using MTU parameters that are not adjust to the

individual will impact the physiological realism of muscle force and joint force

estimations. However, there is not currently any research that has attempted
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to describe muscle adaptations in terms of Hill-type muscle model parameters.

In other contexts, authors have used medical imaging and known physiological

relationships (i.e. PCSA) (e.g., Modenese & Renault, 2021; Valente et al., 2017;

Valente et al., 2014), and computational methods (Falisse et al., 2017; Modenese

et al., 2016; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020) to estimate subject-specific parameters for

their purpose. As discussed above, access to medical imagining is financially and

time resource heavy, and requires a level of expertise to utilise properly. While

computational methods can be difficult to implement and require ground-truth

data to guide the parameter optimisation algorithm. Therefore, more research is

needed to understand whether the Hill-type muscle model can be used to model

adaptations to unloading.

Huxley-type Cross-Bridge Model

The Huxley-type model attempts to more directly represent the fundamental

structures of the sarcomere, by modelling the interaction between the actin and

myosin filments (Figure 2-4). Specifically, it attempts to describe the rate of

cross-bridge attachment and detachment as a function of the distance between

the myosin head and the nearest eligible attachment site (Herzog, 2017). From a

computational perspective, the Huxley-type muscle model is more intensive than

the Hill-type model for two main reasons. First, the early formulations of the

Huxley-type muscle model were described by a set of partial differential equations

that are harder to solve than ordinary differential equations (ODE) used for the

Hill-type muscle model. Although a method for discretising the formulation to

represent the model contraction dynamics as three ODE has been presented and

used in the literature (Lemaire et al., 2016; Zahalak, 1981), this exceeds the one

ODE require for the Hill-model. Secondly, the Huxley-type model is modelled

by five-parameters that govern the cross-bridge binding rate functions (Vardy

et al., 2012), and can require additional parameters depending on the formulation.

These formulations do not include the passive force generation equations, meaning

that when these elements are added (e.g. Lemaire et al., 2016; van Soest et al.,

2019) more parameters are required that further increase the model’s complexity.

While these formulations are able to produce similar force estimations to the

Hill-type model in some circumstances, they required 10,000 more CPU time

to complete a relatively simple MSK model driven by just six MUs (van Soest
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Figure 2-4 Schematic of the Huxley-type muscle model. The distance (x)
between the myosin head (M) and actin bind site (A) determine
the rate of attachment (f) an detachment (g). Figure taken from
Herzog (2017).

et al., 2019). The added physiological realism of the model does not justify the

substantial computational cost when attempting to estimate muscle and joint

forces.

2.3.3 Joint Contact Force Estimation

Joint Reaction Forces

Joint reaction forces represent the resultant forces and moments transferred

between two articulating bodies. The resultant forces are calculated based

on Newtonian mechanics, whereby all known forces, including external forces,

FExternal, muscle forces, Fmuscles, and adjacent segment reaction forces, JRFi+1,

are accounted for (e.q 2.2). Since muscle forces are the main contributor to joint

contact forces (Sasaki & Neptune, 2010), once muscle forces are estimated using
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an optimisation (see 2.4) an estimate of joint loading can be obtained. The

simple Newton-Euler formulation makes joint reaction force analyses efficient to

implement within simulation frameworks (Dembia et al., 2021; Serrancoĺı et al.,

2020), or as a post hoc analysis (DeMers et al., 2014; Steele et al., 2012). It is

important to remember that the joint reaction forces are a cumulative quantity

representing all the remaining unknown forces that are not modelled, such as

ligaments, and do not represent bone-on-bone forces. Additionally, joint reaction

analysis assumes rigid contact between surfaces, which misrepresents the nature

of the deformation that occurs when biological surfaces interact.

JRFi = M(q) · q̈ − (
∑

Fexternal +
∑

Fmuscles + JRFi+1) (2.2)

Contact Models

An approach to overcome the limitation with joint reaction force analysis is to

model the contact at the joint. Contact models attempt to more accurately

represent the forces that occur when two compliant surfaces collide and undergo

deformation (Sherman et al., 2011; Skrinjar et al., 2018). Two common types

used in MSK modelling (Figure 2-5) are Hertzian and Elastic Foundation models.

Hertzian-based models are represented by geometrical shapes, typically spheres

in MSK applications (Figure 2-5A), and the force is estimated as the magnitude

and velocity of penetration (Sherman et al., 2011; Skrinjar et al., 2018). This

can misrepresent surfaces that are not well approximated as sphere-like at the

point of contact. In contrast, elastic foundation models approximate the surface

with a meshes that collectively form a bed of springs (Sherman et al., 2011).

The ability to arbitrarily represent the complex geometry of a joint surface

lends itself to joint contact modelling and allow for estimation of the area of

contact and contact pressures (Smith et al., 2016). However, these models can

be computational heavy due to the parameterisation of the contact geometries,

and can be stiff with small changes in model kinematics leading to large changes

in force estimations. Surrogate models have been used in dynamic optimisation in

an attempt to reduce the computational requirements (e.g. Lin et al., 2018), but

these surrogate model still require creation against an elastic foundation model
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Figure 2-5 Visual representation of contact geometries of the Hertian (A) and
elastic foundation (B) contact geometries. Figures taken from
Sherman et al. (2011).

before implementation (Lin et al., 2010). Additionally, formulation of contact

models in common MSK modelling software, such as OpenSim, are discontinuous,

requiring the user to write bespoke continuous formulations to integrate them into

gradient-based optimisations (e.g. Serrancoĺı et al., 2019).

2.4 Optimisation to Solve the Muscle Redundancy

Problem

The MSK system is an underdetermined system, with multiple muscles crossing

a given degree of freedom (Figure 2-6). To allow for the estimation of internal

loads (i.e. muscle and joint forces) using MSK models, the user must decide how

to solve the muscle redundancy problem. Although there are various approaches

described in the literature, they are all based on the same general optimisation
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approach (eq. 2.3):

minimize J = f(?)

subject to
n∑
j=1

(Fm,j · rm,k) = τk (2.3)

0 ≤ am ≤ 1

where Fm,j is the force of the jth muscle, and rm,k and τk the moment arms and

joint moments about the kth joint, respectively. In other words, the optimisation

minimises a user-defined cost function, J , whilst satisfying the constraint that

the muscle moments (i.e. Fm · rm) match the net joint moments, and the muscle

activations, am, are within the appropriate boundary. The cost function may

vary between methods (i.e. denoted ?), but are commonly related to minimising

the sum of am raised to the nth power (Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2010). The

multibody dynamics equations of motions that govern the skeletal dynamics of

the modelled system are based upon Newton’s second law of motion (eq. 2.4):

M(q) · q̈ = C(q, q̇) +G(q) + F + τ (2.4)

where q, q̇ and q̈ are the coordinate positions, velocities and accelerations vectors,

M(q) is the mass matrix, C(q, q̇) the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, G(q) is

gravity, F is the vector of forces applied to the model (e.g. ground reaction forces),

and τ the vector of coordinate forces and torques. The approach used to solve

eq. 2.4 to calculate net joint moments can be used to categorised optimisation

algorithms. This section overviews the different methods commonly employed in

the literature, with a particular focus on their ability to estimate muscle forces

and joint reaction forces.

2.4.1 Inverse Dynamics

When the kinematics and external forces (e.g ground reaction forces) are known it

is possible to derive net joint moments (eq. 2.5). This is reflective of traditional

biomechanical pipelines, where experimental measurement of biomechanics are

used to quantify q, q̇, q̈, and F , from which the joint moments (τ) and muscle

forces that caused the movement can be derived. From this perspective, inverse
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Figure 2-6 Visual representation of the muscle redundancy of the
musculoskeletal system. For a given joint, muscle muscle (Fm), and
indeed ligaments (Fl) act culminate in a total force (F ) to generate
moment (M0) and cause movement. Figure taken from Herzog
(2017).
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approaches should be viewed as an additional analyses to estimate the muscle

forces, and subsequently joint forces, that must have been acting on the skeleton

to cause the measured movement.

τ = M(q) · q̈ − [C(q, q̇) +G(q) + F ] (2.5)

Due to experimental error and modelling assumptions, the experimental

kinematics and kinetics are rarely dynamically consistent, requiring residual

forces and moments to be applied to the model to balance the equations of motion.

The residual reduction algorithm has been developed to make minor adjustments

to the MSK model inertial parameters and measured kinematics to drive residuals

to zero (Thelen & Anderson, 2006), but dynamical consistency is not easily

achievable in this way. Consequently, when relating muscle forces to the net

moments, as described in sq. 2.3, the error in the net joint moment calculations

are carried forward in to the optimisation. This impacts the physiological realism

of muscle forces and subsequent joint force estimations. However, the focus upon

return-to-Earth during this thesis better lends itself to an inverse approach as

the aims are to estimate the internal MSK loads that will have occurred during

movement in hypogravity. Therefore, the estimated muscle and joint reaction

forces that were present during an observed motion is more appropriate than

predicted motion that resembles, but is not the same, as observed motion.

Static Optimisation

Static optimisation solves the muscle redundancy problem at each time

point as time-independent sub-problems. Consequently, static optimisations

are extremely computationally efficient requiring less preparation time (i.e.

additional user input), and five times less CPU time than computed muscle

control (Lin et al., 2012), and up to 1000 times less CPU time than dynamic

optimisations (Anderson & Pandy, 2001b). However, the inability to relate

time-dependent physiological properties of the neuromuscular system, namely

muscle activation and contraction dynamics, can lead to non-physiological,

instantaneous changes in muscle force estimations between time steps. While

omitting activation dynamics and force-length-velocity dynamics has been shown

to not substantially influence muscle force estimations during walking (Anderson
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& Pandy, 2001b), in doing so the muscle forces cannot be compared against

known MTU behaviour (e.g. operating ranges of the muscle fibres). This

omission of muscle dynamics can lead to the favouring of muscles with large

maximum isometric forces and less accurate estimations during highly ballistic

movements (Lin et al., 2012). Additionally, static optimisation assumes tendons

are rigid and is not recommended for movements with complex MTU dynamics or

known reliance on elastic energy storage-return mechanisms (Hicks et al., 2015).

Movements that are highly dynamic, such as faster running and jumping, are

more likely to produce unrealistic muscle activation and force predictions.

Computed Muscle Control

Computed muscle control (CMC) combines proportional-derivative controllers

and static optimisation to estimate a set of muscle forces that drive the model

kinematics towards a desired trajectory (Thelen & Anderson, 2006). While CMC

does integrate a forward dynamics step (see 2.4.2) below), essentially creating

a hybrid inverse-forward framework, the optimisation method used to estimate

muscle forces is a static optimisation algorithm (Thelen & Anderson, 2006).

However, CMC builds on static optimisation by inverting the activation and

contraction dynamics equations to estimate muscle excitations. The optimised

muscle excitations are used to advance the model dynamics forward in time,

which when combined with the PD controllers, produces MTU behaviours that

are more physiologically realistic for the experimental kinematics. However, the

computation of viable starting muscle states requires a period of initiation (0.03

s) forcing the users to start the analysis 0.03 s prior to the period of interest or

loss the initial part of the movement. Additionally, although the framework does

allow for small changes in model kinematics due to tracking error, the prescription

of external forces (e.g. ground reaction forces) mean residual forces are not always

eliminated. If residuals cannot be eliminated prior to input into CMC the muscle

forces will not be dynamically consistent with the experimental data.

EMG-Informed

EMG-informed methods are a technique where experimentally collected

electromyography (EMG), a measure of muscle excitation, are prescribed to
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the framework to inform the active state of the MTU model. Net joint

moments are derived from experimental data and are tracked within an

optimisation to estimate a set of muscle excitation profiles that reproduce the

measured moments (Lloyd & Besier, 2003; Pizzolato et al., 2015). A set

calibration of trials is typically used to adjust MTU model parameters and

excitation-activation dynamics model to the participant, which improves joint

reaction force estimations (Hoang et al., 2018). Although this reduces the number

of trials available for analysis. One of the main advantages of EMG-informed

optimisations are the more realistic estimation of co-contractions when compared

to other optimisation methods (Pizzolato et al., 2015). Co-contractions are

a physiological response to provide increase joint stability (Neptune et al.,

1999), and can be misrepresented in other optimisations as a consequence

of objective functions working to minimise muscular effort. However, it is

impossible to collect EMG-signals from all muscles, requiring redistribution of the

collected EMG-signals across the remaining modelled MUs based on physiological

assumptions (e.g. nerve innervation Pizzolato et al., 2015; Sartori et al., 2012).

The use of EMG data within the framework also limits the data available to the

user to validate their estimated muscle forces. While the assumption is that this

is less important because they are being informed by experimental data, there

is a risk that the calibration of the muscle and activation dynamics models are

overfit to the EMG data. Other approaches, such as using open source dataset

like the Knee Grand Challenge (Fregly et al., 2012), are necessary to validate the

muscle forces. Additionally, as with other inverse approaches, residuals that are

not eliminated are carried forward into the muscle force estimations, impacting

the dynamical consistency of simulations. An approach to overcome this residual

issue is to integrate an EMG-informed approach into forward dynamic optimal

control frameworks (see below), where residuals can be constrained to zero to

force dynamical consistency.

2.4.2 Forwards Dynamics

In contrast to inverse methods, forward dynamic methods take knowledge of

the MTU (e.g. active state) and the initial state of the model dynamics (e.g.

kinematics) as input to estimate the model’s accelerations (eq. 2.6). Together
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with an integration scheme (e.g. Runge-Kutta) the algorithm advances the

dynamics of the model forward in time to estimate the motion. Without using

experimental data to inform the simulation a priori this allows for the prediction

of new kinematics (e.g., Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2012; Anderson &

Pandy, 2001a; Falisse et al., 2022; Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers,

et al., 2019). More applicable to this thesis, forward dynamic frameworks have

been formulated in an inverse sense (e.g., Haralabidis et al., 2021; Serrancoĺı

et al., 2019; Veerkamp et al., 2021), where experimental data are tracked by

minimising the error with simulated data in the objective function. These

data-tracking approaches provide information to the simulation to drive the

inputs towards values that produce outputs representative of the experimentally

collected data. This represents a ’best of both worlds’ scenario whereby MSK

loads are estimated for the observed motion, but are able to overcome some of the

limited associated with traditional inverse methods. A discussed in the previous

section, the focus on return-to-Earth within this thesis is better aligned with an

inverse approach because it is possible to collect experimental data to inform

the optimisation approach. Adopting a purely forward, predictive simulation

framework would be better suited to long-duration spaceflight where it is not

possible to collect experimental data, such as predicting human movement during

exercise in alternative hypogravity environments (e.g. the Moon or Mars).

q̈ = M(q)−1 · [C(q, q̇) +G(q) + F + τ ] (2.6)

Optimal Control Theory

Optimal control theory lends itself to MSK modelling by defining control variables

that control the motion of the MSK system (state variables) to optimise an

objective function. The continuous optimal control problem is discretised into

finite set of variables and constraints, which converts them into nonlinear

programs that can be solved with open-source solvers (e.g., IPOPT, Wächter

& Biegler, 2006). The system dynamics, including skeletal equations of motions,

MTU contraction and activation dynamics, are represented as a series of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs). There are two approaches to solve the optimal

control problem - indirect and direct methods - based on the transcription
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methods used to discretise the problem. The distinction between the two

methods is indirect methods require the definition of the necessary conditions

for optimality prior to discretising the variable trajectories, whereas the direct

methods discretises before optimising the variables to reach the optimality (Kelly,

2017). The direct method is better suited to large scale MSK modelling as

knowledge of the optimal conditions and constraint functions are not required

a priori, which can be difficult to determine with a large-set of design variables

(Betts, 2010). The main benefit of this approach is that prior knowledge of the

muscle’s active state is not required to run a simulation. In biomechanics, there

are two main algorithms that have been used to estimate muscle and joint forces,

shooting and collocation, which will be described separately.

Shooting Methods

Shooting methods discretise the control variable trajectories, and integrate to

propagate the system dynamics forwards in time (Betts, 2010). When this

is performed across one time step it is called single-shooting. The simulation

output is particularly sensitive to the inputs (i.e. the initial guess) and is subject

to increasing integration error as the duration of the simulation is extended

(Betts, 2010). This makes single-shooting problematic for large-scale MSK

models with numerous degrees-of-freedom and MUs, that require integration.

One approach to circumnavigate this issue is to discretise the control trajectory

into smaller single-shooting optimisations, call Multiple Shooting, and enforce

continuity constraints at the end of each interval. However, this can still be

computationally intensive for full-body, muscle-driven models, with CPU times

of up to 13 - 20 hours for gait simulations (Ong et al., 2019).

Collocation Methods

Collocation methods differ from shooting methods by discretising the control

and state trajectories, and approximating the integration scheme as piecewise

polynomials. This has an advantage over shooting methods in that the

system dynamics can be represented as a series of constraints, eliminating the

requirement to integrate the control variables (Betts, 2010). This also allows

for implicit formulation of the system dynamics further improving numerical

efficiency (van den Bogert et al., 2011). This can lead to robustness in framework
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as the simulation outcome is less sensitive to the initial guess (De Groote et al.,

2016). It is also possible to employ additional constraints to the framework to

further improve the physiological realism of the muscle force estimations. For

example, Haralabidis et al. (2021) performed data-tracking simulations whilst

constraining pelvis residuals to zero, achieving dynamically consistent simulations

that cannot be done with inverse simulations. The increase time required to

formulate the simulation framework and for simulations to run is compensated for

by improved confidence in the muscle and joint force estimations. With continued

innovation of numerical methods, such as algorithmic differentiation that can

reduce simulation time by up to 20-times with respect to finite differences (Falisse,

Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, & De Groote, 2019), this disadvantage is becoming

less prominent.
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2.5 Summary

This section restates the thesis aims in light of the reviewed literature.

Aim 1: To create a Biomechanical Handbook of normative muscle and

joint loading profiles when exercise is performed in different gravity

levels.

The literature clearly highlights the significant physiological challenge spaceflight

represents for the human body. The severe MSK adaptations that occur

place the returning astronaut in a compromised functional state that requires

rehabilitation for terrestrial gravity. However, our understanding of MSK loading

while exercising in hypogravity is provided by measures of external loading (e.g.

ground-reaction forces and net joint moments) that are unable to describe the

mechanical loading placed on the internal structures of the body (i.e muscles and

joints). Musculoskeletal modelling and simulations methods are an underused

tool within the space science community. Authors have began to apply modelling

techniques to evaluate in-flight exercise countermeasure devices, but have yet to

integrate muscle-driven models into their pipelines. This prevents the estimation

of internal MSK loading (i.e. muscle and joint forces), which would provide

information at the level of the structures that undergo adaption. The creation

of a Biomechanical Handbook, a resource that collates normative values for

expected internal loading, would be a valuable tool for informing astronaut

exercise prescription as specific exercises can be aligned with the individual

adaptations experienced by the astronaut to personalise their rehabilitation.

The development of such a resource is dependent on being able to accurately

estimate muscle forces and joint forces. Optimal control methods, in particular

direct collocation, represent the most appropriate tool for solving the muscle

redundancy problem. Their numerical efficiency allow for the integration of

full-body MSK models, modelling of activation and contraction dynamics, and

dynamically consistent solutions that lead to the most physiologically realistic

muscle forces. Developing a direct collocation framework that can quantify

internal MSK load for a catalogue of exercises and a range of hypogravities is

a key step in the creation of the Biomechanical Handbook.
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Aim 2: To assess how muscular adaptations to unloading can be

replicated with a Hill-type muscle model.

A substantial body of literature is available that describes the adaptations to the

MTU during disuse. However, there has been little work done on understanding

how Hill-type muscle model parameters change in response to these muscular

adaptations. The Hill-type muscle model is the most used muscle model within

MSK models due to their computational efficiency and ability to recreate salient

features of force generation related to cross-bridge formation (i.e. force-length and

force-velocity relationships). The accuracy of muscle and joint force estimations

rely on the appropriate selection of muscle model parameters. It is therefore

key to understand whether muscular adaptations to disuse can be modelled with

the Hill-type muscle model. This will allow for astronaut-specific models to be

created based on their MSK adaptations, allowing for more accurate estimations

of their internal loading during exercise in- and post-spaceflight.
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Chapter 3

The Biomechanical Handbook: a

novel computational framework

for the estimation of internal

musculoskeletal loading in

hypogravity
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Pre-chapter Commentary

This chapter includes the validation of a computational framework for the

estimation of joint reaction forces. Establishing that a generic musculoskeletal

modelling approach can be used to describe internal loading (i.e. muscle and

joint forces) is an important step for defining normative values for use in a

Biomechanical Handbook. The computation framework is then applied to a

hypogravity case-study to demonstrate the application of the Handbook to better

inform astronaut rehabilitation. This chapter was modified due to the COVID-19

pandemic. Originally the aim was perform a similar biomechanical data collection

to the case-study current included, but across more hypogravity conditions and

movement types. This original plan forms the basis for the protocol described

in chapter four. The framework validation would then have been included as an

appendix rather than a main outcome of the chapter. The pandemic meant that I

could not travel to the University of Milan for these data collections due to travel

restrictions and human testing not being permitted.
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Abstract

Spaceflight is associated with substantial and variable musculoskeletal (MSK)

adaptations. Characterisation of muscle and joint loading profiles can provide key

information to better align exercise prescription to astronaut MSK adaptations

upon return-to-Earth. The aim was to validate the estimation of lower limb

MSK loading using a computational framework, and to test its application to

hypogravity scenarios, with the final view to create a Biomechanical Handbook

that informs post-spaceflight rehabilitation. The validation of a direct collocation

framework, integrated with an OpenSim MSK model, was carried out using the

Knee Grand Challenge dataset. Simulated joint reaction forces were compared

to in vivo knee contact forces from an instrumented prosthesis during a walking

gait at four walking speeds. Once validated, the framework was applied to five

emulated hypogravity conditions (0.17 g, 0.25g, 0.37 g, 0.50 g, 1 g) of single-leg

hopping collected using a body weight support system (BWSS). The estimated

quadriceps muscle forces were input into a muscle adaption model to predict

the volume of exercise needed to avoid detrimental adaptations. Joint reaction

forces were estimated with a mean error of 0.62 - 0.85 BW, and mean peak

error of 1.24 ± 0.17 BW. As walking speed increased, peak joint reaction force

increased and joint reaction impulse decreased. Single-leg hopping in hypogravity

was associated with increased quadriceps muscle forces, and a shift in rectus

femoris force as gravity approached 1 g. The volume of exercise needed to

combat muscle adaptations decreased substantially with gravity. Musculoskeletal

modelling with direct collocation optimisations provide a valid alternative to

profile the loading of different activities when subject-specific modelling is not

possible. Information from this approach can be used to compare MSK loading

between exercises performed in hypogravity to create a biomechanical handbook

resource and inform rehabilitation following unloading periods.
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3.1 Introduction

Spaceflight presents a substantial physiological challenge to the human

body. Astronauts can present with substantial muscular adaptations, such

as atrophy and reduced strength, power, and endurance, in as little as 7

- 14 days of spaceflight (Winnard et al., 2019). To complicate matters,

substantial inter-individual variability has been reported in the literature

(Fernandez-Gonzalo et al., 2021; Scott et al., 2021), both in terms of the

magnitude and the nature of the muscular adaptations experienced by astronauts.

For example, Widrick and colleagues (1999) reported a 2-fold variation in

responses of muscle contractile properties following 17 days spaceflight. While,

Rittweger et al. (2018) showed that astronauts may or may not present

with muscle architectural adaptations (i.e. fibre length and pennation angle)

alongside muscle atrophy following long-term spaceflight. Despite comprehensive

post-spaceflight rehabilitation programs (Lambrecht et al., 2017) some aspects

of the musculoskeletal system may not return to pre-flight condition after 1-year

(Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018b). Therefore, the selection of specific exercises to

align with the individual adaptations experienced by the astronaut to personalise

their rehabilitation is key. This would require characterisation of the loading

profiles and the MSK structures being loaded (i.e. individual muscles and joints)

during spaceflight relevant exercises.

Musculoskeletal (MSK) modelling presents a powerful tool that can be used

to characterise biomechanical loading. Information about skeletal anatomy

and muscle-tendon unit (MTU) physiology, including geometry, contraction

dynamics, and neural control, are used to replicate the MSK system to analyse

human movement. When combined with optimisation techniques to predict

activation patterns it is possible to estimate internal loading variables (e.g.

muscle forces and joint reaction forces) that are otherwise not feasible in

vivo. This information has been used in other clinical contexts to inform

rehabilitation of patients. For example, MSK modeling has allowed researchers

to identify alternative muscle activation strategies to reduce joint contact forces

(DeMers et al., 2014), and to distinguish between clinical populations based

on their joint contact loading profiles (e.g. Saxby et al., 2016; Wesseling

et al., 2018). Furthermore, Van Rossom and colleagues (2018) quantified the
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magnitude and location of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact forces for

common rehabilitation exercises. As they suggest, this type of information can

be used to grade exercises according to their biomechanical loading profile, which

can be better aligned to the patient’s injury and rehabilitation stage. This is

particularly relevant given the recent shift in focus to plyometric hopping as an

in-flight exercise countermeasure (Weber et al., 2019). The proposed benefit of

repetitive, short-duration but high-loading associated with plyometric hopping

can be compared to other exercises (e.g. walking and running) to understand

whether plyometric exercises represent a more efficient method for mitigating

against and rehabilitating from MSK adaptations to spaceflight. The vision

proposed in this study is to create a Biomechanical Handbook resource that

presents normative MSK loading profiles of key rehabilitation exercises to match

the exercise specific loading according to the astronaut’s specific post-spaceflight

MSK condition. This vision is extended by also using the biomechanical loading

to predict the type of adaptations generated. For example, Wisdom and

colleagues (2015) present a muscle adaption model that predicted the rate of

change in muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) given the current CSA and degree of

overload experienced by the muscle. Combining information about the astronauts

muscle atrophy, loading profiles, with a muscle adaption model would allow for

the hypertrophic potential of difference exercises to inform astronaut-specific

programs.

The first MSK modelling challenge to create the Biomechanical Handbook is

to obtain accurate estimations of the internal variables to ensure appropriate

predictions can be made at different hypogravity levels. Computational

approaches are typically a trade-off between numerical efficiency and realism of

muscle physiology. Although, recent improvements in computational power and

efficient numerical methodologies have allowed for increasingly more complex

models to be used that have begun to address this issue. In particular,

dynamic optimisation methods have been developed that attempt to model

muscle excitation-activation and contraction dynamics to provide a more

physiologically consistent representation of muscle behaviour. These approaches

have been shown to estimate more physiological MTU behaviour than static

optimisations that solve independent problems at each time step (De Groote
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et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2012). Additionally, static optimisation problems

neglect tendon compliance, which influences the estimated MTU behaviour

during a simulation. While estimated muscle forces may be similar between

static and dynamic optimisations during walking, the rigid tendon assumption

may lead to overestimated activations due to the muscle working within less

efficient force-length ranges (De Groote et al., 2016). For more dynamic

movements, that require higher muscle activations to perform the task, and

movements that are known to stretch the tendon, such as plyometric hopping,

the estimated muscles forces and MTU behaviour from static optimisation

may be altered. For the Biomechanical Handbook, which may include a

variety of different movements, modelling activation and contraction dynamics

is important. However, the introduction of muscle activation and contraction

dynamics leads to stiff equations that are difficult to solve due to large changes

in the estimated states for small changes in the controls. These problems were

initial solved using direct shooting, a numerical method that optimises for the

control variables before integrating the dynamic equations to determine the

state variables. Time-marching in the manor leads to long computational time,

illustrated by 10,000 CPU hours required to solve a walking task (Anderson &

Pandy, 2001a). In contrast, direct collocation, a increasingly popular method

in the biomechanics literature (Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2012; Falisse,

Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019; Haralabidis et al., 2021; Lin

& Pandy, 2017; Lin et al., 2018; Porsa et al., 2016) removes the need for explicit

integration by optimising for all variable simultaneously and formulating the

system dynamics as a set of constraints. This leads to a sparse and tractable

problem that, alongside hardware improvements, has seen computational times

reduce to less than 3 hours for a similar walking simulation to the that reported

by Anderson and Pandy (Lin & Pandy, 2017). The introduction of algorithmic

differentiation, an efficient numerical approach for evaluating function derivative,

further reduces computational time by up to 20-times over traditional finite

difference approaches when combined with direct collocation (Falisse, Serrancoĺı,

Dembia, Gillis, & De Groote, 2019). Additionally, dynamic optimisation

approaches can be formulated in an inverse sense, whereby skeletal kinematics

(e.g., joint translations and angles) are either prescribed or tracked within the

formulation, or in a forward sense to predict new motion. Previous research has
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used both approaches to calibrate their frameworks using data-tracking before

performing predictive simulations to address what if? scenarios that are not

possible in vivo (e.g., Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019).

The ability to analyse known kinematics (i.e., inverse dynamics) and predict

new kinematics (i.e., forward dynamics) lends itself to spaceflight research, where

biomechanical data are available post-spaceflight but is limited during spaceflight.

In addition to improve computational approaches, personalisation of MSK

modelling elements to achieve high fidelity representations of the individual

under observation has been shown to improve muscle force estimations. It is

common to scale segment lengths and inertial parameters, and MTU parameters

based on the anthropometrics of the participant to provide low-level model

personalisation. This creates a generic MSK model that requires minimal extra

data to generate, but this does not account for physiological and anatomical

differences between people. Instead, collection and segmentation of medical

images (e.g. magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] and computed tomography [CT])

allows for model personalisation (Modenese et al., 2018), which has been shown

to lead to more physiologically plausible MTU behaviour (Akhundov et al., 2022)

and more accurate joint contact force estimations (Kainz et al., 2021). Another

personalisation approach is mainly focused on tackling the uncertainty in MTU

parameter estimation, and it has regularly been shown to impact the accuracy

of simulation outcomes (Ackland et al., 2012; Navacchia et al., 2016; Scovil &

Ronsky, 2006; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020; Valente et al., 2014). Such challenges has led

authors to calibrate MTU parameters using optimisation to further personalise

the MSK model to the participant (Falisse et al., 2017; Pizzolato et al., 2015;

Reinbolt et al., 2008; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020). While model personalisation clearly

improves MSK load estimations, the financial resources and expertise needed

to collect medical images makes this approach less accessible. Additionally,

creation of subject-specific models from medical imagining can take up to 10

hours to complete (Modenese et al., 2018). While fast, automated algorithms for

the creation of subject-specific skeletal and muscular geometries are becoming

available (e.g. STAPLE, Modenese & Kohout, 2020; Modenese & Renault,

2021), these are currently limited to lower-limb models and do not overcome

the need for resources to collect medical imaging data. In the context of
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space science, a subject-specific approach would require the creation of multiple

models throughout the astronauts rehabilitation due to the substantial recovery

of physiological systems (Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018b), which is a significant

undertaking without understanding how it may benefit practice. Assessing

whether a generic MSK modelling approach is a valid alternative for comparing

the MSK loading between exercises and gravity levels would allow for the analysis

of exercise in hypogravity in contexts where subject-specific approaches are not

viable. The benefit of the Biomechanical Handbook can be shown using a generic

approach to provide justification for undertaking a subject-specific approach.

Therefore, it is pragmatic to initially test the Biomechanical Handbook concept

by relying upon the use of generic MSK models. Evaluating the accuracy of MSK

loading estimations when combining generic modelling with efficient dynamic

optimisation methods is a necessary first step for reliably profiling the loading

of a given exercise. Once a generic approach has been demonstrate it provides

a platform from which more subject-specific modelling approaches can be built

from. To this end, the aim of this study was to validate a direct collocation

optimal control framework, integrated with a generic OpenSim MSK model,

by quantifying the error in estimated joint reaction forces (JRF). The second

aim was to demonstrate the development and application of a Biomechanical

Handbook to predict the exercise regime needed to avoid detrimental adaptations

during unloading periods. This was achieved by applying the framework to a

staged hypogravity (≤1 g) case-study of single-leg vertical hopping where different

gravity conditions were emulated.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Experimental Data

Knee Grand Challenge Data Description

Synchronised marker trajectories, ground reaction forces (GRF), eTibia implant

forces, and electromyography (EMG) data of a single male participant (88 years,

1.68 m, 66.7 kg) walking at four different speeds on a treadmill were extracted

(slow = 0.8 m·s−1, set = 1.0 m·s−1, self-selected [ss] = 1.2 m·s−1, fast = 1.4
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m·s−1) from the “Fourth Grand Challenge Competition to predict in vivo knee

loads” (Fregly et al., 2012). Maximum EMG trials were also extracted for data

processing. These data were chosen as they provide a comprehensive repository

of synchronised biomechanical data, including in vivo joint contact forces via the

force instrumented knee prosthetic. The accuracy of the framework for estimating

joint reaction forces, and indirectly muscle forces, can then be established because

the experimental biomechanical data are intrinsically linked to the joint contact

forces.

Table 3.1 Summary of the walking trials extracted for analysis

Slow Set Self-Selected Fast

Speed (m·s−1) 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Steps Extracted 12 11 15 12

Body Weight Support Case Study

A case study from a single male (29 years, 1.82 m, 79.9 kg) performing single-leg

vertical hopping was collected whilst attached to a body weight support system

(BWSS) that emulated different gravity scenarios. This case-study was used

to demonstrate how the quantification of MSK loading profiles can be used to

develop the Biomechanical Handbook, which can predict what type of exercise

should be done to avoid detrimental adaptations during unloading periods. The

participant was attached to the vertical BWSS via a modified harness under

four emulated hypogravity conditions (0.17 g, 0.25 g, 0.37 g, 0.50 g). The

experimental set-up was replicated under terrestrial gravity (1 g) without the

BWSS nor harness to provide a full spectrum of gravity conditions. The BWSS

constituted a series of elastic bungee cords originating on a manually adjusted

electric winch, and inserting onto the participant’s harness. A ceiling-mounted

pulley aligned the system above a single static force-platform (9287BA, Kistler

Instruments Corporation, Switzerland). The line-of-action was in excess of 17 m

to minimise vertical fluctuations in the body weight support force (Pavei et al.,

2015). A full-body marker set (200 Hz, Vicon MX, Oxford Metrics, UK), GRFs

(2000 Hz), BWSS force via an in-series load-cell (2000 Hz, REP Transducers, TS
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300 kg), and seven lower-limb EMG (2000 Hz, Trigno, Delsys Inc., Boston, MA,

US) were collected. Five hops were extracted per condition for analysis.

Data Processing

A custom MATLAB (version R2017b, MathWorks Inc, USA) script was written

to format the data for the simulation framework. Trials were cropped 25 frames

prior to right foot touchdown (implant side and hopping side) to 25 following the

consecutive right foot touchdown to allow resampling of the data before inclusion

within the simulation framework. For the Knee Grand Challenge dataset, this

yielded 50 steps of the right foot across the four walking speeds (Table 3.1).

Inverse kinematics was performed via the OpenSim-Matlab API (version 3.3,

Delp et al., 2007) to obtain joint angles and translations from the marker

trajectories. Inverse kinematic results, GRF, and, for where applicable, body

weight support forces from the load cell were filtered at 6 Hz with a low-pass 2nd

order Butterworth filter. Inverse dynamics analysis was performed to obtain net

joint moments and forces. For the hypogravity case study, body weight support

forces were applied vertically to the pelvis centre of mass. Third-order B-splines

were then used to resample the data, and to calculate velocities and accelerations

of the inverse kinematics data. The resampled kinematics, net joint moments and

GRF were used as experimental data within the simulation framework. The EMG

data from each trial were band-pass filtered [10 Hz, 300 Hz], full-wave rectified,

and low-pass filtered (6 Hz) to create a linear envelope. The linear envelope was

normalised to the maximum value for each muscle across all maximum EMG and

dynamic trials.

3.2.2 Simulation Framework

Musculoskeletal Model

Skeletal motion was modelled as rigid body dynamics using Newtonian mechanics,

with compliant Hunt-Crossley contacts to model the foot-ground interaction. A

generic full-body MSK model was utilised in this framework (Figure 3-1, Lai

et al., 2017). The model consisted of 23-segments – ground, pelvis, torso, and,

bilaterally, femur, patella, tibia-fibula, talus, calcaneus, toe, humerus, radius,

ulna and hand – and 37 degrees of freedom. Pelvis translation and rotation
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Figure 3-1 The generic musculosckeletal model used in this study (left). Pink
spheres represent marker locations, and red string elements the
muscle-tendon unit geometries. Dorsal view of the contact spheres
placed on the model with respect to the foot segments (right).

with respect to the ground were modelled as a six degrees-of-freedom (DOF)

joint. The torso-pelvis, shoulder, and hip joints were modelled as three DOF

ball-and-socket joints, the wrists as two DOF universal joints, whilst ankle,

subtalar, elbow, radioulnar and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints as one DOF

hinge joints. The wrist and MTP joints were locked at 0◦. The tibiofemoral joint

(knee) was modelled as a 1-DOF hinge joint, with a 0-140◦ flexion range. The

remaining tibia rotations and translations relative to the femur, and the sagittal

plane patellofemoral joint motion (i.e. anteroposterior and vertical translation,

and rotation about the mediolateral axis), were defined by polynomials as a

function of knee flexion. Polynomial coefficients were calculated according to the

SimmSpline functions defined in the model after scaling. The hip, knee, ankle,

and subtalar DOF will be actuated by 80 Hill-type MTU, with the MTPs, torso

and upper body driven by 19 ideal torque actuators. Idealised torques driving the

non-muscle actuated DOF are described as a function of activation and maximum

torque. The foot-ground interaction was modelled with six-spheres per foot – four

attached to the calcaneus and two to the toe segments. Hunt-Crossley equations,

modified to be twice continuously differentiable (Serrancoĺı et al., 2019), were

used to calculate the forces at each of the six spheres as a function of ground

penetration and penetration velocity.
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Three-element Hill-type muscle model formulations were used in this framework

(Zajac, 1989). Briefly, the MTU consisted of a contractile component, a passive

elastic component parallel to the contractile component, and a series passive

elastic component. Active (force-length and force-velocity) and passive (parallel

and series) force generation were modelled via the dimensionless equations

presented by De Groote et al. (2016). The dimensionless equations were described

by five parameters: maximum isometric force, optimum fibre length, pennation

angle at optimum fibre length, maximum shortening velocity, and tendon slack

length. Lengths, shortening velocities, and moment arms of MTUs were defined

as a function of joint positions and velocities (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis,

Jonkers, et al., 2019; Van den Bogert et al., 2013). Polynomial coefficients were

determined for the scaled muscle lengths, velocities and moment arms, extracted

using OpenSim’s Muscle Analysis with the model positioned across a range that

exceeded the expected experimental data. Raasch’s activation model (Raasch

et al., 1997) was used to model excitation-activation dynamics of the MTUs,

with modifications by De Groote et al. (2009).

The model was scaled to the participant’s anthropometrics using OpenSim’s

scaling tool (Delp et al., 2007). Segment dimension-specific scaling factors were

computed as the ratio between virtual and experimental distances of pairs of

anatomical markers. The scale factors are used to scale segment lengths, widths,

and depths, while the inertial parameters were scaled to the participant’s mass

assuming the mass distribution was preserved. Total MTU lengths were adjusted

during scaling such that the ratio of optimal fibre length to tendon slack length

was maintained. The MTU maximum isometric forces were scaled according

physiological cross-sectional area (Lieber & Fridén, 2000), where muscle volumes

were estimated for the participant’s height and mass (Handsfield et al., 2014)

and a specific tension of 60 N·cm2 as done previously (Rajagopal et al., 2016).

Maximum shortening velocities were assumed to be ten times the optimal fibre

lengths, and the tendon force-length curves had a gradient of 35 at 4% strain

as done in a similar simulation framework (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis,

Jonkers, et al., 2019). Pennation angles at optimum fibre length from the unscaled

model were retained.
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Optimal Control Problem

A muscle-driven, data-tracking simulation framework was formulated as an

optimal control problem (OCP). A direct collocation method was then used

to discretise the OCP into non-linear programs (NLPs) to track experimental

kinematics, net joint moments, and GRFs for a single movement cycle. A

single-movement cycle was defined as one right-foot step for the walking trials,

and one contact and subsequent flight phase for single-leg hopping. The goal

of the simulation was to minimise a cost function (eq. 3.1) to estimate muscle

activations for a given movement whilst optimising for a set of state, x, control,

u, and parameter variables, p, for a single-movement cycle. The framework is

designed to track the experimental data with zero pelvis residuals to elicit a

dynamically consistent solution, before estimating the JRFs from the simulated

muscle activations. The aim was to estimate JRFs similar in shape and magnitude

to knee joint contact forces measured by the eTibia implant. This was a key step

to allow for the assessment of joint loading related variables for the proposed

Biomechanical Handbook.

Foot-ground contact sphere stiffness and damping (constant across all spheres)

and their 3D position were optimised as parameters within the OCP (pCM). The

remaining parameters were kept constant according to previous work (Falisse,

Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019), with the sphere radii set

to 0.02 m. The state (x) and control (u) variables will be selected to allow

efficient numerical formulation of the MSK system. The skeletal dynamics will

be described by the model’s kinematics. The state variables, q and q̇, which

correspond to the positions and velocities of the 37 DOF, respectively, will be

controlled by their accelerations, uq̈. Muscle activations, am, and normalised

tendon forces, F̃t, are introduced to describe the muscle model state, with their

first time derivatives, uam and uF̃t , introduced as control variables (De Groote

et al., 2016). The states of idealised torque actuators are described by their

activations, aτ , and controlled by their excitation, ueτ . Control variables are

introduced for the GRFs, uGRF , as done previously (Serrancoĺı et al., 2019).

This improves the convergence rate as the foot-ground contact sphere forces

are subject to large fluctuations for small adjustments to the skeletal dynamics.

Reserve actuators are added to muscle-driven DOF as control variables, ures, that
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describe the instantaneous moment being produced, to help convergence of the

simulations.

Cost Function

The cost function (J , eq. 3.1) was formulated with a gait performance and muscle

sharing criterion (eq. 3.2), data tracking terms (eq. 3.3) and control variable

minimisation terms (eq.3.4). Each term was weighted (w1–3 = [0.01, 1, 10]) via

manual tuning to elicit accurate tracking and physiologically realistic simulations,

and were kept constant once calibrated. Increased weight was placed on net joint

moment tracking to ensure muscle forces were recreating accurate joint moments,

and thus to give valid JRF estimations. Less emphasis was placed on tracking

the vertical pelvis position to allow the simulation to move the model vertically

to supplement the GRF tracking. To prevent large changes in kinematics and

muscle activations and tendon forces between time points, increased weight was

placed on minimising their control variables (i.e. uq̈, uam and uF̃t).

J = Jeffort + Jtracking + JDynCon (3.1)

Muscle redundancy was solved by minimising the sum of muscle activations

squared. Muscle activations were multiplied by their muscle volume expressed as

a percentage, PVj , of all muscles according to Handsfield and colleagues (2014)

to penalise the use of larger muscles.

Jeffort = w2

80∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

(
PVj · aj

)2
dt (3.2)

Tracking terms were formulated to minimise the sum of squared error between

the simulated (i.e. q̂, ûGRF , and τ̂) and experimental data (i.e. q, uGRF , and

τ). Each term was scaled to maintain equal weight within the cost function

despite the different orders of magnitude. Coordinate angles and translations

were scaled by 2◦ (srot) and 0.02 m (str), respectively. The scale factors for the

net joint moments (sτ = 28.6) and ûGRF (sGRF = [5.1, 50, 5.1, 5.1, 50, 5.1]) were

then derived as the moment and force values required to perform 1 unit of work

given for the corresponding scale factor for the kinematics. The anteropostior
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and mediolateral forces were further scaled by 9.81 to account for gravity.

Jtracking = w2

34∑
i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
qi − q̂i
srot

)2

dt

+ w1

3∑
i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
qi, trans − q̂i, trans

str

)2

dt

+ w2

6∑
n=1

∫ tf

t0

(
GRFn − ûGRFn

sGRF

)2

dt

+ w3

31∑
i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
τk − τ̂k
sτ

)2

dt (3.3)

Minimisation of control and reserve actuator variables was included to improve

the physiological realism of the solutions as done previously (Falisse, Serrancoĺı,

Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019; Haralabidis et al., 2021). The control

variables were normalised with their corresponding upper bounds (sBound, see

Direct Collocation below). The ures were scaled (sres = 2) and minimised in the

cost function to penalise their use within the framework.

JControl = w2

37∑
i=1

∫ tf

t0

(
uq̈i

sBound

)2

dt

+ w3

80∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

( uF̃tj
sBound

)2

dt

+ w3

80∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

(
uamj
sBound

)2

dt

+ w2

12∑
m=1

∫ tf

t0

(
uresj
sres

)2

dt (3.4)

Direct Collocation

A direct collocation method was used to convert the OCP into a NLP

using Legendre-Gauss-Radau quadrature. The framework was implemented in

MATLAB (version R2017b, MathWorks Inc, USA) and CasADi (Andersson et al.,

2019), and was solved using IPOPT (Wächter & Biegler, 2006). A modified
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OpenSim and SimBody release was utilised to allow for algorithmic differentiation

of function derivatives (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, & De Groote, 2019).

Net joint forces and moments via inverse dynamics, and Hunt-Crossley forces will

be estimated at each mesh point as a function of model kinematics (i.e. q, q̇, and

q̈), external force (i.e. uGRF , and, where applicable, body weight support forces),

and foot-ground contact model parameters (i.e. pCM)..

Foot-ground contact model parameters will be included as static parameters¸ p =

[pCM ]. The state (x = [q, q̇, am, F̃t, aτ ]) and control (u = [q̈, uam , uF̃t , uGRF , ueτ )

trajectories were discretised into with 50 equally spaced mesh intervals

(Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2010). The mesh was refined during initial

testing whereby the number of points was varied - 20, 40, 50, 80, and 100 - across

four trials (one per walking speed). Fifty points were needed to achieve optimal

solutions for all four walking speeds, with minimal additional improvement in

tracking and joint reaction force estimation as the number of points increased.

Given the increased computational demand required for a more refined mesh, 50

points was chosen. Between mesh points the state trajectories were transcribed

into three-point intervals (collocation points) approximated with third-order

polynomials, while the control variables were kept constant. The cost function

is evaluated as the time integral between the start and end of the movement

cycle, evaluated at each collocation point. State, control and static variables

will be bounded and then scaled within the NLP such that each variable fell

between -1 to 1 to improve the numerical conditioning of the NLPs (Betts, 2010).

Kinematic variables (i.e. q, q̇, and q̈) and uGRF were bounded between minimum

and maximum experimental values, but further extended by the range. The

contact model spheres were initially positioned according to Falisse et al. (2019),

and allowed to deviated ±0.025 m. The stiffness and damping coefficients were

bounded between 1e5 - 1e7 and 0.5 - 10, respectively, to align with similar previous

research (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019; Haralabidis

et al., 2021; Lin & Pandy, 2017). These parameters were included in the

framework after initial testing whereby three simulations were performed across

four trials (one per walking speed). The foot-ground model parameters were

either: (1) taken from the literature (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers,

et al., 2019), (2) only the stiffness and damping parameters were optimised, or
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(3) the stiffness, damping and sphere positions were optimised. Optimising for

stiffness, damping and sphere positions resulted in smoother experimental data

tracking compared with when contact parameters were not optimised, and lower

estimated joint reaction force error relative to the eTibia when sphere positions

were not optimised. The remaining variables were bounded according to Falisse

et al. (2019).

A series of dynamic constraints are imposed at each collocation point to maintain

system dynamics. Scaled variables were included in the constraint equations. The

skeletal dynamics and activation dynamics are imposed as implicit constraints

via first-order differential equations (eq. 3.5 - 3.8). The excitation-activation

dynamics of the idealised torque actuators were formulated explicitly as linear

first-order approximations given an electromechanical delay (emd = 35 ms) (eq.

3.9, Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019).

dq

dt
− q̇ = 0 (3.5)

dq̇

dt
− uq̈ = 0 (3.6)

dam
dt
− uȧm = 0 (3.7)

dF̃t
dt
− u ˙̃Ft

= 0 (3.8)

daτ
dt

=
ueτ − aτ
emd

(3.9)

Path constraints were imposed at the beginning of each mesh interval to achieve

physiologically appropriate solutions. The muscle forces were related to the net

joint moments of the muscle-driven DOF (τm) via implicit constraints according

to their polynomial-computed moment arms and the reserve actuators (eq.

3.10). The polynomials created to relate joint kinematics (i.e., q and q̇) to

the MTU lengths, velocities, and moment arms were evaulated at each mesh

point. The torque-driven DOF (τT ) were scaled and related to the aτ via

implicit constraints (eq. 3.10). An additional constraint enforced dynamical

consistency by enforcing pelvis residuals to be zero (τPelvis, eq. 3.12). The uGRF

were implicitly constrained to match the DLL calculated forces for foot-ground

interaction (FHC , eq. 3.13). The Hill-equilibrium condition (Fc) was implicitly
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imposed by enforcing the muscle forces projected along the tendon to match the

tendon forces (eq. 3.14). Raasch’s activation model was imposed on the muscle

activations via two inequality constraints based on the activation (ta = 0.015 s)

and deactivation (td = 0.06 s) time constants (eq. 3.15 - 3.16, De Groote et al.,

2009). ∑
(F̃t ·MA) + ures − τm = 0 (3.10)

aτ −
τT
sT

= 0 (3.11)

τpelvis = 0 (3.12)

uGRF − FHC = 0 (3.13)

Fc(am, F̃t, uam , uF̃t , q, q̇)− Ft = 0 (3.14)

uȧm +
am
ta
≤ 1

ta
(3.15)

uȧm +
am
td
≥ 0 (3.16)

A continuity constraint was imposed on the state variables at the end of each

mesh interval to ensure consistency between the consecutive mesh points, such

that the end of the previous interval must equal the start of the next.

Initial Guess

Two initial guesses were formulated, and the solution with the lowest cost function

value used in further analysis. A data-informed initial guess was generated

by extracting experimental data for kinematics (i.e. q, q̇, and q̈) and GRFs.

The remaining state and control variables were set to their corresponding lower

bounds. A second guess was generated where all variables were set to zero, or,

where the bounds did not cross zero, their corresponding lower bound. For both

guesses, the contact sphere parameters were set to the same values. The stiffness

and damping coefficients were set to 1e6 N·m−2 and 2 s·m−1, respectively. The

same initial guess as Falisse et al. (2019) was used for the sphere positions.

3.2.3 Data Analysis

Simulation performance was assessed by calculating maximum errors and

root mean squared errors (RMSE) between experimental and simulated data.
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Acceptable tracking errors were determined based on recommendations by Hicks

et al. (2015). Reserve actuators were considered acceptable if they did not

contribute more than 5N · m or 10% to overall net joint moments. Optimised

muscle activations were extracted and compared to experimental EMG for

magnitude and timing.

Knee Grand Challenge Data

Simulated knee JRFs were estimated using OpenSim’s Analysis Tool. The contact

sphere forces were applied as external forces to the body using the optimised

sphere positions as points of application. Actuator forces for the model were given

as optimised tendon forces and inverse dynamics ID torques for the muscle-driven

and torque-drive actuators, respectively. The vertical JRF exerted on the right

tibia by the right femur, expressed in the tibia frame, was compared to the

eTibia. All values were normalised to body weight. Confidence intervals (95%)

were calculated to compare differences in simulated peak JRFs between walking

speeds. The R2 and RMSE were used to explore the shape and error magnitude,

respectively, between the simulated JRFs and experimental eTibia forces. The

joint reaction impulse (JRI), the time integral of JRF, for the knee JRF and

eTibia were also compared. The JRI captures information about magnitude and

duration of JRF loads, that can be used as indicative of cumulative load based

on a movement cycle (e.g. per step taken). A per unit cycle analysis is more

informative than peak force alone (Miller et al., 2014), thus determining the

accuracy of JRI estimations provide a more complete estimation joint loading

profiles. The bias in estimating the peak JRF was explored via a Bland-Altman

analyses, where mean bias, bias standard deviations, and 95% limits of agreement

were calculated (Bland & Altman, 2010). To evaluate the estimation of JRF at

the hip additional instrumented prosthetic data were obtained from a public

online database1. These data include participants with a force instrumented hip

or knee prosthetic walking overground at a self-selected pace. The 25th and 75th

percentiles from normative data for the hip (Bergmann et al., 2016) and knee

(Bergmann et al., 2014) were extracted and the R2 and RMSE calculate.

1www.orthoload.com
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Body-Weight Support Case Study

Quadriceps muscle forces were extracted and were input into a muscle adaption

model (eq. 3.17, Wisdom et al., 2015). The adaptation model estimates the rate

of change in cross-sectional area (CSA) of a muscle based on the degree of overload

experienced, the muscle’s current CSA, a physiological maximum possible CSA,

and a minimum load threshold required to trigger adaption. The switch factor,

F − F0, determines the rate of change in CSA, Ȧ(t), when F > F0. The

model assumes muscle adapts in response to overload by addition of sarcomere in

parallel, and CSA increases in an exponential fashion before converging to a new

homeostatic equilibrium. The quadriceps force, F , was taken as the cumulative

active and parallel passive forces from the Rectus Femoris (RF), Vastus Lateralis

(VL), Vastus Intermedius (VI), and Vastus Medialis (VM) muscles, normalised

to their summed maximum isometric force parameters contained within the

scaled OpenSim model. The physiological threshold, F0, was taken as 0.2 to

replicate 20% one-repetition maximum, which is sufficient to elicit hypertrophic

benefits to resistance training under the right conditions despite the low-load

(Schoenfeld, 2013). The baseline CSA, A, physiological limiting value for CSA,

Amax, and shape parameters, τ and δ, that determined the model shape were

determined based on data from DeFreitas et al. (2011). These data included

thigh lean mass CSA determined via peripheral quantitative CT (pQCT) during

a resistance-training intervention given to healthy, untrained, young adult men,

which was considered appropriate for the case study participant. The number of

repetitions required to generate hypertrophy will be estimated based on a minimal

worthwhile increase in CSA of 3.37%. DeFreitas and colleagues (2011) defined

the minimal worthwhile increase based on the calculations of Weir (2005).

Ȧ(t) =
1

τ

(
Amax − A
Amax − 1

)δ
F − F 0 (3.17)

Using the same target repetitions per set (12) and sessions per week (3) as

DeFreitas et al. 2011, the number of sets required to meet the worthwhile increase

was calculated.
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3.3 Results

Knee Grand Challenge Data

Of the 50 trials, 47 converged to an optimal solution from at least one initial guess

and were used in the analysis. Experimental data were closely tracked during all

simulations. Example tracking results are presented for self-selected walking for

brevity (Figure 3-2 - 3-4), but reflect the other walking speeds. The other walking

speeds can be viewed in the supplementary material (see appendix A). Kinematics

were tracked to within 3◦ across all trials (maximum error: 2.91◦, RMSE: 0.94◦).

Maximum pelvis angles, and non-vertical translation tracking errors were within

1.85 ◦ and 0.04 m, respectively. The vertical translation, which was allowed to

vary more to facilitate GRF tracking, did not exceed 0.065 m across all trials.

Vertical GRF were tracked to within a maximum error of 0.35 BW and RMSE

of 0.08 BW, whilst the anteroposterior and mediolateral GRF components were

tracked to within 5 N and 2 N, respectively. Net joint moments were tracked

within 0.43

N·m·kg−1 across all trials. Reserve moments did not provide substantial

assistance to the model, with peak moments not exceeding 2.61 N·m across all

DOF. Left and right hip rotation (mean = 1.07 ± 0.29 N·m) required more

assistance than the other DoF (mean = 0.40 ± 0.16 N·m). For the right knee, one

trial required a maximum reserve of 1.80 N·m with the remainder remaining below

1 N·m (mean = 0.58 ± 0.15 N·m). Muscle activations showed qualitatively similar

profiles to the EMG data in terms of the magnitude, timing and consistency across

all trials for the majority of muscles.
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Figure 3-2 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation),
and sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking at self-selected (1.2 m·s−1) walking speed.
Backward tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Blue =
simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure 3-3 Right (A - C) and left (D - F) net joint moment tracking for hip
extension (A & D), knee flexion (B & E) and ankle plantarflexion
(C & F) during self-selected walking speed (1.2 m·s−1). Extension
and plantar flexion were defined as positive. Blue = simulated, black
= experimental.
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Figure 3-4 Normalised A-P (A & D), vertical (B & E) and M-L (C & F) GRF
tracking of the right (A-C) and left (D-F) steps for the self-selected
walking speed (1.2 m·s−1). Blue = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure 3-5 Comparison between simulated muscle activations (blue) and experimental EMG (black) during self-selected
walking (1.2 m·s−1). GLMax = gluteus maximus, GLMed = gluteus medius, TFL = tensor fascia latae, RF
= rectus femoris, VL = vastus lateralis, VM = vastus medius, BF = biceps femoris, SM = semimembranosus,
GL = gastrocnemius lateralis, GM = gastrocnemius mediaslis, Sol = soleus, TA = tibialis anterior.
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The estimated JRF came within 0.62 - 0.85 BW across all trials, and were able

to reflect the double peak profile measured with the eTibia (Figure 3-6). The R2

values ranged between 0.65 - 0.9, however, as speed increased the shape agreement

deteriorated (Figure 3-7). This was reflected in the RMSE results that also

increased as walking speed increased The largest error in the JRF estimations

corresponded to the second peak around 50 % of stance, which was overestimated

by 1.23 ± 0.17 BW (Figure 3-8A). Although, the framework was able to detect

significant increases in peak JRF with walking speed (slow = 3.17 ± 0.22 BW

[CI: 3.13 - 3.21 BW]; set = 3.27 ± 0.23 BW [CI: 3.22 - 3.32 BW]; ss = 3.44 ±
0.17 BW [CI: 3.42 - 3.46 BW]; fast = 3.60 ± 0.12 BW [CI: 3.58 - 3.63 BW]).

The limits of agreement estimate that peak joint forces can be estimated within

0.85 - 1.62 BW 95% of the time irrespective of walking speed. However, it is

important to note that there was uneven distribution of data points about the

mean value, indicating that estimated peak JRFs were overestimated to a greater

extent when eTibia values were higher. This is reflected in mean error values for

each walking speed, with higher speeds having higher peak JRF errors (slow =

1.06 ± 0.16 BW; set = 1.26 ± 0.14 BW; ss = 1.33 ± 0.11 BW; fast = 1.28 ± 0.13

BW). Similarly, the JRI were overestimated by 0.75 ± 0.10 BW·s across walking

speeds, however, the error decreased as walking speed increased (Figure 3-8B).

When compared to the Orthoload data set, the estimated knee JRFs showed

similar shape (R2 = 0.84 ± 0.02) and magnitudes (RMSE = 0.50 ± 0.03 BW).

Although, the peak joint force was still overestimated (Figure 3-9B). Hip joint

forces were well estimated (R2 = 0.89± 0.02, RMSE = 0.59± 0.02 BW), but there

was qualitative differences between the Orthoload and simulated data (Figure

3-9A). Specifically, the simulated data did not capture the nadir between the two

peaks that was present in the hip Orthoload data.
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Figure 3-6 Vertical joint reaction forces (blue) and eTibia forces (black) for
fast (1.4 m·s−1, A), slow (0.8 m·s−1, B), set (1.0 m·s−1, C) and
self-selected (1.2 m·s−1, D) walking speeds. Mean and standard
deviation are represented by the thick lines and shaded area,
respectively.
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Figure 3-7 Mean root mean squared error (A) and R2 (B) in the joint reaction
force (JRF) estimations for each walking speed relative to the eTibia.

Figure 3-8 Bland-Altman analysis of the simulated peak vertical joint reaction
forces (A) and impulses (B) versus the eTibia at fast (1.4 m·s−1,
circles), slow (0.8 m·s−1, triangles), set (1.0 m·s−1, squares) and
self-selected (1.2 m·s−1, diamonds) walking speeds. Agreement is
described by the mean (bold line), standard deviation (solid line),
and 95 % limits of agreement (dashed lines).
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Figure 3-9 Estimate hip (A) and knee (B) vertical joint reaction forces (blue)
at a self-selected walking speed (1.2 m·s−1) and the Orthoload data
set (black).

Body-Weight Support Case Study

All 5 trials per gravity condition optimised for both initial guesses. Kinematics

were tracked to within a maximum error of 3.8◦ and 0.08 m across all DoF and

trials. After removing the pelvis vertical translation (0.08 m), the maximum

tracking error fell below 0.02 m. Maximum tracking error across all GRF

components and net joint moments were within 0.08 BW and 0.81 N·m·kg−1,

respectively. Tracking figures can be viewed in the supplementary material

(appendix A). Summed muscle forces of the quadriceps muscles monotonically

increased between 0.17 g and 1.0 g (Figure 3-10). There were two distinct patterns

in how the muscle forces were distributed amongst the quadriceps between

hypogravity (0.17 - 0.50 g) and terrestrial gravity (1 g). In hypogravity, the RF

was the main contributor to quadriceps muscle force. However, at 1.0 g the Vasti

muscles, particularly the VL, became more dominant, with the RF contributing

less force at 1.0 g than at any of the other gravity levels. The estimated repetitions

required to elicit a 3.37% increase in muscle CSA monotonically decreased as

gravity increased (0.16 g = 1426 ± 99; 0.25 g = 1334 ± 138; 0.37 g = 1164 ±
130; 0.50 g = 1025 ± 184; 1.00 g = 252 ± 14).

Hypothetical training volumes demonstrate that the number of estimated

repetitions decreased as gravity level increased. The model estimate that between
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Figure 3-10 Normalised knee extensor muscle forces, stacked to represent the
Quadricep muscle group, for each gravity condition (left) were used
to estimate repetitions required (mean ± 95% CI) to elicit a 3.37%
increase in cross-sectional area (right). RF = Rectus Femoris, VI =
Vastus Intermedialis, VL = Vastus Lateralis, VM = Vastus Medias

40 - 29 sets would need to be completed per session as gravity increased from 0.17

g to 0.50 g to achieve a 3.37% increase in CSA. In contrast, only 7 sets would be

needed to be completed at 1.0 g.

3.4 Discussion

The first aim of this study was to validate a direct collocation framework for the

estimation of JRFs against experimental measured joint contact forces. Our

results demonstrate that the simulation framework can estimate knee JRFs

to within 0.62 - 0.85 BW (RMSE) across four walking speeds, and captured

increased joint loading as walking speed increased. Furthermore, although

faster walking speeds were associated with increased error in the JRFs, this
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increased error appeared to be less influential than step time when estimating

JRIs. The second aim was to test the applicability of the framework to

hypogravity conditions by comparing the individual quadriceps muscle forces

and estimated volume of exercise needed to combat detrimental adaptations

at different emulated hypogravity levels. A gravity-dependent organisation of

quadricep muscle forces was shown to meet the increasing external demands, with

the vasti muscles increasing the force output as gravity increased but the rectus

femoris contributing less force as gravity increased from 0.5 g to 1 g. When

applied to a muscle adaption model, it was demonstrated that the volume of

single-legged hops required in hypogravity is decreased substantially with gravity

and a very large number of hops is required to combat adaptations at lower

hypogravity levels. This is key information that can be used to identify the

appropriate gravity level to use for a specific individual (e.g. 1 g), and identify

which muscle groups would be mainly targeted in this condition.

Framework Validation

Our framework was able to estimate JRFs similar in magnitude and shape

to experimental knee contact forces measured via instrumented joint implants.

At self-selected walking speeds, the framework also estimated knee and hip

JRFs with an RMSE of 0.50 BW and 0.6 BW, respectively, of the Orthoload

data. Additionally, faster gait speeds are known to increase joint contact forces

(Lerner et al., 2014), and we have shown our framework was able to capture

this increase. The error in the knee JRF estimations (0.62 - 0.85 BW) and R2

(0.65 - 0.9) compares well to similar validation studies, with authors reporting

values between 0.49 - 0.92 BW and 0.45 - 0.89, respectively (Brandon et al.,

2011; Hast & Piazza, 2011; Kinney et al., 2013; Knowlton et al., 2012; Manal &

Buchanan, 2012b; Manal et al., 2010; Moissenet et al., 2011). In comparison to

a similar data-tracking direct collocation framework, our results are less accurate

with estimated joint contact forces reported between 0.24 - 0.32 BW for two

participants (Lin et al., 2018). However, Lin and colleagues (2018) estimated joint

contact forces using a surrogate model constructed against a elastic foundation

model, allowing for a more precise estimation of articular contact forces. Joint

reaction forces, as used in this study, represent the net forces remaining to

balance Newton’s second law of motion once all known forces have been removed
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(e.g. inertial forces, GRFs and muscle forces). In our case, this would include

structures not included within the generic model (e.g. ligaments), which explains

the difference found relative to Lin et al.. Altogether, combining direct collocation

with a generic MSK model was able to capture magnitude differences between

walking speeds, which is a key step in the vision for the Biomechanical Handbook,

as it allows for comparisons of the biomechanical loading between different

exercises and gravity levels. However, it is acknowledged that the framework did

not outperform other, less complex algorithms for solving the muscle redundancy

problem so that joint reaction forces could be estimated. That being said, save

for the Lin et al. (2017) study that has been discussed, the previous studies

all incorporate some element of subject-specificity or additional complexity into

their model, including imaging informed bone geometries (e.g., Thelen et al.,

2013) and EMG-assisted simulations (e.g., Manal & Buchanan, 2012a), or a

more complex knee model (Brandon et al., 2011; Moissenet et al., 2011), or

the joint reaction forces tracking within the framework (e.g., Serrancoĺı et al.,

2020). The purely generic approach taken within this study allows for the

framework to be used when only marker trajectories and ground reaction forces

are available, which is common practice in biomechanical studies. Additionally,

data-tracking simulations using direct collocation have been used as a first step

in initialising the framework before performing predictive simulations (e.g.,

Haralabidis, Unpublished Doctoral Thesis). Given the experimental, equipment,

and time constraints associated with spaceflight, the flexibility to predict human

movement in space justifies the continued use of the direct collocation approach

described in this work.

The comparison of simulated JRF with the eTibia indirectly demonstrates our

framework was able to estimate physiologically plausible muscle forces. Muscle

forces have a large influence on JRF estimations (DeMers et al., 2014; Steele et al.,

2012), thus showing good agreement with the in vivo eTibia gave confidence

to our muscle force estimations. However, it is important to acknowledge the

differences observed between the simulated activations and EMG data. Since

the active state of the muscle is not a direct simulation of the EMG signal,

it is common practice for authors to scrutinise the onset and offset of muscle

activations rather than the magnitude (Hicks et al., 2015; Lund et al., 2012).
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Following this approach, the framework estimates the timings of activations

well for the grastrocnemii, soleus, tibialis anterior and biceps femoris long head

muscles. Simulations frameworks commonly estimate some, but not all, muscle

activations within the model - regularly the triceps surae muscles as found

in this study - with modest to poor agreement with the remaining muscles

(Heintz & Gutierrez-Farewik, 2007; Prilutsky & Zatsiorsky, 2002; Żuk et al.,

2018). The inability to measure muscle forces in vivo for validation of estimate

muscle activations was the main justification of using the eTibia data for this

study; the muscle forces are the main contributors to joint reaction forces

meaning the cumulative influence of the muscles can be scrutinised via the eTibia

comparison. Also, it is difficult to directly measure pattern and magnitude due to

normalisation and data collection errors. For example, the age of the participant

from the ”Grand knee challenge” data set may have influenced the linear envelope

of the EMG due to overestimation of the maximum isometric force. Age-related

muscle weakness is a well known phenomenon (Moreland et al., 2004), and will

not have been captured when calibrating the maximum isometric forces to the

participants height and mass. Overestimating the maximum isometric force in

this manor would allow the muscle models to generate the same active force at a

lower lever of activation. This was observed in our data, where all but the tibialis

anterior had comparable or lower muscle activations compared to the EMG data.

Therefore, calibrating the maximum isometric force is likely to better align the

muscle activations to the EMG data, but would not necessary alter the absolute

forces been estimated by the framework.

Framework Validation and Model Personalisation

Although mean error in the JRF estimations was comparable to previous

literature, the magnitude of error was not uniform across the step cycle.

Specifically, the peak error in the JRFs was 1.23 BW and corresponded to

the second peak in the data at ∼50% of stance. This is important for

characterising load profiles for a biomechanical handbook, because peak values

are often extracted to define the load on the joints (e.g. Van Rossom et al.,

2018). Overestimating the peak knee JRF is common in studies that do not

calibrate MTU parameters and muscle moment arm geometries (DeMers et al.,

2014; Marra et al., 2015; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020; Thelen et al., 2013). In
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particular, Serrancoĺı and colleagues (2020) showed that when moment arms are

not calibrated the gastrocnemius muscles contribute a large proportion to the

knee JRFs. Muscle-tendon unit calibration reduced the second peak through

increasing the moment arms of these muscles so they could produce the same

joint moment with a reduced muscle force. Having not calibrated the moment

arm geometries, it is possible that the mechanical advantage about each joint

required the muscles to produce more force to balance the net joint moments.

This would explain the increased error in the JRF estimations as the walking

speed increased. To illustrate this point, we found that in our data that between

self-selected and fast walking the gastronemius medialis contributed ∼100 N more

force but only ∼1.5 N·m more torque to the knee. That being said, the peak JRF

reported by this study (2.80 - 3.79 BW) fall well within the wide range of peak

knee force values that have been previously estimated during walking gait (1.8

- 8.1 BW) (Fregly et al., 2012). Furthermore, the study that used the most

similar generic model to that used here estimated the peak JRF with a 1.7 BW

error (DeMers et al., 2014), which exceeds our estimate by almost 0.5 BW on

average. De Mers et al. (2014) used a static optimisation algorithm, which,

while computationally efficient, tends to favour muscles with large maximum

isometric forces and does not model muscle activation dynamics. This can lead to

non-physiological activation changes between time points and non-physiological

muscle force estimations (Lin et al., 2012). This highlights direct collocation

provides additional benefit to JRF estimations when using generic MSK models.

JRF Impulse

Impulse is an important factor in describing tissue loading as it captures the

magnitude and the duration of application. Our results demonstrate that knee

JRI decreased with faster walking speeds, and the error relative to the eTibia

impulse also decreased as speed increased. This indicated that the difference

in step duration offset the increase in knee joint forces. This is analogous to

comparing walking to running where running is associated with substantially

higher peak JRFs but comparable impulse per unit distance due to reduced step

times (Miller, 2017; Miller et al., 2014). Additionally, the decreased error in

the JRI as walking speed increased despite JRF RSME increasing over the same

speeds suggests that the reduced step duration may be more influential than JRF
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magnitude. For example, if the increase in RMSE, because it represents the mean

error, had increased more between walking speeds then it would be expected that

the JRI error would have remained constant or increased. The importance of JRI

to the biomechanical handbook is highlighted by other clinical contexts, where net

impulse variables have been shown to better distinguish between populations than

peak variables alone (e.g. Kean et al., 2012). Astronaut exercise prescription

involves a wide range of exercise modes (Lambrecht et al., 2017; Loehr et al.,

2015), that will vary in magnitude and duration of loading. The results give

confidence that the comparisons can be made between exercise of different loading

durations, as the error in the JRF estimations was not more influential than

duration in this study.

The Biomechanical Handbook

Having established our framework was able to provide physiological muscle

force and acceptable JRF and JRI estimations, it suggests that a more generic

modelling approach is accurate enough to differentiate between load profiles

and inform the creation of a biomechanical handbook. The estimation of joint

loading could be used to better align the MSK condition of the astronaut upon

return-to-Earth to the expected loading on the MSK system for a given exercise.

To demonstrate this, the results from the body-weight support case-study

highlighted that the quadriceps muscle force increased monotonically to meet

the increasing knee extension moment as gravity increased. This aligns with

previous research that has shown net joint moments increase when walking

with progressively less body weight support (i.e. increasing gravity) (Apte

et al., 2018). The normal conclusion from this level of analysis would be

that increasing gravity leads to increased loading on the knee musculature.

More interestingly, the application of the muscle adaption model provided the

biomechanical handbook with an extra dimension. Hypothetical training volumes

required to stimulate substantial muscle hypertrophy post-spaceflight and to

avoid detrimental adaptations during spaceflight can now be predicted. The

feasibility of completing these training volumes within a realistic time frame can

then be evaluated. From these data, for this participant, is was shown that

single-leg hopping in hypogravity (0.17 g - 0.50 g) would require more than

29 sets of 12 repetitions based on a training schedule of three times per weak.
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This is not feasible without risking overused injury. Additionally, the framework

showed that while the vasti muscles did monotonically increase their force output

with increased gravity, the rectus femoris muscle force was lowest at 1 g. Taken

together, this suggests that single-leg hopping in 1 g had the potential to provide

an appropriate training stimulus to induce hypertrophy, but with the caveat that

the rectus femoris may not receive the same load at the vasti muscles. This

suggests that single-leg hopping in 1 g may not be an appropriate exercise mode

for stimulating hypertrophy in the rectus femoris, which would not have been

captured using net joint moments to describe the loading profile of single-leg

hopping. Future research should look to repeat this work with a catalogue of

exercises and in various hypogravity conditions to allow for them to be graded

and aligned with the astronauts post-spaceflight condition.

The fact that the rectus femoris contributed less muscle force at 1 g than

at all hypogravity levels, including 0.17 g, was initially a surprising outcome.

It is logical to assume that the 6-fold increase in gravitational forces would

require more contribution from the rectus femoris, even if the increase across

the quadricep muscles was not uniform as gravity increased. Further analysis

into the rectus femoris revealed a shift in RF muscle behaviour between 0.5 g

and 1 g (See supplementary material: appendix A). Specifically, the biarticular

rectus femoris was being lengthened to a greater extent than the monoarticular

vasti, due to increased hip flexion at 1 g, which moved the rectus femoris into

the descending-limb of the force-length relationship. From a computational

perspective, this made the rectus femoris more expensive in the cost function

due to greater activation being required to achieve the same force output, thus

encouraging the optimisation to prioritise the vasti muscles to solve the problem.

From a physiological perspective, there is evidence that biarticular muscles work

to transfer power between joints while the monoarticular muscles work to produce

larger active forces (Jacobs et al., 1996; van Ingen Schenau & Bobbert, 1993).

This may explain the shift to prioritising the vasti muscles as greater active

force became more necessary in 1 g. As this was the first study to estimate

quadriceps muscle forces when exercising in hypogravity, further work is needed

to understand the roles of biarticular muscles in this context to ensure their

loading profiles are accurately represented for hypogravity exercise.
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Limitations

It is important to recognise the limitations of the muscle adaption model

presented in this study. Mainly, the model does not capture the complexity

of tissue remodelling. The model assumes the muscle can only increase in size,

and does not capture the decrease in CSA that likely occurs when mechanical

stimuli are removed (e.g. during sleep). That been said, the model’s parameters

are calibrated against a 12-week training program, and will indirectly reflect

the periods of rest within the shape of the relationship. Additionally, our

understanding of the mechanisms of muscle hypertrophy are not fully understood.

The model used here is based on the assumption that the muscle adapts in

response to mechanical tension, and does not account for muscle damage and

metabolic stress as mechanisms for hypertrophy (Schoenfeld, 2010). Therefore,

estimated repetitions should not be taken as an absolute value, but rather for

comparison between exercises and to supplement the users own philosophy and

experiences. As our understanding of muscle adaptation theory evolves with

further research and higher fidelity adaptation models are developed, the muscle

forces that can be extracted from MSK modelling, as presented here, can continue

to inform the biomechanical handbook. It should also be recognised that the

underlyding MSK model was primarily developed based on male participants,

validated against a single male and single female participant, scaled to a male

participant, and the Knee Grand Challenge data and the vertical hopping case

study data were collected from a single male participants, respectively. The

results of this study need to be replicated for female derived data to have full

confidence in the applicability of the result to women.

Conclusion

A direct collocation simulation framework, integrated with a generic MSK

model, was validated in this study against in vivo knee contact forces measured

via a force-instrumented joint prosthetic. The results demonstrated that the

framework was able to estimate physiological JRFs with an error similar to

previous research. Importantly, the JRF estimations were able to capture

salient features of joint loading, including the double-peak pattern and significant

increases of JRF as walking speed increased. This highlights that when
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subject-specific modelling approaches are not feasible, due to resource constraints,

generic MSK modelling can be used to compare loading profiles of exercises for

biomechanical handbook-type resources. The applied case-study on hypogravity

showed that the biomechanical handbook can provide useful estimation of

muscle contributions and exercise volume to avoid detrimental adaptations.

More specifically, during single-leg hopping, it was highlighted that while total

quadriceps muscle force increased with gravity, the rectus femoris did not follow

the same pattern. Future work should look to extend this approach to a catalogue

of hypogravity exercise contexts to allow tailoring of astronaut rehabilitation to

their MSK condition.
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Chapter 4

Movement in Low gravity

environments (MoLo)

experiment series – The

MoLo-Milano Study Protocol
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Pre-chapter Commentary

In this chapter an experimental protocol is presented that builds on the

Biomechanical Handbook concept presented in the previous chapter. The

computation framework will be applied to a wider variety of exercises and gravity

levels to quantify the internal loading. This is important for the Biomechanical

Handbook as it allows for comparison between exercise contexts to better align

them with the astronaut’s musculoskeletal condition. Additionally, it was assumed

in the previous chapter that the loading between exercises and gravities will be

greater than between walking speeds. The increased catalogue of exercises also

allows for this assumption to be scrutinised. Therefore, this protocol provides a

blueprint for the creation of the Biomechanical Handbook. The protocol described

within this chapter was originally intended to form the main data collection for

this thesis. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic meant that travel to the

University of Milan was not possible during the time frame of this thesis. I

wanted to include the protocol to give context to the case-study described in chapter

three by highlighting that a more comprehensive biomechanical data collection was

planned to inform the creation of Biomechanical Handbook
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Abstract

Exposure to prolonged periods in microgravity is associated with deconditioning

of the musculoskeletal system due to chronic changes in mechanical stimulation.

Given astronauts will operate on the Lunar surface, it is critical to quantify both

the external (e.g., ground reaction forces) and internal (e.g., joint reaction forces)

loads during a catalogue of exercises in variable gravity levels. This information

can be used to inform the creation of a Biomechanical Handbook resource to

inform exercise countermeasures during and after spaceflight. The aim was to

create a comprehensive Biomechanical Handbook of normative muscle and joint

reaction loading profiles by integrating a hypogravity biomechanical data set

of gait and jumping into a computational framework. A total of 26 healthy

participants will be recruited for this cross-sectional study. Participants will

perform gait (walking, running and skipping) and jumping (vertical hopping,

vertical countermovement jumping, drop landing) trials at different simulated

hypogravity-levels (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g, 0.38g, 0.27g, 0.16g) in a randomized order.

Body motion, centre of mass, ground reaction forces, muscle architecture and

tendon length will be recorded via a motion capture system, force platforms,

wireless EMG, and ultrasound, respectively. A computational approach is

adopted to calculate centre of mass movement and estimate lower-limb muscle

forces and joint contact forces by tracking the in vivo data. This information

will provide key information regarding expected internal musculoskeletal loading

whilst exercising in hypogravity to inform the creation of a Biomechanical

Handbook. This resource can be used to make comparisons between exercise

and hypogravity contexts to align expected loading with the individual’s

musculoskeletal condition.
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4.1 Introduction

The exposure to prolonged periods in microgravity is associated with

deconditioning of the musculoskeletal system (Lang et al., 2017; Stavnichuk et al.,

2020b; Winnard et al., 2019), including bone mineral density loss, muscle atrophy,

and muscle weakness (Korth, 2015), and substantial inter-individual variability

(Scott et al., 2021). Such changes are due to the fact that musculoskeletal tissues

are mechanosensitive (Goodman et al., 2015), precipitating shifts in remodelling if

exposed to chronic changes in mechanical stimulation. Given the European Space

Agency (ESA) astronauts will, as part of the Artemis programme, operate on the

Lunar surface it is critical to quantify both the external (e.g. ground reaction

forces) and internal (e.g. joint reaction forces and muscle-tendon forces) loads

associated with locomotor and plyometric activities performed in variable gravity

levels (g). Such knowledge can be used to create a Biomechanical Handbook

resource that presents normative musculoskeletal (MSK) loading profiles of

key rehabilitation exercises to match the exercise specific loading according

to the astronaut’s specific post-spaceflight MSK condition. This is similar to

the approach used by Van Rossom and colleagues (2018), who quantified the

magnitude and location of tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact forces for

common rehabilitation exercises. They proposed to use this type of information

to grade exercises according to their biomechanical loading profile, to better align

the patient’s injury and rehabilitation stage with exercise prescription.

There is a substantial body of research demonstrating the association between

(simulated) hypogravity and the reduction of external kinetics. For instance,

studies conducted in the L.O.O.P. (Locomotion on Other Planets) Ground Based

Facility of the University of Milan demonstrated reduced external and internal

work when running and skipping in simulated hypogravity using a vertical body

weight support, compared to the 1g condition (Pavei et al., 2015; Pavei & Minetti,

2016). Furthermore, hip, knee and ankle net joint moments have been shown

to monotonically decrease when walking in simulated hypogravity (Apte et al.,

2018). Similarly, peak vertical ground-reaction force (GRF) was reported to

positively relate to simulated gravity level (0.16g, 0.27g, 0.38g, and 0.7g) during

sub-maximal plyometric hopping (Weber et al., 2019). However, during walking

with 30% body weight support (i.e. 0.7g) muscle-tendon (fascicle–series elastic
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element) behaviour of the gastrocnemius was preserved during walking (Richter

et al., 2021b), but not running (Richter et al., 2021a). Whether, this is the case for

lower g levels or other exercise modes is at present unknown. On the International

Space Station (ISS), gravity replacement load systems are employed during

inflight exercise to combat decreases in external kinetics. Whilst comprehensive

external kinetics data is lacking, the GRFs and joint kinetics experienced at

1g are neither replicated on the T2 treadmill (De Witt & Ploutz-Snyder, 2014;

Genc et al., 2010; McCrory et al., 2004), or the Advance Resistive Exercise

Device (ARED) (Fregly et al., 2015). This inability to provide 1g-equivalent

musculoskeletal loading whilst exercising in microgravity on the ISS presumably

contributes to crew returning to Earth with compromised functional capacity

(Petersen et al., 2016). Whether this would be the case in constant Lunar

hypogravity is unknown.

To close this knowledge gap it is critical to understand how hypogravity-induced

decrements in external kinetics during movement are associated with changes

in internal joint forces (e.g. the ones experienced at joint, muscle-tendon and

bone level). For instance, with the same external loading, joint contact forces

driving bone remodelling can diverge as they are significantly modulated by the

muscle forces generated during the movement (DeMers et al., 2014). Also, muscle

adaptation models (e.g. Wisdom et al., 2015) use muscle activation or forces

as inputs to investigate whether internal forces associated with movement are

sufficient to maintain or promote musculoskeletal homeostasis. In computational

biomechanics, joint reaction forces and muscle-tendon forces can be estimated

from joint kinematics and external load measurement using musculoskeletal or

finite element modelling approaches. When combined with muscle adaptation

models it is possible to estimate a hypothetical exercise volume that elicits a

meaningful increase in muscle size, to better bridge the gap between theoretical

musculoskeletal models and practice. However, currently there is no compelling

evidence for the application of such approaches in hypogravity. Musculoskeletal

modelling approaches have instead been applied to microgravity to simulate

squatting using the Advanced Resistance Exercise Device (Fregly et al., 2015) and

to inform design of a lower extremity resistive device to replicate 1g mechanical

loading (Han et al., 2020). The only computational study focusing on hypogravity
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sought to predict locomotive strategies (Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2012) but

did not provide any insight on the internal loads experienced during locomotion

or plyometric exercises.

Recent research has highlighted plyometric-type exercise as an effective and

efficient way of loading the musculoskeletal system – thereby mitigating the

de-conditioning including loss of lean mass, bone mineral density and bone

mineral content (Kramer et al., 2017), and functional performance (Kramer,

Kümmel, et al., 2018a) associated with unloading. The generation of high

external forces, as seen during plyometric movements, is considered a key

component in the mechano-stimulation of remodeling in both bone (Frost, 1987,

2003), and muscle (Schoenfeld, 2010). Interestingly, there is evidence that peak

ground reaction forces comparable to 1g can be achieved in simulated hypogravity

(0.16g, 0.27g, 0.38g, and 0.7g) when performing sub-maximal hopping (Weber

et al., 2019). Unfortunately, hop height was constrained by the experimental

facility used, and thus whether similar relationships are evident during maximal

hops and other forms of explosive jumping (e.g. countermovement jumping and

drop landing) is currently unknown. In fact, the only ground-based analogue that

currently allows to explore such relationships is the L.O.O.P. It is also critical

that muscle-tendon and joint reaction forces are evaluated to determine their

potential role in musculoskeletal regulation. The L.O.O.P allows simultaneous

measurement of 3D kinematics, ground reaction forces, and muscle-tendon

imaging during both locomotion and maximal ballistic (jumping) movements in

high fidelity (i.e., constant off-loading) simulated hypogravity.

Thus, by using the L.O.O.P. we aim to inform the creation of a Biomechanical

Handbook via: i) the collection of a unique dataset of body kinematics,

ground reaction forces, muscle activation, and muscle-tendon behaviour at

incremental hypogravity levels (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g, 0.38g, 0.27g, 0.16g), and ii)

integrate musculoskeletal models and optimal control frameworks to estimate the

musculoskeletal loading at the muscle and joint level during locomotion activities

and maximal plyometric exercise.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

Study Design

This study will be of a cross-sectional study design. Participants will be asked

to make two visits to the University of Milan, where the first visit will be used

to familiarise participants with the vertical body weight support system and

the performance of walking, running, hopping, and skipping using the L.O.O.P.

GBF. During the second visit, participants will perform locomotion (i.e., walking,

running and skipping) trials and, after a 1 hour break, plyometric (i.e., vertical

hopping, vertical countermovement jumping, and drop landing) trials at a range

of different simulated hypogravity levels (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g, 0.38g, 0.27g, 0.16g) in a

randomized order.

Ethics Approval

The study received ethical approval form the Research Ethics Approval

Committee for Health of the University of Bath, the Ethics Committee of the

University of Milan, and was approved by the European Space Agency Medical

Board. All participants will be asked to give written informed consent in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki after having received written and

oral explanation of the study and after having given the opportunity to ask any

additional question they might have about the study.

Study Population

Twenty-six healthy participants (13 males and 13 females) will be included. All

participants will be recruited through a combination of convenience sampling and

snowball sampling. Initial contact will be made via word of mouth in line with

the usual processes of the University of Milan. Thereafter, recruitment via word

of mouth from previous volunteers will run in parallel.

To be eligible for inclusion, volunteers can either be male or female and must

meet the following eligibility criteria:
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Inclusion:

• Adults between the age of 18 and 64 years.

• Being physically active, defined as at least 30 minutes of

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity three times per week.

• Individuals who have the ability to understand the explanations and

instruction related to the present study, either in English or Italian.

Exclusion:

• Unable to walk, run, or jump without an assistive device or the help of

another person.

• Any current lower-limb injury that prevents the participant from

performing high impact movements such as jumping.

• Any injury or condition that prevents the wearing of a safety harness,

required for the body weight support system.

• Any other (severe) visual, neurological, cardiovascular, or musculoskeletal

impairment that impedes the proposed procedures.

Sample Size

Sample size calculations were performed using data from a pilot data collection

of a single male (29 years, 1.82 m, 79.9 kg) performing single-leg vertical

hopping whilst attached to the same body weight support system for a range

of hypogravity conditions (0.16g, 0.25g, 0.37g, 0.50g, 1g). The same set-up and

analysis, including the simulation framework, was performed on these data as is

planned in this protocol (see below). Mean and standard deviations of peak hip,

knee, and ankle vertical joint reaction forces, and peak gastronemius lateralis and

medialis, and vastus lateralis muscle-tendon unit forces were extracted for sample

size calculations. These variables represent the main outcome variables of this

protocol, and, therefore, it is important to appropriately power the analyses of

these variables. For the ultrasound variables, the gastronemius medialis fascicle

lengths and pennation angles were extracted from Richter and colleagues (2021b).
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This study was identified due to the use of a similar body weight support system,

and a comparable ultrasound set-up to that proposed in this protocol. Sample

size calculations require an estimation of minimal detectable difference, based on

the variance in the variable being powered for statistical analysis. The sample

size calculation from a single participant is not perfect, as the variability within

the single participant cannot be scrutinised relative to a group of participants.

However, this will be the first study to investigate the influence of gravity on

internal MSK loading (e.g., muscle forces and joint reaction forces) and the

pilot data represents the only data available to inform variance in the outcome

variables. A Post Hoc power analysis will be conducted after study completion

to re-evaluate the sample size used.

Mean and standard deviation values were extracted and Cohen’s D effect sizes

were calculated. The effect sizes were used to calculate the appropriate sample

size using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) based on a two-tailed, repeated measures

t-test, where p = 0.05. From the calculations, a sample size of 26 participants was

identified. This value achieved at least 80% power for the ultrasound variables,

and at least 95% power for the remaining variables.

Experimental Set-up

The objectives of the study requires the use of the validated body weight support

system. The L.O.O.P GBF of the University of Milan (Pavei et al., 2015; Pavei

& Minetti, 2016) uniquely allows for the offset of gravity whilst simultaneously

recording 3D kinematics, ground reaction forces, and electromyography during

locomotion activities and plyometric exercises.

L.O.O.P Ground Based Facility

The L.O.O.P. facility is located within a narrow (3 x 3 m) and tall (17

m) space inside the Human Physiology building of the University of Milan

where the calibrated bungee cords provide body suspension (Pavei et al., 2015;

Pavei & Minetti, 2016), which will be combined with a motorized treadmill

(Bertec, Columbus, USA) provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR).

The suspension device consists of two bungee cords (Exploring Outdoor srl, Italy)

with a resting length of 4 m and a stiffness of 92.7 N·m−1. These bungee cords
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are linked in-series with an inextensible short cable (Dyneema SK78, diameter

4 mm, length 1.2 m, Gottifrede & Maffioli, Italy), working on the upper pulley.

One end of the bungee cords is fixed to the wall, while the other is connected to

a force transducer (TS 300kg, AEP Transducers, Modena, Italy) placed in series

with a body harness. The mobile pulley can be raised or lowered by means of a

suspension cable which is connected to a motorized winch (E.C.E, 750 W, Italy)

allowing for the unloading of the body to a set hypogravity level (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g,

0.38g, 0.27g, 0.16g) according to bungee force measured via the transducer.

What discriminates this hypogravity simulator from other simulators is that

the upper pulley is located high above the subject (16 m), which reduces the

horizontal forces that could be generated due to the small fore-aft and lateral

displacements during locomotion on the treadmill. For example, at simulated

Lunar gravity (0.16g), a horizontal movement of 0.03 m with respect to the

pulley results in an additional horizontal force of 0.92 N, representing 0.4% -

0.7% of the peak push-off force during terrestrial (1g) stance respectively (Nilsson

& Thorstensson, 1989). Additionally, the height of the shaft allows the use of

only one pulley to accommodate for the 20 m (when extended, 2 x 10 m) bungee

cords, which limits friction and displacement, independent of vertical force (Pavei

et al., 2015). However, it is important to note that, although this set-up provides

accurate reproduction of hypogravity by applying near constant vertical forces to

the body’s centre of mass, the swinging limbs are still under the effect of 1g.

Study Hardware

Motion Capture Set-up

The L.O.O.P. is equipped with a three dimensional motion capture system

consisting of a total of 20 cameras (MX Cameras, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd,

Oxford, UK) measuring marker trajectories at a frequency of 200 Hz. A CAST

marker set (Cappozzo et al., 1995) consisting of 37 retro-reflective markers placed

on anatomical locations and eight four-marker rigid-clusters will be used. The

anatomical markers will define segments for the pelvis, head-trunk, and bilaterally

the thigh, shank, foot, toes, upper-arm, and forearm.
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Motorize Treadmill

A split-belt instrumented treadmill (total walking surface: 1.75 x 1m; speed

range: 0.00 – 5.83 m·s−1; Bertec, Columbus, USA) records ground reaction forces

(F) and moments (M) from each belt (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz) at a sampling

rate of 2000 Hz which will be integrated within the 3D-Motion Analysis System.

Surface Electromyography Set-up

Sixteen wireless electromyography (EMg) sensors (Trigno Sensor, Delsys, US)

will be positioned according to SENIAM guidelines1 to assess the myoelectrical

activity of the gluteus maximus, rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, biceps femoris

(lateral hamstrings), semitendinosus (medial hamstrings), tibialis anterior, m.

gastrocnemius and soleus bilaterally. Recording areas will be shaved, abraded,

and cleaned with an alcohol wipe/swab prior to electrode placement. EMG

signals will be high-pass filtered, full-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered using

a zero-lag second-order Butterworth filter. Signals will be normalised to each

participant’s maximum excitation, defined as the maximum value recorded across

all dynamic trials for each muscle according to SENIAM guidelines.

Ultrasonography Set-up

Real-time B-mode ultrasound (Prosound α7, ALOKA, Tokyo, Japan) captured

at 73 Hz using a T-shaped 6cm linear array transducer (13 MHz), placed in

a custom-made cast and secured with elastic Velcro, will be positioned over

both the m. gastrocnemius mid-belly to determine fascicle length and pennation

angles (Richter et al., 2021b), and over the myotendinous junction to determine

tendon length (Stäudle et al., 2020; Werkhausen et al., 2019). The ultrasound

recordings will be time-synchronized via a rectangular TTL pulse generated by a

hand switch recorded on the electrocardiography channel of the ultrasound device

and the MyoResearch software (Noraxon USA Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona, USA).

A semi-automated tracking algorithm (UltraTrack Software, Farris & Lichtwark,

2016) will be used to quantify the muscle fascicle length and pennation angles

during the stance phase. The ultrasound tracking procedures are well established

and have been used in previous studies (Werkhausen et al., 2021).

1https://www.seniam.org/
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Data Collection Protocol

Each participant will be given time to perform a self-selected warm-up,

consisting of light aerobic exercises and dynamic mobility before completing

the experimental protocol. Prior to dynamic trials, static calibrations will be

collected with participants quietly standing within the motion capture volume

and on the force instrumented treadmill. All dynamic movements will be

performed in a random order for a given hypogravity before moving to the next

condition, the order of the simulated hypogravity conditions (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g, 0.38g,

0.27g, 0.16g) will also be randomised.

First, all locomotion trials will be performed continuously for one minute in a

randomized order for all hypogravity conditions and consist of:

• Three walking speeds: 0.56 m·s−1, 1.11 m·s−1, and 1.39 m·s−1.

• Five running speeds: 1.39 m·s−1, 1.94 m·s−1, 2.50 m·s−1, 3.06 m·s−1, and

3.61 m·s−1.

• Two skipping speeds: 1.94 m·s−1 and 2.50 m·s−1

These speeds were identified in order to enable the same gait at different

hypogravity levels and match the speeds used in previous studies (Pavei et al.,

2015; Pavei & Minetti, 2016), which allows to analyse the behaviour of the

muscle-tendon unit and joint internal load in relation to the cost of transport

curve.

After a one hour break to reduce the influence of fatigue, all plyometric trials will

be completed for all hypogravity conditions in a randomized order:

• Vertical hopping will be performed in a single ramp-up-ramp-down trial

consisting of 30 consecutive hops building from very shallow to maximum

jump height and back to shallow ones (Weber et al., 2019). Audio and

visual feedback will be provided.

• Three maximum effort vertical countermovement jumps will be performed.

• Three drop-landings will be performed.
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Self-selected rest periods will be allowed between the different trials and gravity

conditions to mitigate potential fatigue, and any discomfort association with the

harness.

Outcome Measures

For each locomotion and plyometric trial, 3D kinematics, ground reaction forces,

electromyography and ultrasound will be simultaneously recorded.

Antropometrics

For each participant, age (years), body weight (kg), height (m) and leg length

(m) will be collected.

Biomechanical Outcome Parameters

Primary outcome parameters will be joint reaction forces for the hip, knee

and ankle to quantify joint loading, estimated through a direct collocation

data-tracking simulation framework (see ‘Planned Data Analysis’) implementing

several secondary outcomes. Secondary outcome parameters include ground

reaction forces extracted from the force instrumented treadmill thus providing

data on external forces acting on participants during movement. Ground reaction

forces will also be used to identify gait events (i.e., single and double support

phase, flight time, contact time) and for segmenting dynamic trials into single

cycles for further analysis. Additionally, the generic musculoskeletal model

will be scaled to each participant’s anthropometrics and mass using 3D-marker

trajectories and the participant’s mass recorded during the static calibration

trials. OpenSim’s (Delp et al., 2007; Seth et al., 2018) inverse kinematics and

inverse dynamics algorithms will be used to gain information about the model’s

pose (i.e., positions and angles of the degrees of freedom, m or ◦) and velocities

(i.e., the time derivative of the positions/angles, m·s−1 or ◦·s−1), and net joint

kinetics (i.e., net joint moments and forces, N·m or N) for each dynamic trial.

Muscle Structure & Function Outcome

During the different locomotion trials and plyometric exercises, ultrasound images

from the muscle belly and myotendinous junction will be analysed to collect
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information on tendon strain, muscle fascicle length (the distance between the

insertion of the fascicles into the superficial and the deep aponeuroses, mm),

pennation angle (the angle between the fascicle and the deep aponeurosis, ◦),

and fascicle velocity (the time derivative of the fascicle length, mm·s−1).

Planned Data Analysis

Musculoskeletal Modelling and Simulation

Skeletal motion was modelled as rigid body dynamics using Newtonian mechanics,

with compliant Hunt-Crossley contacts to model the foot-ground interaction. The

collected data will be used as input into optimal control problems (OCPs). This

framework uses a direct collocation method to track experimental kinematics,

net joint moments, and ground reaction forces for a single movement cycle. A

movement cycle being defined as two successive heel contacts of the right foot

for the locomotion trials, and one contact and subsequent flight phase for the

jumping exercises. The goal of the simulation is to minimise a cost function,

consisting of a muscle-sharing term, data tracking terms and control variable

minimisation terms, to estimate muscle activations for a given moment. The

framework is designed to track the experimental data with zero pelvis residuals

to elicit a dynamically consistent solution, before estimating the joint reaction

forces from the simulated muscle activations. A generic OpenSim musculoskeletal

model that has been validated for high knee flexion movement will be used

within the framework (Figure 4-1, Lai et al., 2017). The model consists of

23-segments – ground, pelvis, torso, and, bilaterally, femur, patella, tibia-fibula,

talus, calcaneus, toe, humerus, radius, ulna and hand – and 37 degrees of freedom

(DOF). Pelvis translation and rotation with respect to the ground are modelled

as a six DOF joint. The torso-pelvis, shoulder, and hip joints are modelled as

three DOF ball-and-socket joints, the wrists as two DOF universal joints, whilst

ankle, subtalar, elbow, radioulnar and metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints are

modelled as one DOF hinge joints. The MTP and wrist joints are locked at

0◦. The tibiofemoral joint (knee) is modelled as a 1-DOF hinge joint, with a

0-140◦ flexion range. The remaining tibia rotations and translations relative to

the femur, and the sagittal plane patellofemoral joint motion (i.e. anteroposterior

and vertical translation, and rotation about the mediolateral axis), are defined
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Figure 4-1 The generic musculosckeletal model used in this study. Pink
spheres represent marker locations, and red string elements the
muscle-tendon unit geometries.

by polynomials as a function of knee flexion. The hip, knee, ankle, and subtalar

DOF are actuated by 80 Hill-type MTU, with the torso and upper body driven

by 17 ideal torque actuators. The generic musculoskeletal model will be linearly

scaled within OpenSim. Scale factors will be calculated from experimental marker

data to scale anthropometrics (i.e. segment length, width and depth), inertial

parameters (i.e. segment masses and moments of inertia), muscle-tendon unit

model parameters and geometries (i.e. maximum isometric forces, optimal fibre

length, pennation angle at optimum fibre length, tendon slack length, attachment

sites and moment arms) to each participant. The lower-limbs are driven by 80

Hill-type muscle models (Zajac, 1989) Polynomials will be constructed to describe

the muscle-tendon unit lengths, velocities and moment arms, estimated for a

wide rage of joint angles using OpenSim’s muscle analysis tool, as a function

of joint angle and joint angular velocity (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, &

De Groote, 2019; Van den Bogert et al., 2013). The remaining 25 coordinates are

driven by torque actuators. Twelve sphere elements (six per foot) will be added

to model the foot-ground interaction. Hunt-Crossley equations, modified to be

twice continuous (Serrancoĺı et al., 2019), will be used to calculate the forces at

each sphere (two attached to the toes, four to the calcaneus) as a function of

ground penetration and penetration velocity.
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Foot-ground contact sphere stiffness and damping (constant across all spheres)

and their position coordinates will be included as static parameters within

the optimisation (pcm). The remaining friction, radii and transition velocity

parameters will be kept constant. The state variables, q and q̇, which correspond

to the positions and velocities of each DOF, respectively, will be controlled by

the coordinate accelerations, uq̈. Muscle-tendon unit contraction and activation

dynamics will be formulated according to De Groote et al. (2016) and Raach’s

model (De Groote et al., 2009; Raasch et al., 1997), respectively. Muscle

activations, am, and normalised tendon forces, F̃t, are introduced to describe the

MTU state, with their first time derivatives, uam and uF̃t , introduced as control

variables (De Groote et al., 2016). The state of idealised torque actuators are

described by their activations, aτ , and controlled by their excitation, uτ . Control

variables are introduced for the ground reaction forces, uGRF , as done previously

(Serrancoĺı et al., 2019). This improves the convergence rate as the foot-ground

contact sphere forces are subject to large fluctuations for small adjustments to the

skeletal kienamtics. Reserve actuators may be added to muscle-driven DOF as

control variables, ures, that described the instantaneous moment being produced,

to help convergence of the simulations.

The objective function will be formulated to minimise muscular effort and

error between simulated and experimental data. Additional terms will be

included to achieve physiologically realistic simulations. Muscle-sharing will

be achieved through minimisation of the summed muscle activations squared.

Squared activations are weighted by muscle volume to replicate a minimisation of

muscular effort simulation (Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2010). This approach

has been successfully used in submaximal (Lin & Pandy, 2017) and maximal

effort simulations (Haralabidis et al., 2021) and is deemed appropriate for all

the movements in the protocol. Data-tracking terms were formulated as the

squared error between experimental and simulated data for kinematics (angles

and positions), ground reaction forces, and net joint moments. Tracking terms

will be scaled to ensure terms are of numerically similar magnitudes within

the objective function. Minimising the sum of squared terms will be included

for reserve actuators (where appropriate) and control variables (uq̈, uam , uF̃t)

(Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019; Haralabidis et al., 2021).
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The validity of the simulations will be assessed through comparison with the

experimental data, and the cost function weights modified to achieve accurate

data-tracking and physiologically realistic simulations. The objective function,

including weightings, will be kept constant once calibrated.

The framework (Figure 4-2) is implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks INC., USA)

using CasADi (Andersson et al., 2019), and is solved using IPOPT (Wächter &

Biegler, 2006). A modified version of OpenSim and SimBody will be used to allow

for algorithmic differentiation. Algorithmic differentiation allows for efficient and

truncation-free evaluation of derivatives required by a NLP, which can lead to

an almost 20-fold decrease in simulation time (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis,

& De Groote, 2019). The OCPs will be transcribed into nonlinear programs

(NLP) via a direct collocation method. The state (x = [q, q̇, am, F̃t, aτ ]) and

control (u = [q̈, uam , uF̃t , uGRF , uτ , ures]) trajectories will be initially discretised

into 50 equally spaced time intervals (Ackermann & van den Bogert, 2010). The

number of intervals will be tested following data collections to whether more or

less are needed to achieve appropriate simulation outcomes. The state trajectories

were further discretised into three-point intervals (collocation points) between

time points using Legendre-Gauss-Radau quadrature, and approximated with

third-order polynomials.

The skeletal dynamics and activation dynamics are imposed as implicit

constraints at each collocation point as first-order differential equations

(De Groote et al., 2009). Explicit dynamic constraints are imposed

on the excitation-activation dynamics of the idealised torque actuators as

electromechanical delayed linear approximations (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia,

Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019). Path constraints are imposed at the beginning

of each interval to achieve physiologically appropriate solutions. The muscle

forces are related to the experimental net joint moments via implicit constraints

according to their polynomial-computed moment arms and the reserve actuators.

Additional constraints imposed dynamical consistency by setting pelvis residuals

to zero. The uGRF controls will be related to the foot-ground contact model

as implicit constraints. Raasch’s model was imposed on the muscle activations

via two inequality path constraints based on the time of activation (0.015 s)

and deactivation (0.06 s) of uam (De Groote et al., 2009). The Hill-equilibrium
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condition is implicitly imposed by enforcing the muscle forces projected along the

tendon to match the tendon forces. Continuity of the state variables between the

end of collocation interval and the next time step will be enforced via implicit

constraints. All variables will be scaled and bounded between -1 and 1 to ensure

numerically similar magnitudes between optimised variables (Betts, 2010). The

scale factors will be determined with a similar approach to Falisse et al. (2019).

These scale factors differ from those used to scale variables within the cost

function.

Best practise guidelines will be used after each simulation to assess tracking

accuracy and physiological realism of the results (e.g., Hicks et al., 2015).

Tracking accuracy will be quantified via maximum and root mean squared

error (RMSE) between simulated and experimental kinematics, GRFs and NJT.

Simulated muscle activations will be qualitatively compared to the EMG in

terms of timing and magnitude of the signals. Additionally, fascicle lengths and

velocities, and pennation angles from the ultrasound images will be compared

to the simulated muscle-tendon unit behaviour. Once validate, simulated

kinematics, GRFs and muscle-tendon unit forces will be used to calculate joint

reaction forces using OpenSim. Muscle-tendon unit forces will be input into a

muscle adaption model (Wisdom et al., 2015). The adaptation model estimates

the rate of change in cross-section area (CSA) of a muscle based on the degree

of overload experienced, the muscle’s current CSA, a physiological maximum

possible CSA, and a minimum load threshold required to trigger adaption. The

model assumes muscle adapts in response to overload by addition of sarcomere

in parallel, and CSA increases in an exponential fashion before converging to a

new homeostatic equilibrium. Contractile element and parallel elastic element

forces will be summed and normalised to their maximum isometric force defined

in the OpenSim model before being input into the adaptation model. These two

elements are assumed to represent the load experience by the muscle belly that

will lead to CSA adaptations (i.e. not the tendonous regions). A minimum load

threshold of 0.2 will be used to replicate 20% one-repetition maximum, which

is sufficient to elicit hypertrophic benefits to resistance training under the right

conditions despite the low-load (Schoenfeld, 2013). The remaining parameters

will be informed by Wisdom et al. (2015). The number of repetitions required to
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Figure 4-2 A schematic of the data workflow to obtain the main outcome
measure, joint reaction forces. Experimental data are fed into
the direct collocation optimal control framework to perform
data-tracking simulations. Experimental EMG and ultrasound data
are compared to simulated muscle-tendon unit (MTU) activations
and behaviour, respectively, to validate the simulated MTU
outcomes. The MTU outcomes are then used to inform a joint
reaction analysis to calculate the joint reaction forces as a function of
simulated kinematics, external loads, (ground reaction and support
forces), and MTU forces. EMG = electromyography
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generate hypertrophy will be estimated based on a minimal worthwhile increase

in CSA of 3.37%. The minimal worthwhile increase is taken from the same study

the model was originally validated against (DeFreitas et al., 2011) based on the

minimal worthwhile change calculations of Weir (2005).

Statistical Analysis

All data will be analysed using SPSS Software (IBM Corp. Released 2020, IBM

SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 27.0, Armonk, NY). The level of significance

will be set at p = 0.05. At first, normality of the data will be assessed using

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, QQ plots and histograms. In case of normally

distributed data, these will be presented as mean (SD), non-normally distributed

data will be presented as median (IQR).

The effect of simulated gravity (1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.38, 0.27 and 0.16g) upon lower limb

internal kinetics (i.e., joint reaction forces) when walking, running, and skipping

at speeds ranging between 0.53 - 3.6 m·s−1 will be determined by a Two-Way

Repeated Measures ANOVA with:

• Independent variables: six simulated gravity conditions; 10 locomotion

trials

• Dependent variables: Joint reaction forces of the hip, knee, and ankle

The effect of simulated gravity (1g, 0.7g, 0.5g, 0.38g, 0.27g, 0.16g) upon lower

limb internal kinetics (i.e., joint reaction forces) during candidate plyometric

movement (i.e., maximal ankle hopping, maximal effort countermovement

jumping, and drop landing) will be determined by a One-Way Repeated Measures

ANOVA with:

• Independent variables: six simulated gravity conditions

• Dependent variables: Joint reaction forces of the hip, knee and ankle

In case the assumption of sphericity been violated (i.e., Mauchly’s test statistic

is significant [p < 0.05]), the Geisser-Greenhouse correction will be used to

determine the effect of the independent variables on the dependent variables.

If a significant effect of the simulated gravity condition, the locomotion trial,
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or the interaction between simulated gravity condition and locomotion trial is

found, Bonferroni corrected post-hoc t-tests will be employed. If data has a

non-normal distribution the non-parametric Friedman test with Dunn’s post-test

will be used. A post hoc power analysis will be conducted with the final sample,

Cohen’s d effect sizes, a two-tailed test, and p = 0.05 to calculate the statistical

power achieved.

Data Management

Protection of all personal information collected throughout the experiment is

ensured to meet the requirements of GDPR regulations. Several agreements

between all institutions involved have been documented:

• Data will be collected by the L.O.O.P. GBF personnel on an encrypted

laptop and stored on a secure server, anonymized, backed up and then

shared according to a data sharing agreement to the partners using an

encrypted file sharing system. Therefore, all data files will be named with

a key identifier that L.O.O.P. personnel will define, and have responsibility

to manage.

• The ‘raw’ kinematics, kinetics, and electromyography data will be saved as

.C3D files whilst ultrasound data will be saved in DICOM format. Both

sets of files will be temporarily stored on encrypted data capture laptops.

All files will be pseudonymised with a numeric code and kept separate from

all other study data in a password protected folder.
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• The ‘raw’ data will be uploaded on the same day of the data collection to

a shared drive on a secure server by L.O.O.P. personnel. Access will be

shared with the researchers from other institutions. A secured connection

will be used to upload and download raw data from the shared drive. All

academic partners will be able to access and download the data from this

shared area and perform the analysis or calculation independently.

• As a number of institutions will be involved in the project, a data sharing

agreement between institutions will be obtained but only pseudonymised

data will be shared.

4.3 Conclusion

A comprehensive protocol is presented for the collection of a biomechanical

dataset that aims to inform the creation of a Biomechanical Handbook. The

data gathered from this study will also provide first insights into the internal

musculoskeletal loads for movement in various levels of simulated hypogravity,

including Moon (0.16g) and Mars (0.38g) gravities. By integrating experimental

data and a musculoskeletal model with a data-tracking direct collocation optimal

control framework, the muscle and joint reaction forces will be estimated for

a catalogue of exercises, including gait and jumping movements, to profile

the expected musculoskeletal loads in a range of hypogravity conditions.

Furthermore, passing optimised muscle forces into a muscle adaption model

will allow for the estimation of hypothetical training volumes that will elicit

a meaningful change in muscle size in response to the loading profile. This

provides novel information that can be used to assess the feasibility of exercises

programs before being prescribed. For example, taking a common training

program design (e.g. 12 repetitions per set, 3 sessions per week) it is possible

to estimate how many sets per session are required, which gives insight into

whether it would be possible to complete in a reasonable time frame (e.g. 1 week).

Documenting this information within a Biomechanical Handbook allows for the

better alignment exercise programs, in terms of structures that are loaded and

the potential hypertrophic benefit, to the individual’s musculoskeletal condition.

For example, an astronaut who presents with a more atrophied rectus femoris
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relative to the vasti muscle, an exercise and gravity level can be selected that

targets hypertrophy of the rectus femoris. This will benefit post-spaceflight

rehabilitation by providing an evidence-based resource for practitioners to inform

exercise program design.
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Chapter 5

Optimal Fibre length and

Maximum Isometric Force are

the most influential parameters

when modelling muscular

adaptations to unloading using

Hill-Type muscle models
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Pre-chapter Commentary

This chapter investigates modelling muscular adaptations to disuse using a

Hill-type muscle model. Appropriately adjusting muscle model parameters is

key in musculoskeletal modelling to achieve accurate simulation outcomes. I

realised the need for this study because previous literature had focused on adjusting

model parameters to capture differences between people, such as anatomical or

genetic differences, rather than changes to the muscle due to disuse. In this

context, anatomical and genetic influences remain relatively constant, and the

importance of model parameters for representing muscle adaptations to disuse

needed to be understood to achieve physiological simulations. This information

can be used to inform astronaut-specific musculoskeletal models to better inform

future studies in this domain. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic is was not possible

to collect experimental data pre- and post-disuse (e.g. bedrest or spaceflight),

and the European Space Agency (who match-funded this research) did not have

a data-sharing policy at the time of the study that would have provided access to

astronaut data. Therefore, it was adapted by using previously reported data from

the literature.
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Abstract

Spaceflight is associated with severe muscular adaptations with substantial

inter-individual variability. A Hill-type muscle model is a common method to

replicate muscle physiology in musculoskeletal simulations, but little is known

about how the underlying parameters can be adjusted to model adaptations

to unloading. The aim of this study was to determine how Hill-type muscle

model parameters can be adjusted to model disuse muscular adaptations.

Isokinetic dynamometer data were used to perform tracking simulations at

two knee extension angular velocities (30◦·s−1 and 180◦·s−1). The activation

and contraction dynamics were solved using an optimal control approach and

direct collocation algorithm. A Monte Carlo sampling technique was used

to perturb muscle model parameters within physiological boundaries to create

theoretical populations characterised by feasible adapted muscle parameters.

Knee flexor and non-knee muscle optimal fibre lengths were significant predictors

of successful simulation. Optimal fibre length could not be shortened by more

than 67% and 61% for the knee flexors and non-knee muscle, respectively. The

parameters that were not found to be important, particularly maximum isometric

force, were discussed. The Hill-type muscle model successfully replicated

muscular adaptations due to unloading, and recreated salient features of muscle

behaviour associated with spaceflight, such as altered force-length behaviour.

Future researchers should carefully adjust the optimal fibre lengths of their

muscle-models when trying to model adaptations to unloading, particularly

muscles that primarily operate in the ascending and descending limbs of the

force-length relationship.
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5.1 Introduction

Spaceflight remains an exciting and key objective both for international space

agencies and commercial companies (e.g. Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin).

Attenuation of musculoskeletal (MSK) adaptations to spaceflight, including

skeletal muscle mass and strength (Winnard et al., 2019), remains a priority to

maintain astronaut and passenger health and performance during and following

spaceflight. Computational MSK modelling approaches have been identified as a

key next step in understanding how exercise in hypogravity can mitigate against

and rehabilitate these adaptations (Lang et al., 2017). Accurately replicating the

MSK system, including muscle activation and contraction dynamics, allows for

the estimation of internal loads that are otherwise not possible to measure in vivo.

This information is key to profile the loading related to a specific exercise mode,

and better align exercise prescription with the individuals MSK adaptations. This

is particularly relevant for post-spaceflight rehabilitation when the functional

capacity of an astronaut is most compromised due to the reintroduction of

gravitational forces (Berg et al., 1997; English et al., 2020).

Simulation of human movement is made possible by coupling equations of motions

governing the rigid-body system with equations that replicate muscle activation

and muscle contraction dynamics. However, the physiological realism of the

estimated muscle forces is determined by the choice of muscle model and muscle

parameters used. Hill-type models are widely used in muscle-driven simulations

due to their ability to describe features of muscle force generation with relative

computational efficiency (van den Bogert et al., 1998; Winters, 1990). While

an alternative model, the Huxley-type model, can achieve similar muscle force

estimations to the Hill-type model in certain circumstances , they can require

up to 10,000 more CPU time in relatively simple MSK models (van Soest

et al., 2019) The force generating capacity of the Hill model is described by

five main muscle-tendon unit (MTU) parameters: maximum isometric force,

optimal fibre length, pennation angle at optimal fibre length, tendon slack length,

and maximum shortening velocity. Tendon stiffness is often included as the

elongation of the tendon, which would occur to a greater extent with a more

compliant tendon, influence fibre length and velocity (Narici & De Boer, 2011).

This consequently influences the force-length-velocity contraction dynamics of
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the MTU. The parameters that describe the Hill-muscle have a large influence

on muscle behaviour (Ackland et al., 2012) and estimated muscle forces and

joint contact forces (Ackland et al., 2012; De Groote et al., 2010; Serrancoĺı

et al., 2020; Valente et al., 2014) during dynamic optimisations. Therefore,

an appropriate estimation and use of MTU parameters is needed to generate

physiologically plausible simulations and interpret their outcome. How best to

do this to replicate muscular adaptations to unloading has currently not been

addressed and represents an important area of study to integrate MSK modelling

into space science.

From an experimental perspective, a substantial body of research has been

conducted that describes the nature of muscular adaptations to unloading

following spaceflight and ground-based analogues (e.g. bed rest). A systematic

review of bed rest studies highlighted that, without exercise intervention, muscle

atrophy (volume and cross-section area) and weakening can present within as

little as 14 days (Winnard et al., 2019). These adaptations are not uniform

between muscle groups, with the anti-gravity extensor muscle groups of the legs

typically experiencing greater adaptations than flexor groups (Gopalakrishnan

et al., 2010; Kramer et al., 2017) and the arm muscles (Gopalakrishnan et al.,

2010; Rittweger et al., 2005). Although muscular size and strength are closely

linked, the degree of weakening tends to exceed the degree of muscle atrophy

following unloading (Alkner & Tesch, 2004). This highlights that additional

factors, such as architectural adaptations (i.e. fibre length and pennation angle)

and fibre type composition, contribute to the decline in muscular function

following unloading. Indeed, shorter and less pennate muscle fibres have been

reported alongside reduced muscular strength following spaceflight (Koryak,

2019) and bed rest (De Boer et al., 2008; Reeves et al., 2002). Further evidence

of the complexity inherent to muscle adaptations, are i) a preferential shift from

type I to type II fibres has been observed following disuse (Trappe et al., 2004), ii)

the inter-individual variation reported in the literature (Fernandez-Gonzalo et al.,

2021; Scott et al., 2021), which also complicates the adjustment of muscle model

parameters. For example, muscle fibre CSA and peak isometric fibre force ranged

between 49 - 106% and 30 - 90%, respectively, across eight astronauts from a single

study (Fitts et al., 2010). Additionally, in vitro analyses of single-fibre shortening
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velocities have been reported to decrease by 44% (Fitts et al., 2010) or to

increase two-fold (Yamashita-Goto et al., 2001) following long-term disuse. The

appropriateness of the Hill-muscle model for modelling adaptations to unloading

is contingent on the ability to measure muscle parameters in vivo to personalise

the model or identify clear strategies for adjusting parameters depending on the

profile of adaptations being modelled.

Therefore, modelling approaches can become a very useful tool to investigate

how the muscles adapt during unloading, but specific Hill-type muscle model

parameters must be adjusted to ensure realism, and validly model different

adaptations. The aim of this study was to identify Hill-type muscle model

parameters that are the most important to feasibly model muscular adaptations.

A stochastic sampling approach was adopted to randomly sample Hill-type muscle

model parameter perturbations to estimate a distribution of feasible combinations

for modelling muscular adaptations to unloading.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Reference Data

The following case study was derived from data presented in the literature. Knee

net joint moments recorded at 30◦ knee flexion during a 30◦·s−1 and a 180◦·s−1

angular velocity dynamometry task, pre and post 90-days bed rest, were used

as ground truth data (Alkner et al., 2016). These data were combined with

normative knee net joint moment profiles of young, healthy adults for the same

isokinetic task for flexion angles between 90◦ to 0◦ flexion (Knapik et al., 1983).

Values were adjusted proportionally and interpolated to construct complete knee

extensor moment profiles before and after 90 days bed rest at both angular

velocities (see appendix B). These data were used as reference knee net joint

moments within the simulation framework.

5.2.2 Simulation Framework

Skeletal motion was modelled as rigid body dynamics using Newtonian mechanics.

Optimal control problems (OCP) were formulated to solve the activation and
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contraction dynamics of the MTU. Only the MTU dynamics were optimised in

this framework. During isokinetic dynamometry testing, the joint kinematics

(positions and velocities) are constrained by the sitting posture and the

dynamometer arm. Consequently, we prescribed this information to remove

optimisation variables from the OCP that would solve the skeletal dynamics.

Similarly, this allowed for the reference net joint moments described above to be

used to relate the MTU forces to the kinematics. The goal of the simulation was

to minimise a cost function (eq. 5.1), subject to MTU activation and contraction

dynamics. Through the systematic perturbation of MTU parameters to replicate

unloading induced adaptations, our objective was to identify a hypothetical

population of MTU parameters that represented feasible solutions to the problem.

These were then used to describe feasible (i.e. optimal solutions) and infeasible

(i.e. non-optimal solutions) approaches to use Hill-type MTUs to model muscular

adaptations to unloading.

A generic full-body MSK model was modified before utilisation within the

framework (Figure 5-1, Lai et al., 2017). The model was linearly scaled in

OpenSim to an adult male, who had similar anthropometrics to the pre-flight

reference data (model participant: 28 years, 79.9 kg, 1.82 m; reference data: 32

± 4 yrs, 72 ± 5 kg, 1.73 ± 0.03 m). The torso, both arms, and left leg segments

were removed to leave a right-leg only model (assumed to be the tested leg)

leaving seven segments (pelvis, femur, patella, tibia-fibula, talus, calcaneus and

toes) and 13 degrees of freedom (6 pelvis, 3 hip, and 1 knee, ankle, subtalar

and MTP). The model was positioned to replicate a sitting posture. Right knee

angles were varied from 90◦ to 0◦ flexion at 30◦·s−1 and 180◦·s−1. Right hip

flexion was set to 90◦, with the remaining coordinates set to neutral. During

initial testing of the muscle-driven simulations, large parallel elastic component

(PEC) forces were observed for the knee flexors as knee flexion angle approached

0◦. Consequently, the pelvis was positioned with 30◦ backwards tilt, and hip

flexion adjusted to maintain a femur position parallel with the ground plane. This

was to allow the musculature to work at more realistic normalised fibre-length

during the simulations. This also corresponds to high hip flexion condition in

other knee extension dynamometry studies (60 - 70 deg, De Groote et al., 2010).

The model was actuated by 40 Hill-type MTU with the equations governing
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active (force-length and force-velocity) and passive (parallel and series) force

generation according to De Groote et al. (2016). The lengths, velocities and

moment arms of the MTUs were described by polynomials as a function of

joint angle and joint angular velocity (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, &

De Groote, 2019; Van den Bogert et al., 2013). The polynomials were constructed

against a wide rage of joint angles using OpenSim’s muscle analysis tool. MTU

activation and contraction dynamics were formulated as first-order differential

equations (De Groote et al., 2016; Zajac, 1989). Normalised tendon force, F̃t,

and activation, a, were used to describe the state of the MTUs, with their first

time derivatives introduced as control variables (uF̃t and ua, respectively). This

allowed for first-order dynamic constraints to be imposed, which were formulated

implicitly to improve the numerical conditioning of the problem (van den Bogert

et al., 2011). The Hill-equilibrium condition was formulated as a path constraint

to ensure F̃t equalled the projected normalised muscle force. Raasch’s activation

dynamics equations were enforce as path constraints (De Groote et al., 2009;

Raasch et al., 1997). These constraints were expressed as linear inequality

constraints with activation and deactivation time constants of 0.015 ms and 0.06

ms, respectively (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019). The

muscle forces about the knee joint were related to the reference knee joint moment

data via an equality path constraint according to their polynomial-computed

moment arms and reserve moments added at the knee. The moments about

the hip and ankle joints were not constrained since participants were strapped in

position, thus any moment produced by the muscles would be counteracted by the

dynamometer chair. An additional control variable, ures, was introduced at each

muscle-driven DOF for the reserve actuator that described the instantaneous

moment being produced. The MTU state and control variables were bounded

and scaled based on Falisse and colleagues (2019) before evaluation in the cost

function and constraint equations. Reserve actuators were bounded between ±25

to allow a maximum instantaneous moment contribution of 25 N·m, and scaled

between ±1.

A cost function, J, was constructed to solve the muscle redundancy problem

through minimising the sum of squared activations (JEffort), sum of squared

of the reserve actuators (JReserves), and the MTU control variables (JControl).
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Figure 5-1 The modified generic musculosckeletal model (Lai et al., 2017) used
in this study. The force applied to the tibia by the dynamometer
arm (green arrow) was applied in the tibia reference frame at 75%
of the tibia’s length.

Despite primarily been used as a surrogate for efficient muscular effort, the sum

of muscle activations squared has been successfully used in sprinting simulations

(Haralabidis et al., 2021) and was deemed appropriate to use for this maximal

knee extension task. Minimisation of control terms was included to improve

convergence of the simulation given the implicit formulation of the OCP by

penalising large, non-physiological changes in the state variables. The OCP was

formulated to minimise the ures so that simulations could be identified where

reserve actuators did not provide assistance to the muscle forces above a given

threshold. The reserve and control variable terms were scaled before inclusion in

the cost function.

J = JEffort + JReserves + JControls (5.1)

JEffort =
40∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

(
PVj · aj

)2
dt (5.2)

JReserves =
6∑
i=1

∫ tf

t0

(ures)
2 dt (5.3)

JControl =
40∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

(
uF̃tj

)2
dt

+
40∑
j=1

∫ tf

t0

(
uȧj
)2

dt (5.4)

The OCPs were transcribed into non-linear programme (NLP) programs via
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a direct collocation technique. The state (x = [a, F̃t]) and control (u =

[ua, uF̃t ]) trajectories were discretised into 50 equally spaced time intervals

using Legendre-Gauss-Radau quadrature. The state trajectories were further

discretised into four-point intervals between time points, and approximated

with third-order polynomials. The dynamic constraints were imposed at each

collocation point, with path constraints imposed at the beginning of each mesh

interval. Additional continuity constraints were imposed to ensure state variables

at the end of each collocation interval matched those at the next node point. The

NLP was formulated in MATLAB using CasADi (v3.4.2, Andersson et al., 2019),

to allow algorithmic differentiation to be used, and were solved using IPOPT

(Wächter & Biegler, 2006).

5.2.3 Monte Carlo Framework

A Monte Carlo sampling technique was used to explore MTU adaptations to

unloading. For a single MTU, five parameters were identified as inputs for the

analysis: maximum isometric force (FMAX), optimal fibre length (l0), penntion

angle at l0 (θ0), maximum shortening velocity (VMAX), and tendon compliance

(kt). Tendon slack length was not included for two reasons: i) there is a lack

of evidence available describing how tendon length adapts to unloading, and

ii) a mechanism for adaptation to a change in loading (e.g. a change tissue

architecture) was not identified to justify it’s inclusion. In contrast, the tendon

has been shown to become more compliant (or less stiff) during unloading (Kubo

et al., 2004b), which will influence muscle contractions as tendon elongation

directly impacts fibre length and velocity (Narici & Maganaris, 2007). Therefore,

it was deemed necessary to include tendon compliance to fully understand how

Hill-models can replicate adaptations to unloading. Further explanation of how

the boundaries were constructed is provided in the supplementary material (see

appendix B).

The Monte Carlo was formulated to select parameter perturbations within

literature informed boundaries. These boundaries were defined based on

spaceflight and ground-based unloading studies to reflect the inter-individual

variability that is reported following unloading (Scott et al., 2021), and where

necessary, derived based on assumptions about muscle physiology (Lieber &
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Table 5.1 Boundaries used to perturb the Hill-type muscle model parameters
within the Monte Carlo analysis. Values are expressed as a percentage
change relative to baseline (i.e. unperturbed = 100%)

Parameter Perturbation Boundaries (%)

Maximum Isometric Force 40 - 100

Optimal Fibre Length (OFL) 60 - 100

Pennation Angle at OFL 75 - 100

Maximum Shortening Velocity 50 - 200

Tendon Compliance 40 - 100

Fridén, 2000). The perturbation boundaries are shown in Table 5.1. Each

simulation would then represent an individual returning to Earth after a

hypothetical exposure to microgravity (∼0 g), with all feasible simulations

representing a hypothetical population of muscle model parameter combinations

that are physiologically meaningful. This would allow for the identification of

parameters most important for modelling muscle adaptations and their relative

variability in unloading scenarios. Simulations were deemed feasible when it

converged to an optimal solution and when reserve actuators did not contribute

above a predefined threshold. This threshold was determined as when reserve

actuators did not contribute more than 9% of the reference net joint moment

data for the post-unloading condition (Figure 5-2). The 9% threshold was based

on the test-retest reliability of a commercially available dynamometer (Li et al.,

1996). All other solutions were defined as infeasible.

The 40 MTUs defined in the generic model were grouped as flexors, extensors,

and non-knee muscles according to their moment arms about the knee coordinate.

This reduced the number of parameters to perturb from 200 to 15, with five

parameters per muscle group. A set of uniformly distributed values between 0

and 1 were randomly generated in MATLAB. These values were used to derive

percentage perturbation for each input parameter. The baseline values for the

MTU parameters were taken from the scaled MSK model used to derive the

reference knee net joint moment data in OpenSim (see appendix B). Tendon
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Figure 5-2 The muscle forces had to produce a net knee joint moment within 9%
of the reference experimental data (solid black line and shaded area).
The solution was considered feasible if this was achieved across the
entire movement period (blue dashed line) and infeasible if this was
violated at one or more time points (red dashed line).

stiffness and maximum shortening velocity values were set to 35 at 4% strain and

10 l0·s−1, respectively (Falisse, Serrancoĺı, Dembia, Gillis, Jonkers, et al., 2019).

A uniform distribution was used to allow for equal probability of perturbations

to be sampled across the defined perturbation boundaries. Two Monte Carlo

simulations were performed: one for the 30◦·s−1 condition and one for the 180◦·s−1

condition.

5.2.4 Data Analysis

All feasible and infeasible solutions were used in further analysis for angular

velocity conditions. The parameter perturbations represented the main outcome

measure, and, due to the uniform distribution of the Monte Carlo sampling, data

were expressed as median ± inter-quartile range (IQR). Medians, inter-quartile

ranges, and kernel densities were explored between feasible and infeasible

solutions to identify patterns in the muscle model parameters.
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Statistical Analysis

A step-wise logistic regression model was created for each Monte Carlo condition.

Parameter perturbations were centred about zero (i.e. unperturbed), and

expressed as a percentage to allow regression coefficients to describe odds ratio

changes per 1% perturbation of a given parameter. A logit function was used to

link the covariates (i.e. the muscle model parameter perturbations and interaction

terms) to the log-odds of a simulation being successful, and a maximum likelihood

estimation was used to fit the regression model. Terms were added to the model

where the adjusted McFadden’s pseudo R2 was increased by 2.5%. This threshold

was chosen as the best balance between maintaining model simplicity (i.e.

fewest necessary predictor variables), and accuracy in classifying parameters as

feasible and infeasible (see appendix B). Regression coefficients were transformed

into odds ratios, and confidence intervals for the odds ratios were calculated.

Confidence intervals that did not cross 1 (i.e. equal odds between feasible and

infeasible solutions) were used to identify significant regression terms (p < 0.01).

5.3 Results

The distribution of perturbations highlighted differences between the feasible

and infeasible solutions for knee flexion and non-knee muscle optimal fibre

lengths, and knee extension maximum isometric forces (Figures 5-3 - 5-4).

Feasible solutions were more densely populated nearer to baseline for these three

parameters (Figure 5-5), which is reflected in the descriptive statistics. On

average, feasible solutions tended to occur when OFLs were not shortened to

much for both the knee flexors (30◦·s−1: feasible = 89.2 ± 5.8%, infeasible =

70.8 ± 6.2%; 180◦·s−1: feasible = 89.4 ± 5.7%, infeasible = 71.1 ± 6.3) and the

non-knee muscles (30◦·s−1: feasible = 83.7 ± 8.5%, infeasible = 75.8 ± 10.5%;

180◦·s−1: feasible = 83.6 ± 8.6%, infeasible = 76.4 ± 10.6%). In fact, a maximum

level of perturbation was observed for these parameters, as all simulations were

categorised as infeasible when the OFL were shortened beyond 67% and 61%

of baseline for the knee flexors and non-knee muscles, respectively (Table 5.2).

Feasible solutions were obtainable across the entire spectrum of perturbation

values for the remaining muscle parameters. The density of feasible and infeasible
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solutions were qualitatively similar and evenly spread across the perturbation

ranges for the remaining solutions (see appendix B).

Both logistic regression models were exclusively comprised of OFL parameters

(Table 5.3). Optimal fibres length of the knee flexor and non-knee muscles were

the strongest predictors of achieving feasible simulations. For every percentage

the OFL parameters were shortened the odds ratios increased by 22% (30◦·s−1)

and 22% (180◦·s−1) for the knee flexors OFL, and 9% (30◦·s−1) and 9% (180◦·s−1)

for the non-knee OFL. The intercept values from both models demonstrated that

when the other predictor variables were zero (i.e. the baseline parameters were

used) the odds ratio of a feasible solution was substantial. The adjusted R2 values

for the final models were 0.59 and 0.58 for the 30◦·s−1 and 180◦·s−1 conditions,

respectively.
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Figure 5-3 Sampling distributions of parameter perturbations for feasible and
infeasible solutions for the 30◦·s−1 condition. Values expressed
as percentages where 100% describes baseline. MIF = maximum
isometric force; OFL = optimal fibre length; OPA = Pennation angle
at OFL; TC = tendon compliance; MSV = maximum shortening
velocity.
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Figure 5-4 Sampling distributions of parameter perturbations for feasible and
infeasible solutions for the 180◦·s−1 condition. Values expressed
as percentages where 100% describes baseline. MIF = maximum
isometric force; OFL = optimal fibre length; OPA = Pennation angle
at OFL; TC = tendon compliance; MSV = maximum shortening
velocity.
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Figure 5-5 Sampling density of maximum isometric forces (MIF) and optimal
fibre length (OFL) for the feasible (blue) and infeasible (orange)
solutions. KE = knee extensors; KF = knee flexors; NK = non-knee
muscles.
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Table 5.2 The distribution of parameter perturbations expressed as a percentage change relative to
baseline (i.e. 100%) for feasible solutions

30◦·s−1 180◦·s−1

Median IQR 95% CI Min Max Median IQR 95% CI Min Max
K

n
ee

E
x
te

n
so

rs
MIF 71.2 14.8 70.6 - 71.7 40.0 100.0 71.0 15.0 70.3 - 71.6 40.0 100.0

OFL 80.6 9.1 80.2 - 80.8 60.0 100.0 80.6 8.9 80.1 - 81.0 60.0 100.0

OPA 87.6 6.3 87.3 - 87.8 75.0 100.0 87.6 6.3 87.3 - 87.8 75.0 100.0

MSV 127.3 37.4 126.1 - 128.3 50.0 200.0 128.2 36.8 126.6 - 129.6 50.0 200.0

TC 69.6 15.1 69.1 - 70.1 40.0 100.0 69.6 15.1 68.9 - 70.2 40.0 100.0

K
n
ee

F
le

x
or

s

MIF 69.1 15.0 68.6 - 69.6 40.0 100.0 68.9 14.9 68.3 - 69.5 40.0 100.0

OFL 89.2 5.8 89.0 - 89.3 66.7 100.0 89.4 5.7 89.2 - 89.6 67.4 100.0

OPA 87.4 6.3 87.2 - 87.7 75.0 100.0 87.5 6.4 87.2 - 87.8 75.0 100.0

MSV 124.7 37.9 123.2 - 125.9 50.0 200.0 123.8 37.9 122.2 - 125.5 50.0 200.0

TC 69.9 14.8 69.4 - 70.4 40.0 100.0 70.0 14.9 69.4 - 70.6 40.0 100.0

N
on

-K
n
ee

M
u
sc

le
s MIF 69.8 15.0 69.4 - 70.3 40.0 100.0 69.5 14.9 68.8 - 70.1 40.0 100.0

OFL 83.7 8.5 83.5 - 84.0 61.4 100.0 83.6 8.6 83.3 - 83.9 61.4 100.0

OPA 87.4 6.3 87.2 - 87.6 75.0 100.0 87.4 6.3 87.1 - 87.8 75.0 100.0

MSV 124.6 37.2 123.3 - 125.8 50.0 200.0 124.6 37.3 123.1 - 126.1 50.0 200.0

TC 70.1 14.8 69.6 - 70.6 40.0 100.0 70.5 14.9 69.8 - 71.1 40.0 100.0

MIF = maximal isometric force, OFL = optimal fibre length, OPA = pennation angle at OFL,
TC = tendon compliance, MSV = maximum shortening velocity, CI = confidence interval,
Min & Max = minimum and maximum perturbations that led to feasible solutions
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Table 5.3 Included parameters in the logistic regression
models with coefficients expressed as odds ratios
and odds ratio 99% confidence intervals.

Log Odds Odds Ratio Confident Interval

30◦·s−1

Intercept 6.16 475.46 (375.68 - 601.74)

KF OFL 0.22 1.25 (1.24 - 1.26)

NK OFL 0.10 1.10 (1.10 - 1.11)

180◦·s−1

Intercept 5.82 336.11 (251.77 - 448.70)

KF OFL 0.22 1.25 (1.24 - 1.26)

NK OFL 0.09 1.09 (1.09 - 1.10)

OFL = Optimal fibre length
KF = knee flexors, NK = non-knee muscles

5.4 Discussion

The aim of this study was to understand how Hill-type muscle model parameters

can be adjusted to reflect unloading-induced muscular adaptations. To do

so, kinematics and kinetics data of knee flexion-extension performed on a

dynamometer, post-spaceflight, were retrieved from the literature and used for

the analysis. A Monte Carlo sampling technique was used to randomly perturb

muscle model parameters and understand their importance in modelling muscular

adaptations to disuse. The findings showed that the Hill-type muscle model can

be used to model physiological muscular adaptations providing that adjustments

to the knee flexor and non-knee muscle optimal fibre lengths, and the knee

extensor maximum isometric forces, are appropriate.

Modelling Muscle adaptations to Unloading

The results demonstrate it was possible to replicate the changes in functional

outcomes due to muscular adaptations to unloading by adjusting Hill-type muscle

model parameters. The simulations that were optimal solution represent feasible

parameter sets for reproducing the post-disuse knee joint torque. The likelihood
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of attaining such optimal solution was most influenced by the knee flexor and

non-knee muscle optimal fibre lengths. Specifically, shortening the optimal fibre

lengths reduced the odd ratios for both the 30◦·s−1 and 180◦·s−1 conditions.

This supports previous studies that have highlighted that it is important to

calibrate optimal fibre length to obtain valid simulation outcomes (Ackland

et al., 2012; De Groote et al., 2010; Redl et al., 2007; Scovil & Ronsky, 2006;

Serrancoĺı et al., 2020). It was surprising that maximum isometric force was

not included within the step-wise regression models given the maximum effort

nature of the dynamometer task. There is debate within the literature as to

whether simulation results are (De Groote et al., 2010; Scovil & Ronsky, 2006) or

are not sensitive (Ackland et al., 2012; Redl et al., 2007) to maximum isometric

force. Those studies that found maximum isometric force was an important

MTU parameter were investigating movements that required high force output.

For example, Scovil and Ronsky (2006) found that simulations of running were

sensitive to maximum isometric force but walking simulations were not. While

in the most similar study to this, where the sensitivity of net joint moments

to MTU parameters was assessed during maximal isometric and isokinetic knee

extension dynamometry tasks, it was suggested that sensitivity to optimal fibre

length and maximum isometric force was substantial for some muscles (De Groote

et al., 2010). On face value, it is possible that the maximum isometric forces

were not perturbed enough to prevent the muscles being able to balance the

net joint moments. However, given the boundaries were informed by the disuse

literature and the lower boundary represented 40% of the unperturbed values,

this is difficult to envisage. Alternatively, this finding may be an artifact of the

muscle sharing term aiming to minimise the muscle activations. We observed

that the knee flexors, particularly the hamstring muscles, were on average not

activated above 20% and spent the majority of the movement below 10% of

maximum activation. Minimal active force generation from the knee flexors will

have made it easier for the knee extensors to balance the net knee joint moment,

reducing the need for large maximum isometric forces. The minimising of muscle

activations means the simulations assumed minimal co-activation. However,

antagonist co-activation is a known phenomenon, particularly for joint stability

(Neptune et al., 1999), and can be considerable in the hamstrings during isokinetic

knee extension dynamometry (e.g., Osternig et al., 1986). One approach that
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can better represent co-contraction is EMG-informed modelling (e.g., Pizzolato

et al., 2015). Future research should consider alternative muscle sharing terms

within the cost function or EMG-informed modelling (e.g., Pizzolato et al., 2015)

to better represent co-activation.

Validity of Parameter Perturbations

Without other similar modelling studies for comparison, the logical question is

then whether the adjustments presented in this study represent ’appropriate’

adaptations to the MTU parameters to model unloading adaptations. Maximum

isometric force is commonly assumed to be proportional to physiological

cross-sectional area, and regularly scaled in MSK models based on this

assumption (e.g., Rajagopal et al., 2016). The maximum perturbation allowed

for MIF within the Monte Carlo was determined using this method, and is

therefore reflective of literature data that would be used to scale MIF in a MSK

model. To discuss optimal fibre length, it is important to consider what is being

modelled by this parameter. For a single sarcomere, the optimal length represents

the point at which the maximum number of cross-bridges can be formed due

to overlap of actin and myosin filaments (Gordon et al., 1966; van den Bogert

et al., 1998). However, sarcomeres are not necessarily uniformity spaced within

a fiber (Huxley & Peachey, 1961; Llewellyn et al., 2008; Moo et al., 2016),

meaning it is plausible to assume that architectural adaptations to unloading

will alter the fiber length at which the maximum number of cross-bridges can be

formed. Indeed, there is consistent evidence of muscle CSA (Winnard et al., 2019)

and fascicle length changes (De Boer et al., 2008; Koryak, 2019; Reeves et al.,

2002; Rittweger et al., 2018) after unloading, which suggest a loss of sarcomeres

both in parallel and series formation. This can manifest in reduced functional

capacity, with astronauts presenting with reduced sit-and-reach performance

upon return-to-Earth relative to pre-flight (Laughlin et al., 2015), likely due to

a more flexed resting posture in microgravity (i.e. ∼0g) (Han Kim et al., 2019;

Simons, 1964). Sit-and-reach performance is often used to indicate lower-back

and hamstring flexibility, which supports the finding that OFL of the knee flexors

and non-knee muscles were significant in the regression model but knee extensors

were not. It has been hypothesised that reduced serial sarcomeres would result

in a right-shift on the force-length curve at equivalent MTU lengths because the
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sarcomere would be lengthened to achieve the same fascicle length (Narici &

Maganaris, 2007). The results of this study showed that shortening the OFL,

indicative of serial sarcomere loss, recreated the right-shift on the force-length

curve. Further, feasible solutions were observed when OFLs were unchanged or

shortened within a muscle-group, albeit to different levels of tolerance. The ability

to recreate features of muscle contraction dynamics and align with literature

measured outcomes (i.e. reduced flexibility) provide evidence that shortening

OFL is a likely physiological adaptation to unloading. This suggests that using

post-spaceflight assessment processes to determine fascicle length (e.g. using

ultrasound) would allow for identifying whether adjustment of OFL is necessary

to appropriately use the Hill-type model to recreate muscular adaptations to

unloading.

Having established that optimal fibre length is a realistic adaptation, the next

question is whether it is physiologically plausible that optimal fibre-length can

shorten by as much as 21% in the knee flexors. No feasible solutions were observed

when perturbing the OFL beyond 79% and 76% of baseline values for the knee

flexors and non-knee muscles, respectively, suggesting there is a physiological limit

that cannot be exceeded. Assuming that structural adaptations alone govern

the change in OFL (i.e. fascicle length is directly proportional to OFL), the

most perturbed value reported in this study falls within fascicle length changes

reported following bed rest and spaceflight (-26 - 0%, De Boer et al., 2008;

Koryak, 2019; Reeves et al., 2002; Rittweger et al., 2018). Although it is

important to note that only one study reported fascicle length changes in excess

of -10% (-5 to -26%, Koryak, 2019). These results suggest that there should be

inter-individual variation in OFL and that OFL shortening will not be excessive

in the majority of individuals. The study results support these suggestions as

feasible solutions were achieved between -21% - 0% for the knee flexor muscles

and -24% - 0% for the non-knee muscles, but with a higher density of feasible

solutions at lower levels of perturbation for both muscle groups. However,

whether salient features of an astronauts post-spaceflight movement patterns can

be captured is difficult to ascertain because there is a sparsity of biomechanical

data available and few previous modelling studies to compare OFL adjustments

used to model adaptations to the muscular system. Drawing from another clinical
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population, the more flexed posture of the hip and knee joints in microgravity is

analogous, albeit less extreme, to the crouched gait position reported in Cerebral

Palsy children (Wren et al., 2005). Crouch gait occurs, in part, due to muscle

contractures (i.e. muscle shortening) of the iliopsoas and hamstring musculature

(Delp et al., 1996; Schutte et al., 1997). Shortening OFL, in isolation or alongside

lengthening tendon slack length, has been a common approach for simulating

contractures in this context. Predictive simulations have shown that crouch gait

emerges when the OFL of the correct hip and knee flexor muscles is shortened

between -40% to -50% (Falisse et al., 2020; Mehrabi et al., 2019). Given crouch

gait represented an extreme context for which OFL adjustments may be necessary

to model adaptations of the underlying pathology, it seems reasonable that to

model adaptations to unloading did not reach this magnitude of shortening. The

challenge for future research is to determine whether the characteristics of an

astronauts movement, such as during gait, are captured with the MTU parameter

adjustments outlined in this study.

Similar to maximum isometric force, maximum shortening velocity, pennation

angle at OFL nor tendon compliance were found to be important parameters

for modelling adaptations to disuse. Given the six-fold change in angular

velocity between conditions, it is perhaps initially surprising that MSV was

not more influential at 180◦·s−1 where MTU length changes may occur more

rapidly. Increasing MSV allows muscles to generate greater forces at similar

contractile component (CC) shortening velocities. Compliance of the series elastic

component (SEC) can facilitate CC-SEC dynamics by permitting the CC to work

at comparable shortening velocities even when MTU shortening velocities may

be different (Miller et al., 2012). The Monte Carlo could only perturb tendon

stiffness by making the tendon more compliant, and it is possible that the more

compliant tendon allowed for the CC to work within similar force-velocity regions.

However, since optimal solutions were found across the entire range of the MSV

and TC perturbations, it appears that the baseline TC value was sufficient to

allow the CC to work in an appropriate region of the force-velocity relationship.

Pennation angle was not found to be influential in this study, likely because it

was only allowed to decrease when perturbed. Decreasing the pennation angle

increases the proportion of the muscle forces (active and passive) projected along
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the tendon, meaning perturbing this parameter was reducing the muscle force

requirements to achieve the same joint moment contribution. However, this does

align with previous observations about Hill-type formulations, which generally

consider pennation angle to have relatively little influence on muscle forces when

≤20◦ (Zajac, 1989). Of the 40 muscles in the model, 35 had an baseline OPA

of ≤20◦, which would only become smaller once perturbed during the Monte

Carlo. These results suggest that to model adaptations to unloading, it is more

important to appropriately calibrate MIF and OFL to model the architectural

adaptations to the muscle. However, it may still be necessary to adjust these

parameters to investigate MTU behaviour changes following spaceflight. The

complexity of the muscular system allows other parameters within the same

muscle model (Miller et al., 2012), or forces from other muscles (van der Krogt

et al., 2012), to compensate for perturbations to a given parameter. It is likely

that the adaptations to maximum shortening velocity, pennation angle at OFL

and tendon compliance are specific to the individual, and future researchers

should consider their unique research questions when deciding which parameters

to adjust alongside MIF and OFL.

Limitations

There are limitations of the approach taken in this study that should be

recognised when interpreting the results. In the absence of experimental data,

the reference net joint moments derived for the knee extension task do not

have corresponding EMG data to validate muscle activations. Salient features

of muscle activity, such as post-disuse presenting with decreased activations

(Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018a) and a tendency for greater activity from

vastus lateralis relative to the rectus femoris (Salzman et al., 1993), were

captured by the simulations. The shape and magnitude of the activations cannot

be further verified, and thus it cannot be ruled out that muscle activation

amplitude did not compensate for parameter alterations. Additionally, neural

adaptations were omitted from the study as the main focus was on modelling

the muscular adaptations of the MSK system to disuse. Alterations to the

neural dynamics of the muscle have been shown through reduced amplitude

of EMG (Berg et al., 1997; Kramer, Kümmel, et al., 2018a), greater torque

generation via supramaximal stimulation than voluntary contraction (Koryak,
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2014), and altered firing frequency and fibre conduction velocity (Mulder et al.,

2009). The activation dynamics of the muscle were not altered between the pre-

and post-conditions, and it is likely this would influence the estimated muscle

forces. However, muscle force estimations are relatively insensitive to the time

of activation and deactivation (Scovil & Ronsky, 2006), and it is expected there

would have been minimal influence on the conclusions of this study. Furthermore,

to reduce the complexity of the Monte Carlo it was assumed the nature of

adaptations within muscles groups was uniform. However, heterogeneity within

muscle groups in how the muscles adapt has been observed in the literature

(e.g., LeBlanc, Lin, et al., 2000). It is unclear whether muscles within a muscle

group were more sensitive to the parameter perturbations than others, which

prevents conclusions being drawn as to whether muscle parameters within the

same group can be adjusted differently. It should also be recognised that the

underlyding MSK model was primarily developed based on male participants,

validated against a single male and single female participant, scaled to a male

participant, and the reference isokinetic knee moment data were derived from

a sample of male participants. The results of this study need to be replicated

for female derived data to have full confidence in the applicability of the result

to women. Finally, tendon slack length was not included in the Monte Carlo

analysis because there was not any evidence to show a change with unloading, nor

a physiological mechanism that might explain how this parameter might adapt

to a change in (un)loading conditions (see appendix B). However, it is recognised

that tendon slack length is regularly cited as being an important parameter for

determining muscle forces in computational approches (e.g, Hicks et al., 2015;

Serrancoĺı et al., 2020). The recommendation would be that for modelling

adaptations to unloading using the Hill-type muscle model, pre-spaceflight tendon

slack length (e.g. after calibration using computational approaches) should not

be changed.

Conclusions

It has been shown that the Hill-type muscle model is capable of modelling

muscular adaptations to unloading. It is important to carefully adjust optimal

fibre length, particularly for muscles working within the ascending and descending

limbs of the force-length relationship, to obtain feasible simulation results.
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Shortening the optimal fibre length appears to align with observations that

spaceflight is associated with a more flexed posture, but extreme shortening

can influence the ability to obtain realistic simulation results. Future work

should consider investigating more movements (e.g. gait or jumping movements)

and alternative muscle sharing terms within the objective function to further

understand how the Hill-type-muscle model can be used to represent adaptations

to disuse.
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Chapter 6

General Discussion

The overarching purpose of this thesis was to inform hypogravity exercise

prescription by applying musculoskeletal (MSK) modelling and optimal control

simulation methods to hypogravity exercise contexts. The aims were to i) create

a Biomechanical Handbook of normative muscle and joint loading profiles when

exercise is performed in different gravity levels, and ii) to assess how muscular

adaptations to unloading can be replicated with a Hill-type muscle model. Until

now, despite the clear benefits to the space science community, MSK modelling

has been a surprisingly underutilised tool in hypogravity exercise research. Even

beyond the aims of this thesis, the resource limitations placed on the collection

of experimental data during spaceflight (e.g. space, equipment, expertise, and

financial cost) lends itself to MSK modelling and simulation methods that can

provide an effective solution to such challenges, with the only caveat of being able

to validly replicate the context under investigation. In this thesis, this approach

has been validated and used, for the first time, to quantify the internal loading on

muscles and joint structures in different hypogravity scenarios. This is a key step

as the exposure to hypogravity, and indeed other disuse paradigms, is associated

with a plethora of MSK adaptations that compromise the functional capacity

of the individual. The ability to estimate the internal MSK loading enables the

investigation of which exercises, or more generically external loads, might trigger

remodelling processes to maintain tissue integrity. Prior to this work, the loading

profiles of these exercises were informed by external loads (i.e. ground reaction
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forces) or net joint moments that do not directly represent the stress placed on

specific MSK structures. A more accurate and direct characterisation of how

MSK tissues are loaded during hypogravity exercise allows for better alignment

of expected stress to the structures that need rehabilitation. Additionally,

in this thesis, the applicability of the Hill-type muscle model for replicating

adaptations due to unloading was investigated. The Hill-type muscle model is

the most common muscle model used in computational biomechanics because of

it’s ability to replicate muscle mechanics with relatively few parameters and high

computational efficiency. The work of this thesis shows that known adaptations to

spaceflight and bed rest can be successfully modelled and replicated by adjusting

the Hill-type muscle model parameters. This provides an extremely valuable

example of how MSK modelling and simulation approaches can contribute to

space science.

6.1 Summary of Studies

The thesis began by presenting a vision for the creation of a Biomechanical

Handbook resource that presents normative MSK loading profiles of key

rehabilitation exercises. This was presented in the first study (Chapter

3), and was structured in two parts. First, a comprehensive open source

biomechanical data repository, including in vivo measured knee contact forces

via a force-instrumented joint prosthetic (eTibia), was used to validate the

framework. Taking the eTibia data as ground-truth knee contact forces,

the first part of the study sought to establish the accuracy of joint reaction

force estimations, and indirectly physiological realism of muscle forces, when

integrating a generic MSK modelling approach with a numerically efficient

optimal control algorithm (direct collocation). A publicly available MSK model

was scaled to the repository participant’s anthropometrics, and combined with

joint kinematics (derived from three-dimensional marker trajectories), ground

reaction forces, net joint moments (calculated via inverse dynamics analysis)

and electromyography (EMG) data and input into the framework to perform

data-tracking simulations. The main outcomes were that the error in the joint

reaction forces was within an expected tolerance, and performed comparably to

similar generic modelling approaches. Additionally, the framework was able to
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capture salient features of joint loading, including showing an increase in joint

reaction forces and a decrease in joint reaction impulses (a measure of magnitude

and duration of loading) as walking speed increased. The novel contribution

from this approach was that direct collocation, combined with a generic MSK

modelling approach, can estimate MSK loading profiles during human movement

with enough accuracy to compare the loading experienced between different

exercises. This was a key step to enable the creation of a biomechanical handbook

that includes normative values for expected loading profiles between gravity

levels and different exercises. Additionally, although automatic algorithms for

the segmentation of medical imaging data to create subject-specific models are

being developed, these approaches still require financial resources and expertise

to collect and process. This is not a viable approach during post-spaceflight

rehabilitation because the recovery of the MSK system likely requires the

creation of personalised models at multiple time points for the model to still

be subject-specific. A generic approach is also more accessible to agencies and

intuitions that do not have the financial, time, or intellectual resources to

undertake a subject-specific approach. This is particularly relevant with the

emergence of powerful simulations tools, such as OpenSim’s MoCo (Dembia et al.,

2021) and SCONE (Geijtenbeek, 2019), that have made trajectory optimisation

methods (i.e. direct collocation and shooting methods) more accessible to the

wider biomechanics community who may not have access to subject-specific

modelling methods. By demonstrating the benefit a Biomechanical Handbook

it provides a platform for space agencies to integrate subject-specific modelling

approaches into their astronaut monitoring to supplement findings using a generic

approach.

The second part of the study saw the simulation framework applied to an

experimentally simulated set of hypogravity scenarios, which involved a single

participant performing a single-leg hopping task whilst attached to a body weight

support system. It was found that although total quadriceps femoris muscle

force (sum of all four muscles) increased as gravity increased, the individual

contributions, particularly from the rectus femoris, was not consistent across

gravity conditions. This highlighted the benefit of MSK modelling to exercise

in hypogravity as it demonstrated that force contributions at the individual
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muscle level did not follow the same pattern as more ’external’ (or less accurate)

estimations of MSK loading (e.g. ground reaction forces or net joint moments).

The most novel aspect of this study was the integration of a muscle adaptation

model to the MSK simulations, which bridges the gap between theoretical

simulations and application to practice. The adaptation model, which estimated

the increase of muscle cross-section area as a function of overload, allowed, for

the first time, the estimation of hypothetical training volumes (i.e. repetitions)

required to elicit a meaningful muscle hypertrophy. This can provide additional

benefit, from a space science perspective, to assess the appropriateness of different

exercises paradigms, such as single-leg hopping, to avoid detrimental adaptations.

The study not only provides information of how the MSK structures are being

loaded, but also assesses the feasibility of the time frame required to achieve

the overload. For example, the estimated repetitions can be broken down into

typical training parameters (e.g. repetitions per set and sets per session), which

can be used to assess whether the number of session per week are feasible to

achieve. From this, more information is provided to the practitioner to determine

which gravity level is best aligned with the participant’s MSK condition. This

information can be used to develop a Biomechanical Handbook, a resource

that documents expected loading profiles and training volumes of rehabilitation

exercises to better align exercise programs to the individual’s MSK condition.

To this end, Chapter 4 features an experimental protocol that expanded on the

Biomechanical Handbook concept described in Chapter 3. Through the collection

and analysis of a comprehensive catalogue of gait and jumping movements in

hypogravity, this protocol provides a blueprint for making the Biomechanical

Handbook a reality. Within the protocol there is a description of a comprehensive

biomechanical data collection in an array of hypogravity conditions, including

Lunar (∼0.17 g) and Martian (∼0.38 g) gravity. Marker trajectories, ground

reaction forces and EMG data will be collected for a combination of gait

movements common in hypogravity (i.e. walking, running and skipping) and

jumping/plyometric movements common in rehabilitation/training (i.e. hopping,

vertical countermovement jumps, and drop landings). The same data-tracking

simulation framework outlined in Chapter 3 is presented as a method to estimate

the MSK loading profiles (i.e. muscle forces and joint reaction forces) and
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training volumes (i.e. via the muscle adaptation model) for the catalogue

of movements under investigation. Additionally, two ultrasonography probes

on the gastronemius muscle belly and Achilles tendon junction will provide

valuable insight into the muscle-tendon unit (MTU) behaviour when exercising in

hypogravity. Fibre lengths, velocities, pennation angle and tendon lengths will be

captured to provide insight in and of themselves, but will also provide opportunity

to validate the simulated physiological behaviour outcomes of the muscle models

used in the MSK model. The proposed work builds upon the case-study presented

in study one by extending the Biomechanical Handbook idea to a wider variety of

gait and rehabilitation movements. This allows for comparison between different

exercises at the same gravity level, the same exercises at different gravity levels,

and different exercises at different gravity levels to optimise exercise prescription.

A secondary novel contribution of this approach is the comparison of different

exercises at the same gravity level, as has the potential to identify optimum

exercises for loading MSK structures in different gravity conditions. For example,

with space agencies planning for long-distance space missions to the Moon and

Mars, knowledge of expected loading profiles when performing different exercises

in these environments can provide insight into best practices for mitigating

against muscular adaptations to unloading.

The third study, presented in Chapter 5, outlines a Monte Carlo sampling

framework to investigate the fidelity of Hill-type muscle models, a common

model used in MSK simulation, in replicating the functional outcomes due to

the severe adaptations reported after disuse. Post-spaceflight knee moment data

of isokinetic knee extension tasks (i.e. two angular velocities) was retrieved from

the literature and used in a simulation framework to replicate the movements

and internal loading generated by an individual in a muscular adapted state.

A modified version of the direct collocation framework presented in Chapters 3

& 4 was developed and used to solve for the MTU activation and contraction

dynamics with skeletal dynamics of the knee angle prescribed based on the

isokinetic condition. A Monte Carlo sampling technique was utilised to randomly

perturb the muscle model parameters within literature defined boundaries, where

each simulation represented a hypothetical individual who has been exposed to

microgravity (∼0 g). The optimal solutions found by the framework ensured
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the physiologically plausibility of the simulated data through computational

and physiological criteria (i.e. acceptable knee extensor moment values). This

allowed for a hypothetical population of Hill-type muscle model parameters to be

generated that were representative of specific muscle adaptations. It was shown

that if the optimal fibre lengths are adjusted correctly, the Hill-type muscle model

is able to recreate muscular adaptations.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

Astronaut Specific Loading Profiles

The use of generic MSK models was championed in this thesis, particularly

during Chapter 3, as it was argued that access to resources required for model

personalisation is limited. As mentioned, the creation of subject-specific models

is not a trivial task, and automatic segmentation algorithms do not overcome

the issues related to the collection of medical imaging data. The creation of

a biomechanical resource outlining the expected MSK loads during exercise

in hypogravity provides a valuable insight for these contexts. However, it is

recognised that the load profiles may not reflect those of an astronaut who

presents with muscular adaptations. Data collected during the Monte Carlo in

chapter five demonstrated that adjustment of Hill-type muscle model parameters

led to altered muscle-tendon behaviour despite producing the same net joint

moment about the knee. This finding is confirmed in the literature, with

van Der Krogt et al. (2012) demonstrating that when maximum isometric

forces are reduced to simulated muscle weakness other muscles will regularly

compensate with increased activation and force output. This might lead to

exercise prescriptions during rehabilitation that are either insufficient to stimulate

adaptations, leading to longer rehabilitation times, or that exceed the astronaut’s

capacity to perform, placing them at risk of injury. Chapter 3 provided an

approach for addressing this issue by demonstrating a vision for a biomechanical

handbook to inform astronaut rehabilitation. The scientific protocol outlined

in Chapter 4 expands on this vision by presenting a catalogue of exercise

paradigms performed in a range of hypogravities to broaden the application of the

biomechanical handbook. These data would capture the biomechanical changes to
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movement strategies (i.e. kinematics and kinetics) and neural changes (i.e. EMG)

that can be used to calibrate the MTU parameters of the muscle models, as has

been done previously (e.g., Falisse et al., 2017), to run data-tracking simulations.

Repeating this approach with a large enough sample would also allow for loading

profiles to be defined according to the astronaut-specific adaptations. Given

the limited sample of astronauts, bed rest studies would provide an alternative

population to sample from to statistically power these analyses. This would

supplement the work presented in Chapter 3 with generic and astronaut-specific

loading profiles to be incorporated into the Biomechanical Handbook resource,

and allow for researchers and practitioners to inform their work based on the

information available to them.

Predictive Simulations of Astronaut ”Pre-habilitation”

It is often said that prevention is the best cure. The focus on optimising

rehabilitation is necessary because although there are substantial exercise

countermeasures, and indeed non-exercise countermeasures, in place during

spaceflight (Loehr et al., 2015), astronauts still present with MSK adaptations

that impair their terrestrial function. However, in an ideal world the MSK

adaptations would be completely mitigated against via in-flight exercise, so-called

pre-habilitation, as there would be minimal impact on their reintegration into

society and the substantial resources needed for rehabilitation (e.g., time,

finances, and labour). Building upon the work Chapter 5, if the Hill-type

muscle model can be used to model different, astronaut-specific adaptations, and

astronauts can then be categorised according to emerging muscular adaptations

during spaceflight, interventions can be applied to mitigate against further

deterioration. These hypothetical sub-populations of Hill-type muscle model

parameter combinations that represent astronaut-specific MSK models can be

created according to their specific muscular adaptations. These could be

used to inform predictive simulations to assess the efficacy of hypothetical

training interventions to alter the course of their MSK health. There are two

main challenges for future research. Firstly, what self-administered monitoring

tools can be introduced during spaceflight that relate muscular adaptations in

vivo to Hill-type muscle model parameters. In a recent perspective article,

Fregly (2021) outlined a blueprint from improving impact of MSK modelling
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and simulation frameworks in real world clinical applications. Within this

review Fregly highlights the importance of appropriately assessing the needs

of the clinical populations. Could one of the current exercise devices on the

International Space Station be used to assess muscular function to predict

parameter adjustments relative to a subject-specific pre-flight model? Or could a

new tool, such as ultrasound, be used to directly measure adaptations to muscle

architecture? Secondly, determining what optimisation principles successfully

predict the maintenance of MSK health during exercise in spaceflight. One

approach could be to marry the outcomes of a predictive simulation with the

muscle adaptation model concept presented in Chapter 3. This could be used to

design an in-flight training intervention where, instead of predicting repetitions

to elicit an increase in muscle size, the adaptation model is modified to predict

the repetitions required to prevent a decrease in muscle size.

Another approach for predictive simulations is to estimate MSK loading in what

if? scenarios. Currently, there is a gap between the required MSK loading

during spaceflight to stimulate tissue remodelling to maintain homeostasis, and

what is currently possible to perform on the International Space Station. For

example, currently on the International Space Station limited exercise modes are

available and limited time available for exercise. With further space missions

on the horizon (i.e. to the Moon and Mars) these factors could be even

more constrained. In theory, an inverse MSK modelling approach would be

possible in-flight if biomechanical data can be collected. However, operational

resources, such as shuttle payload, room on the space station, and astronaut

expertise, make this option difficult as the accuracy of the data collected may

be compromised. Development of predictive simulations would allow for the

exploration of equipment design and alternative exercises with the current

equipment, which could be used to improve in-flight exercise programs. This

concept has been demonstrated by Fregly and colleagues (Fregly et al., 2015)

who modelled the advance resistive exercise device (a multi-purpose resistance

exercise device on the International Space Station) in 1 g and in microgravity.

They showed that modifying foot position forward and backward during a

back squat exercise altered the net joint moments of the lower-limb, and could

reproduce similar magnitudes to those measured in 1 g. In a similar vein,
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formulating predictive simulations to replicate the expected loading profile of

terrestrial movement would allow exploration of equipment design and movement

modifications to improve in-flight exercise. For example, another exercise device

currently on the International Space Station is a Treadmill with vibration

isolation (TVIS) that, through a harness, provides gravity replacement loads

to the astronaut via bungee cords (McCrory et al., 2004). Different exercises

could be simulated using the TVIS in its current state to evaluate whether

other movements might provide a more quality training stimulus than walking

or running. Plyometric hopping has recently shown promise in an experimental

study where ground reaction forces in 1 g could be replicated in hypogravity if

hopping height was sufficient (Weber et al., 2019). Alternatively, the design of

this system could be optimised by including the parameters of the bungee cords

(i.e. stiffness and resting length) as design variables and/or adding new elements

to create a new model for the gravity replacement load system (e.g. damping or

active motor resistance).

Longitudinal Study Designs

Building on the previous point, the recovery of MSK tissue during post-spaceflight

rehabilitation can take longer than the original space mission, potentially taking

three years to return to pre-flight condition in some individuals (Sibonga et al.,

2007). This further complicates the landscape as inter-individual variability in

MSK adaptations following disuse as it appears to emerge in the recovery of

tissue during rehabilitation. The experimental protocol outlined in Chapter 4

is a cross-sectional design meaning the loading profiles defined in this study

would represent the MSK condition at that point in time. Defining MSK load

profiles using cross-sectional study designs are arguably not sensitive enough for

a spaceflight rehabilitation context, as it is impossible to identify those who

recovery less quickly. Longitudinal study designs have been combined with

MSK modelling previously to identify patients who do and do not respond

to post-surgery rehabilitation (Killen et al., 2020; Wesseling et al., 2018).

Capturing the propensity for the biological system’s adaptability over time

is what distinguished them from mechanical systems, and is fundamental to

improving clinical impact of MSK modelling (Fregly, 2021). Employing a

longitudinal design during astronaut rehabilitation would allow for observing the
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pattern of change in MSK loading profiles over time in those who do and do not

recover. This has two potential benefits: i) it adds an extra-dimension to the

Biomechanical Handbook by including stage of rehabilitation to supplement the

grading of exercises according to hypogravity and an astronaut’s MSK condition,

and ii) further analyses could be incorporated into the study design to identify

mechanisms that explain the inter-individual variability in recovery.

6.3 Conclusion

The concept of a Biomechanical Handbook was presented and applied to

a hypogravity context. This was achieved thanks to the validation of a

data-tracking, direct collocation optimal control framework, which allowed for

the estimation of muscle forces and joint reaction forces. The novel contribution

of this resource is the ability to inform astronaut rehabilitation by quantifying

internal loading profiles (i.e. muscle and joint forces), which was also estimated

for the first time during hypogravity movement. In doing so it provides a more

accurate representation of MSK loading than previous work (i.e. from net joint

moments), and a method for which to grade hypogravity rehabilitation exercises

according to the astronaut’s MSK condition. Combining adaptation models,

such as the muscle adaptation model presented here, with the outcomes of MSK

modelling was shown to have added benefit that could be used to optimise exercise

prescription.

Future directions have been contemplated to continue the novel contributions

made in this thesis, with particular focus on how MSK modelling and

computer simulations can have an impact on the space science community. In

particular, the challenge facing future research centres around how to address the

large inter-individual variability in astronaut adaptations and recovery during

rehabilitation. The generic approaches utilised in this thesis provide a useful

resource for contexts where access to model personlisation is limited, but likely

do not capture the astronaut-specific biomechanical consequences of their adapted

MSK condition. Acknowledging this, the final study of this thesis provided insight

into how muscular adaptations can be modelled using a common muscle model

used in computational biomechanics. This gives future research a platform to
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inform the adjustment of muscle model parameters to improve estimation of

MSK in astronauts.

Musculoskeletal modelling is an underutilised tool in space science, and as

the push towards personalised medicine continues in other clinical contexts,

this thesis provides a timely contribution to astronaut rehabilitation. The

capacity to estimate internal loading (i.e. muscle force and joint forces)

will help to inform practice by allowing practitioners to supplement their

experience with information on the loading on key GRF structures, and allow for

astronaut-specific adaptations to be aligned with the expected loading profiles.

Additionally, the identification of strategies for adjusting MTU parameters

depending on the adaptations being modelled will be invaluable for future

simulation studies to ensure the accuracy and validity of their outcomes. This

places space science within the domain of computational biomechanics, ready to

benefit from developments in clinical practice as GRF modelling continues to be

embraced as part of clinical rehabilitation pipelines.
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Appendix to Chapter 3
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A.1 Knee Grand Challenge Data

Figure A-1 Right (A - C) and left (D - F) net joint moment tracking for hip
extension (A & D), knee flexion (B & E) and ankle plnatarflexion
(C & F) during the fastest walking speed (1.4 m · s−1). Extension
and plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured = simulated,
black = experimental.
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Figure A-2 Right (A - C) and left (D - F) net joint moment tracking for hip
extension (A & D), knee flexion (B & E) and ankle plnatarflexion
(C & F) during the slowest walking speed (0.8 m · s−1). Extension
and plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured = simulated,
black = experimental.
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Figure A-3 Right (A - C) and left (D - F) net joint moment tracking for hip
extension (A & D), knee flexion (B & E) and ankle plnatarflexion
(C & F) during the set walking speed (1.0 m · s−1). Extension
and plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured = simulated,
black = experimental.
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Figure A-4 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking at the fastest walking speed (1.4 m · s−1) walking
speed. Backward tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive.
Coloured = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-5 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking at the slowest walking speed (0.8 m · s−1) walking
speed. Backward tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive.
Coloured = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-6 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation),
and sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking at the set walking speed (1.0 m · s−1) walking
speed. Backward tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive.
Coloured = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-7 Normalised A-P (A & D), vertical (B & E) and M-L (C & F)
GRF tracking of the right (A-C) and left (D-F) steps for the
fastest walking speed (1.4 m·s−1). Coloured = simulated, black
= experimental.
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Figure A-8 Normalised A-P (A & D), vertical (B & E) and M-L (C & F)
GRF tracking of the right (A-C) and left (D-F) steps for the
slowest walking speed (0.8 m·s−1). Coloured = simulated, black
= experimental.
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Figure A-9 Normalised A-P (A & D), vertical (B & E) and M-L (C & F) GRF
tracking of the right (A-C) and left (D-F) steps for the set walking
speed (1.0 m·s−1). Coloured = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-10 Comparison between simulated muscle activations and experimental EMG during fast walking (1.4 m·s−1).
Coloured = simulated, black = experimental. GLMax = gluteus maximus, GLMed = gluteus medius,
TFL = tensor fascia latae, RF = rectus femoris, VL = vastus lateralis, VM = vastus medius, BF = biceps
femoris, SM = semimembranosus, GL = gastrocnemius lateralis, GM = gastrocnemius mediaslis, Sol =
soleus, TA = tibialis anterior.
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Figure A-11 Comparison between simulated muscle activations and experimental EMG during slow walking (0.8 m·s−1).
Coloured = simulated, black = experimental. GLMax = gluteus maximus, GLMed = gluteus medius,
TFL = tensor fascia latae, RF = rectus femoris, VL = vastus lateralis, VM = vastus medius, BF = biceps
femoris, SM = semimembranosus, GL = gastrocnemius lateralis, GM = gastrocnemius mediaslis, Sol =
soleus, TA = tibialis anterior.
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Figure A-12 Comparison between simulated muscle activations and experimental EMG during set speed walking (1.0
m·s−1). Coloured = simulated, black = experimental. GLMax = gluteus maximus, GLMed = gluteus
medius, TFL = tensor fascia latae, RF = rectus femoris, VL = vastus lateralis, VM = vastus medius, BF
= biceps femoris, SM = semimembranosus, GL = gastrocnemius lateralis, GM = gastrocnemius mediaslis,
Sol = soleus, TA = tibialis anterior.
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A.2 Hypogravity Case Study
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Figure A-13 Vertical ground reaction force tracking whilst hopping at different
gravity levels. Coloured = simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-14 Net joint moment tracking at the hip, knee, and ankle in the
sagittal plane at different levels of gravity. Coloured = simulated,
black = experimental.
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Figure A-15 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking whilst hopping at 0.17 g hypogravity. Backward
tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured =
simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-16 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking whilst hopping at 0.25 g hypogravity. Backward
tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured =
simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-17 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking whilst hopping at 0.37 g hypogravity. Backward
tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured =
simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-18 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking whilst hopping at 0.50 g hypogravity. Backward
tilt, right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured =
simulated, black = experimental.
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Figure A-19 Pelvis translation (A: A-P, B: Vertical, & C: M-L) and rotation (D: tilt, E: lateral title, & F: rotation), and
sagittal plane angle (G: Hip, H: Knee, I: Ankle) tracking whilst hopping at 1 g hypogravity. Backward tilt,
right lateral tilt, anti-clockwise, extension, plantar flexion were defined as positive. Coloured = simulated,
black = experimental.
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Quadriceps Muscle-Tendon Unit Length

Figure A-20 Normalised muscle length of the four quadricep muscles across
each gravity level during the hopping movement. RF = rectus
femoris, VL = Vastus Lateralis, VM = Vastus Medialis, VI =
Vastus Intermedius.
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 5
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B.1 Baseline Parameters

Table B.1 Generic unperturbed muscle-tendon unit parameters of muscles with
knee flexion moments arms, and the perturbation boundaries used
during Monte Carlo sampling

FMax l0 θ0 Vmax kt

(N· m) (m) (rad) (l0·s−1) (∇ at 4% strain)

Knee Extensors

Rectus Femoris 2192 0.076 0.217 10.0 35

Vastus Intermedius 1697 0.117 0.063 10.0 35

Vastus Lateralis 5149 0.117 0.253 10.0 35

Vastus Medialis 2748 0.110 0.422 10.0 35

Knee Flexors

Biceps Femoris SH 557 0.110 0.246 10.0 35

Biceps Femoris LH 1313 0.098 0.176 10.0 35

L. Gastrocnemus 1575 0.069 0.210 10.0 35

M. Gastrocnemus 3116 0.059 0.166 10.0 35

Gracilis 281 0.228 0.172 10.0 35

Sartorius 249 0.403 0.026 10.0 35

Semimembranosus 2201 0.086 0.255 10.0 35

Semitendinosus 591 0.193 0.241 10.0 35

Tensor Fasciae Latae 411 0.095 0.052 10.0 35

Perturbation Boundaries 0.40 - 1 0.60 - 1 0.75 - 1 0.50 - 2.00 0.4 - 1
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Table B.2 Generic unperturbed muscle-tendon unit parameters of muscles
without knee flexion moment arms, and the perturbation boundaries
used during Monte Carlo sampling

FMax l0 θ0 Vmax kt

(N· m) (m) (rad) (l0·s−1) (∇ at 4% strain)

Non-Knee Muscles

Add. Brevis 626 0.112 0.115 10.0 35

Add. Longus 917 0.118 0.138 10.0 35

Add. Magnus Dist. 597 0.194 0.195 10.0 35

Add. Magnus Isch. 597 0.170 0.168 10.0 35

Add. Magnus Mid. 597 0.152 0.207 10.0 35

Add. Magnus Prox. 597 0.116 0.311 10.0 35

Ext. Digit. Long. 603 0.074 0.218 10.0 35

Ext. Hall. Long. 286 0.080 0.197 10.0 35

Fl. Digit. Long. 423 0.047 0.225 10.0 35

Fl. Hall. Long. 907 0.056 0.258 10.0 35

Glut. Max. Sup. 984 0.164 0.354 10.0 35

Glut. Max. Mid. 1406 0.172 0.367 10.0 35

Glut. Max. Inf. 948 0.185 0.382 10.0 35

Glut. Med. Sup. 1093 0.081 0.317 10.0 35

Glut. Med. Mid. 765 0.083 0.317 10.0 35

Glut. Med. Inf. 871 0.085 0.317 10.0 35

Glut. Mini. Ant. 374 0.081 0.175 10.0 35

Glut. Mini. Mid. 394 0.067 0.000 10.0 35

Glut. Mini. Post. 447 0.046 0.017 10.0 35

Perturbation Boundaries 0.40 - 1 0.60 - 1 0.75 - 1 0.50 - 2.00 0.4 - 1
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Table B.2 continued

FMax l0 θ0 Vmax kt

(N· m) (m) (rad) (l0·s−1) (∇ at 4% strain)

Non-Knee Muscles

Iliacus 1021 0.116 0.280 10.0 35

Peronceus Brevis 521 0.049 0.205 10.0 35

Peronceus Longus 1115 0.055 0.248 10.0 35

Piriformis 1029 0.029 0.175 10.0 35

Psoas 1427 0.126 0.216 10.0 35

Soleus 6194 0.048 0.381 10.0 35

Tibialis Anterior 1227 0.074 0.195 10.0 35

Tibialis Posterior 1730 0.041 0.226 10.0 35

Perturbation Boundaries 0.40 - 1 0.60 - 1 0.75 - 1 0.50 - 2.00 0.4 - 1

B.2 Parameter Perturbation Boundaries

The literature was used to inform the boundaries used to perturb the MTU

parameters within the Monte Carlo framework.

Maximum Isometric Force

A body of literature described the change in muscle forces via involuntary

stimulation methods. Ten studies reported in vitro maximally stimulated

muscle-fibre force following spaceflight (Fitts et al., 2010; Widrick et al., 2001;

Widrick et al., 1999), bed rest (Trappe et al., 2008; Trappe et al., 2007; Trappe

et al., 2004; Widrick et al., 1998; Widrick et al., 1997; Yamashita-Goto et al.,

2001), and unilateral lower-limb support (Widrick et al., 2002). The greatest

decline in peak fibre-force was reported at -52% following bed rest (Trappe et al.,

2007). It was assumed that losses at the fibre-level manifested in an equivalent

change in force loss at the whole muscle-level.

Alternatively, Koryak (Koryak, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2010, 2014, 2015) presented

a series of studies assessing the change in involuntary maximal contraction of a
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muscle group following titanic supramaximal stimulation. Maximum muscle force

was estimated to decrease by as much as -36.7% from these studies. Involuntary

stimulation removes neurological influences on muscle force generation, giving an

indication of maximum force generating capacity.

A common approach for estimating the maximum isometric force, and indeed

when developing musculoskeletal models (e.g. Rajagopal et al., 2016), is to

assume it is proportional to physiological cross-sectional area and specific tension

(σm) (eq. B.1) (Lieber & Fridén, 2000).

FMax = σm · PCSA (B.1)

Specific tension is consistently reported to decline with disuse, with the largest

decrease reported as -27%, -45% and -55% following spaceflight (Rittweger et al.,

2018), bed rest (Larsson et al., 1996) and immobilisation (D’Antona et al.,

2003), respectively. Using a combination of medical imaging methods (MRI

and ultrasound), research have reported decreases between -16% and -5% for

PCSA (Akima et al., 2001; Akima et al., 1997; Akima, Kubo, Kanehisa, et al.,

2000; Funato et al., 1997; Kawakami et al., 2001; Kawakami et al., 2000). Using

the literature data, the fractional change in specific tension and PCSA were

multiplied together to estimate the decrease in maximum isometric force that

would occur. A substantial body of literature exists reporting muscle size changes

(volume and cross-sectional area) that could be used to derive PCSA based on

muscle fibre length and pennation angle (Lieber & Fridén, 2000). The calculated

maximum decrease in maximum isometric force (-58.8%) agreed well with the in

vitro maximal stimulation studies (-52%). Since maximal stimulation is a more

direct measure of maximum force generation, this value was preferred for defining

the maximal boundary for perturbing maximum isometric force. Therefore, the

maximum isometric force was perturbed between 40% and 100% of the generic

model.

Muscle Fibre Length at Optimum

Quantifying optimal fibre length is difficult to measure in vivo. Optimal fibre

length represents a theoretical fascicle length whereby the greatest volume of
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cross-bridges can be formed across all sarcomere. Research has shown that

muscle has the capacity to add and remove sarcomere in series in response to

overstretch and understretch (Lieber & Fridén, 2000; Williams & Goldspink,

1978), and that sarcomere lengths are not uniform across the fascicle (Moo et al.,

2016). This provides a physiological mechanism that that would underpin a

change in fascicle length, and alter the optimal fibre length as the capacity for

cross-bridge formation has been altered. Therefore, studies that reported muscle

fascicle length using ultrasonography in either a resting posture or voluntary

isometric contraction were used. Seven studies were identified that reported

resting fibre changes following spaceflight (Koryak, 2019; Rittweger et al., 2018),

bed rest (De Boer et al., 2008; Reeves et al., 2002), and unilateral lower-limb

support (Campbell et al., 2013; De Boer et al., 2007; Seynnes et al., 2008). From

these studies, the muscle fibre shortened between -26% and 0% depending on the

muscle group. These values were used, and slightly extended to account for the

non-uniform sarcomere lengths across the fascicle, to6 define the perturbation

range between 60% and 100% of the generic model.

Pennation Angle at Optimal Fibre Length

Similar to optimal fibre length, pennation angle has been reported via

ultrasonography at rest and not directly measured due to methodological issues

with measuring optimal fibre length. By definition, the pennation angle at

optimal fibre length will change when optimal fibre length changes. Additionally,

architecturally a decrease in sarcomere in series is believed to be indicative of a

decrease in pennation angle (Lieber & Fridén, 2000). Given the known decrease in

muscle CSA with disuse, there is evidence that pennation angle will decrease even

when optima fibre length does not change. Therefore, pennation angle changes

at rest were deemed appropriate to inform the perturbation boundaries. Ten

studies were identified reporting muscle fascicle pennation angle changes following

spaceflight (Koryak, 2019; Rittweger et al., 2018), bed rest (De Boer et al., 2008;

Kawakami et al., 2001; Kawakami et al., 2000; Reeves et al., 2002), immobilisation

(Psatha et al., 2012), and unilateral lower-limb support (Campbell et al., 2013;

De Boer et al., 2007; Seynnes et al., 2008). Of the eleven studies identified, all

of them reported pennation angle decreased by at least -1.4% (Kawakami et al.,
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2001; Kawakami et al., 2000), and as much as -23.2% (Rittweger et al., 2018).

Although one study reported that one of their two participants had increased

pennation angle following spaceflight, but this only modest (3.3 - 3.7%, Rittweger

et al., 2018). From these values the perturbation ranges was set between 75%

and 100% of baseline values.

Maximum Shortening Velocity

Maximum shortening velocity has exclusively been determined using in vitro

analysis of single-muscle fibres via a slack test procedure. Eleven studies were

identified reporting shortening velocity following spaceflight (Fitts et al., 2010;

Widrick et al., 2001; Widrick et al., 1999), bed rest (Trappe et al., 2008; Trappe

et al., 2004; Widrick et al., 1998; Widrick et al., 1997; Yamashita-Goto et al.,

2001), immobilisation (D’Antona et al., 2003), and unilateral lower-limb support

(Widrick et al., 2002). A wide range of values are reported with shortening

velocity reported to decline by as much as -44% (Fitts et al., 2010), but increase

by as much as 100% (Yamashita-Goto et al., 2001). From an architectural

perspective, all else being equal, shortening muscle fascicle length would reduce

the maximum shortening velocity (Lieber & Fridén, 2000; Narici & De Boer,

2011). However, disuse is associated with a shirt towards faster fibre-types

(i.e. type I to type II, Fitts et al., 2010; Trappe et al., 2004), which shows

fibre shortening velocity is not purely influenced by muscle architecture following

disuse. Therefore, it was deemed reasonable to assume maximum shortening

velocity may decrease or increase, and thus the perturbation boundaries were set

to between 50% - 200% of the baseline value.

Tendon Slack Length

There is a paucity of literature investigating tendon slack length changes in

response to unloading. Rather, authors reported tendon length changes from the

distal insertion to the myotendinous junctions whilst resting and under tension.

The confounding issue with this approach for inferring slack length changes is that

when under tension the change in tendon length is influenced by the mechanical

properties of the tendon. Since tendon stiffness has been shown to decrease

with unloading (see below), then is impossible to deconstruct tendon length
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into the influence of slack length and mechanical property adaptations. That

being said, only three studies were found that reported tendon length changes

following an unloading paradigm, with unloaded tendon length either decreasing

by <2% (Kinugasa et al., 2010) or remaining unchanged (Couppé et al., 2012;

Reeves et al., 2005). Loading studies (i.e. training interventions) have reported

cross-sectional area changes in the tendon, which is believed to relate to tendon

stiffness, but not slack length (Tardioli et al., 2012). Furthermore, a systematic

review of chronic stretching interventions was unable to identify any studies that

measured tendon slack length changes (Freitas et al., 2018). Therefore, there were

no studies identified that reported a substantial change in tendon slack length,

or indeed resting length, in healthy young adults.

In the absence of direct measurement of tendon slack length, the literature was

searched for evidence of a physiological rationale that would lead to a change

in tendon slack even if it was not measured, similar to the sarcomerogenesis

in response to overstretch in muscle. The architecture of tendon is such that

the dimensions of the tendon are influenced by the organisation of tendon

collagen (Kastelic et al., 1978). Evidence has shown that remodelling of collagen

is minimal in the Achilles tendon after maturation (Heinemeier et al., 2013),

suggesting the length of the tendon is unlikely to change during adulthood. Given

the lack of evidence of direct or indirect measurement of tendon length changing

in response to unloading, and the lack of physiological mechanisms that might

support the change in tendon slack length, it was decided that the evidence

does not support perturbing tendon slack length in the Monte Carlo simulations.

However, it is recognised that tendon slack length is regularly cited as being

the most important parameter for determining muscle forces during simulation

(e.g, Hicks et al., 2015; Serrancoĺı et al., 2020). The recommendation from the

evidence would be that to model adaptations to unloading using the Hill-type

muscle model pre-spaceflight tendon slack length (e.g. after calibration using

computational approaches) should not be changed.

Tendon Compliance

Tendon compliance is not a main parameter for Hill-type muscle modelling,

but plays a important role in muscle-tendon unit (MTU) contraction dynamics
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(Zajac, 1989). The stiffness of a tendon determines the elongation experienced

under a given load, which influences the MTU in two main ways. The linear

region of a tendon is typically modelled as a linear-spring, meaning the force

output from the series elastic element is directly influenced by it’s stiffness and

elongation from rest (i.e. tendon slack length). Additionally, the MTU operates

as one entity with the length of the tendon influencing the length of the contractile

element (i.e the muscle) such that while the MTU length may be unchanged the

muscle and tendon lengths may be different. This impacts contraction dynamics,

and indirectly, the activation dynamics, as the muscle can operate in a different

region of the force-length curve. Indeed, muscle activation, fibre length, and

metabolic power have been shown to be sensitive to tendon compliance during

simulated walking and running (Orselli et al., 2017; Uchida et al., 2016). The

aim of this study was to understand how to model the muscle adaptations of

unloading using a Hill-type muscle model. It is clear that tendon compliance is

important in determining the force-length-velocity dynamics as it influences the

length and shortening velocity of the contractile element. Consequently, given

there is a body of research that consistently demonstrates that tendons become

more compliant when unloaded it was necessary to include this parameter in the

analysis. There were six studies identified that reported stiffness of the Achilles

or Patella tendons as an outcome following bed rest (Kubo et al., 2004a; Kubo

et al., 2000; Kubo et al., 2004b; Reeves et al., 2005) and unilateral lower-limb

support (Couppé et al., 2012; De Boer et al., 2007). From these studies, the

tendon became between 13.7% - 32.5% more compliant in approximately 20 days

(Couppé et al., 2012; De Boer et al., 2007; Kubo et al., 2004a; Kubo et al., 2000;

Kubo et al., 2004b), and increased to 58% more compliant by 90 days (Reeves

et al., 2005). Tendon compliance was therefore perturbed between 40% - 100%

of the baseline compliance in the model.

B.3 Calibrating Logistic Regression

A key consideration when using a step-wise regression is defining the criteria for

additional additional terms to the model. The influence the addition of a new

term had on the logistic regression model fit was assessed. Six thresholds were

tested (0.1%, 1%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, 10%) that defined the increase in adjusted
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R2 required for a new term to be added. The aim was to determine a threshold

for adding terms into the logistic regression that best combined the model fit

with the fewest independent variables (i.e. model simplicity). Interaction terms

were allowed to be added to the model. The adjusted R2, that adjusts the R2 to

account for the number of independent variables, was used to explore the variance

explained by each model. The receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC) was

used to explore the ability of the model to correctly classify the simulations as

feasible and infeasible solutions. The false positive rate (FPR) at 90% sensitivity

(i.e. 0.9 true positive rate [TPR]), the sensitivity at 0.1 false positive rate (i.e.

false positive accepted 10% of the time), and the area under the curve (AUC)

were extracted for comparison.

As expected, the more strict the threshold (i.e. the greater the increase in the

variance explained required to add terms to the model) the number of terms

and model fit decreased within the regression model (Table B.3). The classifier

performance was also impacted, with the TPR decreasing and FPR increasing

at the same sensitivity thresholds. There was a clear drop off in all the metrics

and the ROC curve (Figure B-1) between 5% and 7.5%, indicating the model

was too simple. A threshold of 2.5% was deemed the best trade-off between

required terms, and model performance. This was based on two points. First, the

additional of two terms between 2.5% and 5% thresholds improved the variance

explained by 9% whereas 13 terms were needed for only an 8% increase with a

0.1% threshold. Second, the addition of more terms did not have a substantial

impact on the shape of ROC nor the AUC. This meant the model with a 2.5%

threshold was categorising simulations with similar accuracy to the models with

additional terms.
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Figure B-1 The receiver operator characteristic curves for each step-wise logistic
regression as the the threshold required to add terms to the model
was manipulated.

Table B.3 Comparison of model fit and classifier
performance with different thresholds for
adding new independent variables to the
step-wise logistic regression

Measure 0.1% 1% 2.5% 5% 7.5% 10%

Terms 21 11 8 6 3 3

Adjusted R2 0.62 0.58 0.54 0.45 0.25 0.25

FPR at 0.9 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.25 0.44 0.44

TRP at 0.1 0.87 0.83 0.79 0.70 0.47 0.47

AUC 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.83 0.83

FPR at 0.9 = false positive rate at 0.9 true positive rate,
TRP at 0.1 = true positive rate at 0.1 false positive
rate.
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B.4 Additional Results

Muscle Activations
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Figure B-2 Mean (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area) muscle activations from the feasible solutions for the
knee musculature during the 30◦·s−1 condition. RF = rectus femoris, VI = vastus intermedius, VL = vastus
lateralis, VM = vastus medialis BFLH = biceps femoris long head, BFSH = biceps femoris long head, GL
= gastroc. lateralis, GM = gastrco. medialis, GR = gracilis, SART = sartorius, SM = semimembranosus,
ST = semitendinosus.
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Figure B-3 Mean (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded area) muscle activations from the feasible solutions for the
knee musculature during the 180◦·s−1 condition. RF = rectus femoris, VI = vastus intermedius, VL = vastus
lateralis, VM = vastus medialis BFLH = biceps femoris long head, BFSH = biceps femoris long head, GL
= gastroc. lateralis, GM = gastrco. medialis, GR = gracilis, SART = sartorius, SM = semimembranosus,
ST = semitendinosus.
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Population Densities

Figure B-4 Sampling density of maximum isometric force for the feasible (blue)
and infeasible (orange) solutions. KE = knee extensors; KF = knee
flexors; NK = non-knee muscles.
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Figure B-5 Sampling density of pennation angle at optimum fibre length for
the feasible (blue) and infeasible (orange) solutions. KE = knee
extensors; KF = knee flexors; NK = non-knee muscles.
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Figure B-6 Sampling density of maximum shortening velocity for the feasible
(blue) and infeasible (orange) solutions. KE = knee extensors; KF
= knee flexors; NK = non-knee muscles.
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Figure B-7 Sampling density of tendon compliance for the feasible (blue) and
infeasible (orange) solutions. KE = knee extensors; KF = knee
flexors; NK = non-knee muscles.
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